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ABSTRACT 

Readings of works by four authors who fall within the 

American Romance tradition--Hawthorne, James, Faulkner, and 

Toni Morrison--reveal a poetics of memory that operates in 

terms of tensions between word and image, with memory 

achieving apparent embodiment through the image, while the 

simple presence thus generated is revealed to be both 

contaminated and opposed by cultural codes. Through 

portraits, photographs, and other less concrete representa

tions of the human countenance, characters seek to take 

personal possession of both themselves and others and 

thereby gain a form of self-possession which places them in 

a certain relationship to the culture. In creating verbal 

constructions of images, the authors also pursue a goal 

mirroring that of their characters. Individual chapters 

specifically address the way in which the written work of 

art's identity is reflected in the characteristics of the 

visual art forms it represents; the power of the memorial

ized image of woman; and the imaginary strategies by which 

the cultural authority of one written text can be defused 

by the written Romance that appropriates it. Works 

discussed are: The House of the Seven Gables, The Wings of 

the Dove, The Sound and the Fury, and Song of Solomon and 

Beloved. 
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MEMORIAL PICTURES: AN INTRODUCTION 

In The Art of Memory Frances Yates describes a 

practice used in classical times whereby whole speeches 

could be memorized by imagining a physical structure, such 

as a building, in which each successive portion of the text 

could be placed in successive spaces, each space marked by 

some imagined object which would call back through 

association the proper words. Sometimes each word might be 

assigned an object, resulting, one would think, in a visual 

clutter and complex pattern of association that would as 

likely serve to confound as fix memory. Nonetheless, the 

system's existence is testament to the idea that the visual 

is more easily remembered than the verbal, and that memory 
\ 

is best expressed in a form that subordinates the temporal 

to the spatial. Most interesting in the context of my 

argument, the practice points to a relationship between 

word and image in which the verbal is encoded in the visual 

in a very curiously controlled form of memory. But memory 

can take a variety of forms which can be defined in terms 

of different, and not necessarily stable, relationships 

between word and image. 

Horace's coinage of the phrase "ut Pictura Poesis" (as 

in painting, so in poetry) served to promote the idea of ~ 

sisterly relation existing between poetry and painting. 
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His source for the phrase was supposedly the ancient Greek 

poet simonides, to whom is also attributed the creation of 

the "art of memory" which Yates describes. The possibility 

that the concept of the "sister arts" and the systemization 

of the "art of memory" have a common author seems 

reasonable in light of memory's definition as "mother of 

the Muses." In his treatment of memory and art, Mario Praz 

cites the philosopher Antonio Russi, who says that "'in 

every art, through memory, all the other arts are 

contained~'" Praz is careful to note that the senses are 

not "present in art in the same way they are present in 

practical experience" and to distinguish between practical 

memory and aesthetic memory. He further quotes Russi: 

Memory therefore "does not assume in art a 

subsidiary or ancillary function as happens in 

normal life, but is, itself, Art, in which all 

the various arts are united without residua. 

Ancient mythology saw this clearly, in a way, 

when it imagined that Mnemosyne was the mother of 

the Muses." (57) 

The harmonious family relation allowing poetry and 

painting to borrow from and imitate one another was called 

into question with the publication, in 1766, of Gotthold 

Ephraim Lessing's Laocoon. "Sibling rivalry" better 
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describes the connection Lessing allows to exist between 

the two arts. He essentializes poetry as expressing 

relations in time and the plastic arts as expressing 

relations in space. with this idea that the two types of 

art belong to different spheres governed by different laws, 

the possibility that one may transgress the boundaries of 

the other enters. More recently, W.J.T. Mitchell has shown 

how theories of word-image relations are politically 

influenced and often biased in favor of the word. He notes 

how in Lessing the feminine is associated with the body and 

with space, and how consequently those arts associated with 

space are marginalized and considered inferior to verbal 

art. In a similar vein, Francoise Meltzer discusses the 

bias favoring the authority of the "Word" over the 

sensuality of images in old testament versus pagan values. 

As Mitchell points out, "The history of culture is in part 

the story of a protracted struggle for dominance between 

pictorial and linguistic signs" (43). 

But the qualities defining visual and verbal arts are 

not mutually exclusive. The temporal dimension of a 

painting or piece of sculpture reveals itself in the 

sequences we use to look at the work as well as in the 

historical and linguistic codes required to read it; and 

verbal constructs possess spatial dimensions, as a number 

of critics have noted (see Mitchell, Wolf, Alpers). The 
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relationship is further complicated when we speak in the 

more general terms of "image" and "language." While images 

are generally thought of as visual constructs capable of 

being immmediately apprehended, they are also mental 

constructs which do not even necessarily have an exact 

physical analog such as a painting. Their disembodied, 

abstract quality serves to underline their coded nature. 

Language's constant use of images, on the other hand, lends 

it an illusory physical quality. To again cite Mitchell: 

"Among the most interesting and complex versions of this 

struggle [for dominance between pictorial and linguistic 

signs] is what might be called the relationship of 

subversion, in which language or imagery looks into its own 

heart and finds lurking there its opposite number" (43). 

The evocative power of the image, which in the memory 

system described above is subordinated to the word, often 

subverts the authority of the word; conversely, language 

can deconstruct the illusion of immediate presence created 

by the image. 

Postmodern influences have led to viewing images as 

forms of language, and to an emphasis on the coded nature 

of visual signs. Another critical movement that might be 

identified as complementary looks at the physical, embodied 

aspects of literature and is represented in studies such as 

Elaine Scarry's Literature and the Body, Sharon Cameron's 
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The Corporeal Self, and Cary Nelson's The Incarnate Word. 

My readings here combine these two approaches and posit a 

triangular relationship between word, image and body. The 

image mediates between the abstract realm of disembodied 

language and the sensory world of the body by virtue of its 

visual quality. The visual realm itself represents a 

borderland between language and the body. In light of the 

commonplace notion that sight is the most abstract of the 

senses, the one which most definitely separates the body 

from the world even while it creates the world, the visual 

realm is the site of cultural constructions. Beneath the 

silent surface where the image reveals its apparent meaning 

in the present moment, historical and cultural codes hide. 

At the same time, following Merleau-Ponty's reading of our 

experience of the visible world, vision serves not to 

separate but to join the body to the world, and to help 

create an immanent self defined in terms of "the flesh." 

Flesh is "itself elemental being" and it "is the body 

inasmuch as it is the visible seer, the audible hearer, the 

tangible touch ••• " (Lingis Iv; liv). The image is a 

reflected product which, through its sensory dimension, 

recalls that immanent self. Thereby that which gives rise 

to a subject-object split serving to emphasize the 

conscious self as disembodied being also refers back to an 

embodied state of being in which consciousness is 
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inextricably joined to the senses, and in which the self is 

experienced as a "lived body," to again borrow Merleau-

Ponty's terminology. 

Yates's example given above demonstrates the important 

role of envisioning in the act of remembering. The domain 

of memory is in fact comprised entirely of different types 

of representations which can operate in different ways. 

Hence the visual image is one of those shadows of the 

senses native to memory which can re-member through an act 

of representative physical reproduction. 1 But while the 

representative presence of the senses recalls embodied 

life, Yates's memory system also demonstrates how the act 

of remembering is dependent upon associations which belong 

to particular codes. From this perspective, the visual 

operates within the sphere of memory not as a means of re-

embodying experience, but as a means of structuring past 

experience or knowledge within an abstract system; it thus 

becomes a form of writing. Michael Riffaterre has cogently 

argued that "the written text is • • • a limited system of 

incomplete and deficient visual symbols that aid readers in 

the rapid recovery of vastly more extensive remembered 

representations" and that "the principle mechanism of the 

1The triangular relationship I am outlining here 
clearly underlies Barthes' reading of the photograph of his 
mother given in Camera Lucida. 
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written text is memory, [and] reading the text is not a 

matter of decoding contiguous signs in linear sequence, but 

of matching those signs against simultaneous memories 

stacked in paradigms" (7-8). The act of recovery which 

memory necessarily involves leads written codes to cross 

over to the realm of physical representation via remembered 

images, remembered images to lead back to the body, and 

physical representations such as paintings to suggest coded 

meanings. As the site where representations and codes of 

all sorts are gathered, memory is a realm where 

transgressions between different arts and sign-systems 

naturally occur. This dissertation examines the function 

of memory in the literary art of the American romance, more 

specifically looking at memory as a literary trope that 

defines its character within a given work in the turns 

taken between the word and the image. 

The particular relationship to the past inscribed by a 

text can be defined in terms of its arrangements of space 

and time. Wendy steiner has identified one characteristic 

of the literary romance's spatio/temporal past in pointing 

out the romance's preoccupation with "visual art, 

voyeurism, [and] vision" (1). According to her reading, 

the imaginative power of the picture (as'it is represented 

within a literary work) has the power to suspend the social 

and historical forces represented in the work, and thus 
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stop time and create romantic "breaks in verisimilitude" 

(4). I would add that by arresting history the characters 

in a work, as well in a certain sense the work itself, 

construct and escape into personal memory. In the American 

romance tradition, the construction of memory--which is 

partially facilitated by the presence of visual elements-

enables the inscription of personal identity. Without 

memory, of course, identity is impossible. The particular 

appeal of a carefully constructed, self-contained memory is 

that as static ever-present object it can be made into a 

personal possession, the ownership of which leads to self

possession. But considered as a timeless realm housing 

various objectified memories, memory also functions as a 

space which one can enter. There, where social and 

historical codes are imbedded in a vast array of discrete 

memories charged with personal significance, one can also 

lose one's self. The works by Hawthorne, James, Faulkner 

and Toni Morrison considered here all are concerned with 

the possession and dispossession of the self within a 

context inscribed by memorial images. 

Praz notes that "In a baroque interior, spaces never 

really blend together; they certainly interpenetrate, and 

in most cases counteract each other, but even when unity is 

aimed at, heterogeneity prevails" (144). Such a baroque 

architectural space could serve to describe the pyncheon 
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house in House of the Seven Gables, where social disparity 

between the character and function of various areas such as 

the little shop, Holgrave's gable, or the garden is 

emphasized. While he was engaged in writing the work, 

Hawthorne said that "Many passages of this book ol\ght to be 

finished with the minuteness of a Dutch picture, in order 

to give them their proper effect" (Van Doren 172). HSG has 

in fact been described in terms of a picture, in which the 

main characters lido little but stand still while time 

decays" (Van Doren 175). I would extend this reading by 

treating the entire work as a collection of images housed 

in the imaginary space of the Pyncheon mansion, where like 

in Yates' various rooms of memory the pictures left there 

await the proper word to bring them to realization. The 

word here is the law which effects the picture's 

introduction to the reality of the social arena. 

The imposing portrait of Colonel pyncheon which by "a 

provision of his will" "remained affixed to the wall of the 

room in which he died" (21) embodies the desire of the 

patriarch it represents for the document which, ironically, 

it conceals. The document is the legal link which the 

Pyncheons still believe would actualize their imaginary 

claim to a vast territory represented for them in an old 

map which serves as playground for their illusions. The 

miniature portrait of Clifford pyncheon and the 
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daguerreotype of Judge Pyncheon's corpse are two more mute 

representations central to my reading. The wall portrait, 

the map, the miniature and the daguerreotype each express a 

different style of image-making with its own particular 

phenomenology, and give a combined effect that reinforces 

the sense of disparity within the house itself. 2 The form 

of the image determines in part the character of its 

subject as well as the character of what is remembered and 

the uses of memory. Bolgrave's daguerreotype of what was 

Judge Pyncheon, the final visual representation given in 

the book, displaces the previous pictures which all sought 

through some hand-crafted art to image forth a pyncheon 

identity. Bere the private, family fantasies occasioned by 

the romantic power of art give way to what is apparently 

scientific and social truth via this form of "sun-painting" 

that can be mechanically reproduced and is financially 

available to the common man. Bolgrave preserves the image 

"as a point of evidence that may be useful to Clifford" 

(303), thus affirming the daguerreotype's power to function 

as legal document. At this juncture where the private 

value of the image recedes, the baroque pathways of the 

2For the phenomenology of the miniature and "The 
Gigantic," (the wall-portrait), for instance, I find Susan 
Stewart's work, On Longing useful. For ideas on the map, I 
consult Svetlana Alpers, and on photography, Barthes, 
Sontag, and Benjamin. 
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imagination are replaced by a more direct form of 

signification, and art gives way to politics. Yet Holgrave 

also takes this picture as a "memorial valuable" to him, 

thus also noting this form of image still possesses private 

value. As a document of death, of the erasure of the 

subject, the daguerreotype takes on an insidious character 

in its function as one form of an art of memory. 

James and Faulkner make an odd pairing in some ways, 

but my treatment links them as offering two variations on 

"The Theme of the Three Caskets." Freud notes in this 

essay the frequent literary repetition of the theme of Ita 

man's choice between three women" in which the one always 

chosen, besides being surpassingly beautiful, is as dumb as 

death and in fact represents "the silent goddess of 

Death"--a reading aided by his simple equation of three 

caskets in The Merchant of Venice with women, since they 

are "symbols of the essential thing in woman, and therefore 

of a woman herself, like boxes, large or small, baskets, 

and so on" (246). I can ignore the questionable character 

of this amazing metamorphosis for my purposes here, and 

also disregard the emphasis on the choice between three 

women, and the interpretation of the subsequent 

transformation of the goddess of Death into a beautiful 

young woman as wish-fulfillment fantasy. Rather, the 

combined ideas of woman as speechless, of this muteness 
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thereby aiding in her transformation to image, of the 

association of the speechless image with death, and man's 

choice of such an image are what is pertinent to my 

argument. with the insertion of memory into this 

configuration of ideas we see how as remembered image the 

figure of woman appears as the subject or content of 

memory. Further, since memory cannot originate anything 

but can only repeat (like Echo) the images printed within 

it, then the mute image of woman can function as a figure 

for memory. Through his relation to the remembered image 

of woman, the character placed in the position of choosing 

defines his relation to memory. 

In his Preface to "The Altar of the Dead," James 

writes that he consulted memory in vain for the "influences 

attending [the] birth" of the story, and thus helped 

himself "back to the state of not having had to think of 

it" since, he realizes, the idea "was 'there'--it had 

always, or from ever so far back, been there" (v). It is 

as if, then, the claim of the dead upon the living existed 

naturally as a fact of consciousness; the past has always 

been present. But as the story depicts, the present can 

also create an aesthetic house of memory that not only 

enshrines the past, but allows the present to dwell within 

the past. The story's protagonist, stransom, imaginatively 

appropriates an actual old London temple for his dead wife 
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and all the other dead around whom he had already built a 

"religion of the Dead" and to whom he had constructed a 

spiritual temple (6). Religious significance is invested 

in the dead and specifically in the reverential gesture of 

consciousness towards the them; hence religious meaning 

does not transcend consciousness or locate the dead in a 

transcendent space. An aesthetic continuity of 

consciousness is created in the relation between the living 

and the dead, as stransom conceives the desire to be 

numbered upon his death among his own symbolically 

enshrined dead. His relation to Kate Creston supplies the 

link to life which will insure that continuity, and in fact 

the ultimate value of the relationship for him resides in 

that link to the living woman which will allow him to join 

the dead one. 

This use of memory and set of relations serves to 

illuminate Densher's choice of Milly Theale over Kate Croy 

in The Wings of the Dove, which is the problem central to 

my discussion of James. Clearly, it is the memory of Milly 

and not Milly herself that Densher loves, as Kate's 

probings point out. Milly's transformation to an aesthetic 

image through death is foreshadowed in the scene where she 

confronts a version of herself in the form of an art 

object--the painting of a young lady from another time who 

bears a remarkable resemblance to her, but whose 
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countenance is "unaccompanied by a joy" and who is "dead, 

dead, dead" (159). In the face of her own death, she 

learns to savor the present. Densher, on the other hand, 

can appreciate her present-ness only by way of its removal. 

Memory serves as the place removed from both life and 

death, a utopia crafted by consciousness, in which the 

image of Milly reigns as muse. 

Faulkner referred to The Sound and the Fury as a story 

which he four times attempted to tell and as many times 

failed in.telling (Bleikasten 49). He considered his 

inability to portray Caddy as the basis of this failure--an 

inability reflected in the three Compson brothers' failure 

to comprehend their sister. (This inability to portray 

finally reflected in the photo that mayor may not be Caddy 

presented in the appendix.) The Caddy each gives us is 

only an imaginary echo of himself; she cannot help but be 

insubstantial, especially since she reflects her imaginers' 

lack of substance. Quentin in particular is obsessed with 

the attempt to infuse his image of Caddy with meaning. His 

symbolic incest with her--a mere verbal act--is rendered 

devoid of meaning not only by his father's disbelief in 

Quentin's statement, but by his comment dismissing the 

possibility of any significance to such an act: "people 

cannot do anything that dreadful they cannot do anything 

very dreadful at all" (98). Mr. Compson's general tendency 
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to verbally dismantle all illusion makes impotent Quentin's 

attempts to create significance. Caddy is intended to 

function as the significant vehicle for the words which 

compose Quentin's world, but her image proves no more 

meaningful than those words. 

Francoise Meltzer says that in the Narcissus myth "we 

do not have a blurring of the distinction between self and 

other" : 

••• rather, taking the "original" myth as our 

starting point, we have the eternal separation of 

subject from itself and a concomitant fusion with 

what is perceived as object. Hence, a radical 

split within the subject and an attempt to merge 

with the image of a stranger who is in fact no 

stranger at all. It is an exchange of self for 

other. The attempt is then to merge by bringing 

the image--which remains unrecognized--to life. • 

When, as in the Narcissus story, the image 

that desire seeks to animate is the unrecognized 

self, we may ask if the desirer is not, in fact, 

dead (to himself), self-less, and thus desperate 

to inject life into the portrait with which he 

unconsciously (and correctly) identifies. • 

In seeking to animate what is stilled, the 
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subject is denying the opposite move: the 

stilling of what is animate--his own death, in 

other words. (114-115) 

The appendix to SF tells us that Quentin "loved only death, 

loved and lived in a deliberate and almost perverted 

anticipation of death" (411). In fact he initially loved 

death as an idea he could imbue with meaning, just as he 

loved Caddy; his vision of himself and his sister eternally 

consigned to hell for the sin of incest merges self with 

both death and Caddy in a meaningful configuration. Hence 

rather than repressing death as Meltzer outlines, he brings 

it to life along with the image of Caddy by giving it 

meaning, and so in a perverse way seeks to make himself 

alive by embracing both death and the other that is 

himself. But in deflating this meaning his father also 

kills Quentin's attempt to construct a self. 

Memories appear spontaneously to Quentin in the hours 

before his suicide, as if volition had no part in the act 

of remembering. And if select memories can serve to define 

identity, then random ones that fail to signify erase 

definition. Further, Derrida suggests in Spurs that 

forgetting, besides "attack[ing] the Essence of Being" also 

can provide a foundation for the self (143). One thing we 

have conveniently forgotten is that "there is no truth in 
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itself of the sexual difference in itself," that the image 

of woman alternately posing as as truth and untruth is 

merely an idea the objectification of which allows the 

existence of a subject (103). This is what Quentin 

involuntarily remembers, what for him empties memory and 

death and self of meaning. 

Morrison alone of these four figures has not been 

previously placed in the American romance tradition, though 

Jane Campbell has noted how the genre of romance has proved 

useful to black writers since the nineteenth century in 

"transform[ing] history and culture as whites have 

presented them into history and culture as blacks envision 

them" (xi). My placement of her in a predominantly white 

male literary line hinges upon her own texts' memory of 

previous texts, specifically that text which might be said 

to mark a canonized "origin" (just one of several possible 

arbitrary origins) of the American romance, certainly a 

text which possesses a great measure of authority within 

that tradition, The Scarlet Letter. Her treatment of that 

novel as a site of images amenable to being appropriated 

and transformed subverts the authority of the written word 

and the idea of the author which founds that authority. 

But her subversion of the idea of an authorized tradition 

embodied by writing is initially and more directly applied 

in Song of Solomon, where she says she uses "biblical names 
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to show the impact of the Bible on the lives of black 

people, their awe of it and respect for it coupled with 

their ability to distort it for their own purposes" 

(LeClair 28). The recovery of an uninscribed personal 

family legend connected with their own "Song of Solomon" 

displaces the implied reference to the biblical Solomon and 

the "Song of Songs"; in a similar manner, the biblically 

named character Pilate stages a figurative escape from that 

patriarchal text and re-generates the name through 

imaginary, metaphorical associations which draw meaning 

back into the domain of the sensory. 

Meltzer suggests that "where the written is primary, 

or privileged, imperialism may well be the logical 

end-result. Where writing becomes memory, memory becomes 

law (tradition), and SUbstantial change (difference, 

otherness) becomes untenable" (87). She locates the 

literary origin of the primacy of the word in the Old 

Testament, specifically with the Mosaic prohibition of the 

image--"a prohibition that may account for the curious 

emphasis on meaning at the expense of the sensory • • • 

[which] pervades biblical texts" (102). This accords with 

Auerbach's view that the "aim" of biblical stories "is not 

to bewitch the senses," not to "please and enchant us" but 

"to subject us, and if we refuse to be subjected we are 

rebels" (Mimesis 14-15). Further, he notes that the 
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stories themselves, not just the religious doctrine, make 

the claim to "truth" and "absolute authority." 

Following Plato via his Derridean transformations to 

Meltzer, we end with a version of memory-as-writing 

displacing memory-as-image, the telos of which is based on 

a form of meaning that poses as truth. The temporal flow 

of words attains a fictional connection through meaning, 

and thus a type of continuity that has a seemingly 

transcendent source. Tradition becomes the written 

incarnation of this divinely authorized meaning as it 

appears in and unites successive texts. Morrison uses the 

image to create an "original" text and so writes against a 

system of writing that denies the emergence of origins. 

But having displaced one memory system, the image reasserts 

its own memorial qualities, and no longer functions in an 

exclusively creative capacity. In the exercise of its 

enchantment the image asserts its own tyrannical power by 

drawing the subject into the past, as illustrated in 

Beloved through Sethe's relation to the image of her 

murdered daughter. As past displaces and thereby becomes 

present, the image, the ghost of Beloved, literally comes 

to life. Morrison's aesthetic project emerges as an 

attempt to put the enchantment of images from the 

past--even from former texts--to use, while escaping the 

tyranny of memory in whatever form it takes. 
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ENTITLING HAWTHORNE'S FIGURES 

IN THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES 

I 

While he was engaged in writing The House of the Seven 

Gables, Hawthorne remarked that "Many passages of this book 

ought to be finished with the minuteness of a Dutch 

picture, in order to give them their proper effect" (Van 

Doren 172). Thus figuring himself as painter, he 

metaphori~ally removes his prose from the primarily 

temporal dimension assigned to the written word by critics 

extending from T.E. Lessing to Hillis Miller. HSG has in 

fact been described in terms of a picture, in which the 

main characters "do little but stand still while time 

decays" (Van Doren 175). If Hawthorne's prose borrows 

from the character of painting here, however, it is 

partially in order to depict properly the pictures 

appearing in the book--pictures which await the word that 

will bring them to realization by bringing them into time. 

Wendy Steiner has used another of Hawthorne's works, The 

Marble Faun, to illustrate how literary romance employs the 

imaginative power of the picture to suspend the social and 

historical forces represented in the work, and thus stop 

time and create romantic "breaks in verisimilitude" (4). 

With regard to the ancient map of the pyncheon territory, 
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Colonel Pyncheon's wall-portrait, and in a somewhat 

different sense, the miniature portrait of Clifford, the 

word is the law which effects the picture's introduction 

to the reality of the social arena. 

In its most literal sense, the word here is embodied 

in the document which supposedly would entitle the 

Pyncheons to a vast tract of land "more extensive than 

many a dukedom, or even a reigning prince's territory, on 

European soil" (18). Brook Thomas, in his 

Cross-Examinations of Law and Literature, notes, 

One of the first examples of what Max Weber calls 

a legal, rational system of government, the 

united states, more than most governments at the 

time, placed authority in written documents. 

Britain had its unwritten common law and 

constitution, whereas the united states had 

declared its independence in one document and 

constituted itself in another. Expressing the 

will of the people, both the Declaration of 

Independence and the Constitution were originally 

granted authority because they supposedly 

embodied natural law. 1 (53-54) 

1Thomas sees Hawthorne as questioning the man-made 
legal system of the day. He discusses HSG in two related 
chapters, "Hawthorne's Legal story," and "Hawthorne's 
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Thomas emphasizes the distinction and interplay between 

so-called "natural" and man-made law in application to 

property rights. Nineteenth-century proponents of new, 

economically motivated property laws sought to lend these 

laws greater authority by presenting them as natural. 

Hence Judge Joseph story argued in the first half of the 

nineteenth century that 

In New England the dispossession of the Indians 

could not be attributed to a violation of their 

rights. It was a melancholy inevitability of 

history. "By a law of their nature, they seemed 

destined to a slow, but sure extinction. 

By their very nature and character, they can 

neither unite themselves with civil institutions, 

nor with safety be allowed to remain as distinct 

communities." Faced with the possibility that it 

was the introduction of civil institutions, not 

the inevitability of history, that caused the 

Romance of Art," arguing that "For Hawthorne, human 
history repeats the circular pattern generated by the form 
of the romance as he conceives it. But since that form is 
in part the product of the very historical forces from 
which it would escape, the circular narrative that it 
generates is not inevitable. Based on the same separation 
between public and private as the dominant legal ideology 
of the period, Hawthorne's romance can endlessly expose 
the limitations resulting from that separation but not 
transcend its constraints" (88). 
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Indians to disappear, story concludes, with a 

slight hesitation, that civil institutions are 

part of civilization and that the advance of 

civilization is inevitable. "It may be so; 

perhaps in the wisdom of Providence, it must be 

so." (Thomas 71-72) 

Progress, then, is divinely ordained, and written law, 

serving to direct progress, takes on a divine 

authorization. 

Pictures traditionally have been associated with a 

silence which leaves them without fixed significance and 

consideration of their nature often points out their 

seeming need for the guidance and authority of words. 

Susan sontag notes that "Socially concerned photographers 

assume that their work can convey some kind of stable 

meaning, can reveal truth. But partly because the 

photograph is, always, an object in a context, this meaning 

is bound to drain away .. as the photo is placed in 

other contexts, and even comes to be regarded as a formal 

composition, related to other pictorial compositions such 

as paintings. "Moralists who love photographs always hope 

that words will save the picture. • • • Thus Benjamin 

thought that the right caption beneath a picture could 

rescue it from the ravages of modishness and confer upon 

it a revolutionary use value.' What the moralists 
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are demanding from a photograph is that it do whc.~ no 

photograph can ever do--speak" (106-108). But beyond 

fixing the relation of an image to a society's value 

system, words perform the much more basic function of 

identifying the subject of the picture through naming it. 

Hence an image can become an object upon which the viewer 

confers sUbjectivity. Consider Mark Twain's response to 

Guido Reni's painting of Beatrice Cenci: 

A good legible label is usually worth, for 

information, a ton of significant attitude and 

expression in a historical picture. In Rome, 

people with fine sympathetic natures stand up 

and weep in front of the celebrated "Beatrice 

Cenci the Day Before Her Execution." It shows 

what a label can do. If they did not know the 

picture, they would inspect it unmoved, and say, 

"Young Girl with Hay Fever; Young Girl with Her 

Head in a Bag." (Mitchell 40) 

The name functions as the agent capable of containing and 

evoking Beatrice's story; without such a vehicle not only 

is the picture confined to the present moment it depicts, 

but so is the girl's identity limited within that moment 

which has no other context to anchor it. The concept of 

the "title" as I use it here combines the social-use value 
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of the caption with the stable, sUbjective identity 

suggested by the name. The pyncheon image, which is 

embodied in pictures, when united to the proper legal 

document will subject the world to that image by granting 

the pyncheons property. The title becomes the magic word 

possessed by the image which thus transforms it from 

powerless, mute object susceptible to any interpretation, 

to an entity with its own history that can take its place 

in the history that lies ahead. 

Such an image can participate in the flow of time and 

still maintain its identity, distinguishing it from a 

certain character of image taking shape in the nineteenth 

century. The cycle of desire, exchange and consumption 

brought about by the availability of reproducible goods 

bound objects to an economically based identity, so that 

their meaning was drained by the imposition of a 

changeable and arbitrary value. Further, reproducibility 

effaced originality and made goods images of each other 

and of themselves. Image and desired object were merged in 

available items. Not only did these desired images 

proliferate, but advertisements--images of images that are 

also images of desire--also proliferated. 

The Colonel's imposing portrait, the miniature of 

Clifford, and the map of the pyncheon territory are each 

original works of art whose craftsmanship serves to 
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preserve values from the past. But their primary value has 

little to do with their artistic status; it is based on 

the emotional investment their owners have made in them. 

These pictures frame, embody and reflect the desire of 

those who contemplate them. In this process, the stable 

identity conferred upon the picture helps constitute an 

identity for the desiring beholder, but also in the prc~ess 

beholder and picture are contained in a realm of,private 

longing separate from social reality and progress. In 

other words, the picture issues an invitation to the 

imagination and helps generate an imaginary sphere. If 

the end-result sounds something like a version of 

Hawthorne's "Romance," it is a romance of a delusive, 

inferior sort, that in the worst case encourages belief in 

the realization of its romantic vision. Ideally, 

fulfillment of desire would introduce the Pyncheon image 

and hence the pyncheon clan into the present social system 

without submitting it to the perils of exchange, 

consumption and loss of identity. 

Hawthorne's Romance distinguishes itself from the 

Pyncheon romance in rejecting the supposed reality of 

social law and instead submitting itself to a rigorous 

self-governance. But it faces its own problems involving 

the representation and documentation of its pictures. By 

what authority will the meaning of its scenes be fixed, 
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once commonly accepted laws have been rejected? From the 

outset Hawthorne defines his Romance in terms of his 

desire to avoid "bringing his fancy-pictures almost into 

positive contact with the realities of the moment." His 

concern that such contact "exposes the Romance to an 

inflexible and exceedingly dangerous species of criticism" 

indicates that at least in part his motive in writing what 

he calls a Romance is to exempt the work from judgments 

based on social laws--Iaws grounded in a local, historical 

reality and shored by the illusion of natural 

authority--which prohibit trespassing on private property: 

"He trusts not to be considered as unpardonably offending, 

by laying out a street that infringes upon nobody's private 

rights, and appropriating a lot of land which had no 

visible owner, and building a house, of materials long in 

use for constructing castles in the air" (3). Confining 

his tale to imaginative territory may safeguard it from 

judgments based on social law, but social law is not safe 

from his tale, as it both appropriates and shows the 

arbitrariness of the social system. Rules might thus be 

challenged without violating personal privacy by 

abstracting them from specific situations. This suggests 

another concern of the Romance--and here it bears some 

likeness to the pyncheon romance--regarding the importance 

of personal identity. In this case, it involves the 
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avoidance of violating the self, though as it becomes 

apparent throughout this discussion, the problems of 

representation make this difficult. 

If social law is imaginatively represented so that its 

reality can be questioned, then what role do everyday 

appearances, which seem closer to the marrow of reality, 

play in this Romance? Hawthorne notes that the novel "is 

presumed to aim at a very minute fidelity, not merely to 

the possible, but to th2 probable and ordinary course of 

man's experience" (1). Yet his own comparison of HSG to 

Dutch art calls attention to the minute fidelity paid to 

everyday domestic scenes which they both share. Consider, 

for instance, how he lingers over the breakfast preparation 

before Clifford's entry, what care he lavishes upon 

describing the details of various rooms or of the physical 

details surrounding business transactions, and how 

inclusion of domestic details is integral to the story. 

In fact, certain issues pertaining to characteristics 

of seventeenth-century Dutch painting apply as well to 

HSG. Both mirror a democratization of the social 

structure to which they belong, which affected the content 

and production of art. with the invention of the 

daguerreotype, for instance, portraits could be purchased 

by the common man, but the self-image also thus became 

wedded to a technological economy at the expense of its 
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relation to art. The realistic details naturally captured 

by the daguerreotype were much earlier subject-matter for 

Dutch painters, and reflect the elevation of the 

commonplace brought about by the rise of middle-class 

culture. When the Dutch finally gained independence from 

Spanish rule in the early seventeenth century, they 

created a de-centralized system of government which 

allowed less power to the nation's rUlers, and so 

permitted the emergence of a powerful merchant class. A 

"cult of the home" was founded upon the middle-class 

culture that this merchant economy made possible, which in 

turn influenced the development of what has been called 

the "bourgeois baroque style" (Fleming 293-308). Artwork 

was not commissioned by aristocratic patrons to 

mythologize and glorify themselves and their class; it was 

purchased by prosperous citizens for placement in the 

home, and so tended to reflect concerns of daily life. 

But artistic details that mimic the appearance of 

reality need not necessarily be read as realistic. As 

Svetlana Alpers points out, "Many students of Dutch art 

today view the notion of Dutch realism itself as the 

invention of the nineteenth century" (Alpers xxiv). 

Iconographers have since noted the emblematic character of 

the figures in Dutch painting, referring to emblem books 

in which the visual content acts as secret code for the 
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meaning verbally revealed in the "motto" placed above it 

and the "address" placed below. Such emblems originated 

in sixteenth century Italy but soon spread to Holland, 

where according to R.H. Fuchs they were "employed by 

Calvinistic moralists like Johan de Brune who realized the 

didactic value of a concrete image explained by a concise 

text" (38). The image was traditionally interpreted as 

the body of the emblem, and the text as the soul, so that 

the body or vehicle is subordinate to the soul or tenor. 

Word and image thus combine to create a stable metaphoric 

meaning. However, Alpers contends that the character of 

the Dutch emblem is distinct from the Italian; meaning is 

not concealed by but rather revealed in the picture. The 

affinity between the emblem and Dutch painting appears in 

the practice of what Alpers calls "captioning," which 

"assumes a parity between image and text" (217). The 

field of representation in Dutch art aims "to make the 

entire surface of the text visible. It is essentially an 

additive or serial notion that seeks to describe (or 

illustrate) everything that goes on rather than trying to 

narrate in depth a few significant events" (212). In order 

to accomplish this, Dutch scenes depict speaking figures, 

the counterparts of which can be seen today in cartoon 

strips, she says, where the spoken captions are of course 

included rather than visually implied. Meaning is not 
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generated out of a "narrated depth" in which the passions 

of a crucial moment must be read into the represented 

gestures, as seen in the Italian tradition; rather, in 

this "art of description" that characterizes the "visual 

culture" of the Dutch, meaning is apparent. Even words 

are "assumed into pictures as inscriptions or letters" and 

thus "take their place among other objects represented in 

the pictorial world and like them are to be seen as 

representations rather than as objects for interpretation" 

(207) • 

Alpers' description of Dutch art offers a version of 

mimetic realism which indicates one way that this type of 

representation works to close off interpretation. The word 

is silenced by the picture even while the image is kept 

within the constraints of the spoken. Each regulates the 

other, and so the mundane world is fixed and ordered, and 

appears to follow a "natural" law. The borders of such 

representation also define the character of time: if the 

picture refers only to itself then it is not significantly 

involved in history, unlike those Italian paintings which 

depict a culminating moment in a narrative. The 

paintings from the two traditions thus mirror the 

traditions themselves, for Alpers notes that 

Even the most naive viewer can see much 

continuity in northern art from Van Eyck to 
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Vermeer. • • • But no history on the 

developmental model of Vasari has ever been 

written, nor do I think it could be. This is 

because the art did not constitute itself as a 

progressive tradition. It did not make a history 

in the sense that art did in Italy. For art to 

have a history in this Italian sense is the 

exception, not the rule. Most artistic 

traditions mark what persists and is sustaining, 

not what is changing, in culture. (xxv) 

A notion of progress informs both the history of Italian 

painting and the story recalled by the moment represented 

in an individual Italian painting. Dutch art, unconnected 

to any invisible narrative, is situated solely within the 

present--that visible surface bounded by the frame. The 

everyday reality depicted there is distinct from the 

historical reality characterized by progressive 

continuity. 

Yet the details of description work to undermine the 

seemingly unified and unambiguous described surface of the 

present when the possibility of meaning intrudes. Hence 

Naomi Schor notes that lithe detail with an allegorical 

vocation is distinguished by its 'oversignification' 

(Baudrillard)i this is not a matter of realism, but of 

surrealism, if not hyperrealism" (61). While the 
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ornamental or magnified face of the detail calls abnormally 

close attention to the physicality of what is depicted, 

this very insistence crucifies that physical surface, 

opening the way for it to suggest something other than 

itself. The existence of a debate concerning whether the 

Dutch canvas gives a visible description of reality or 

refers to an emblematic tradition attests to the slippage 

into apparently unrelated meaning to which the temporally 

isolated realistic detail is subject. 

Benjamin's treatment of baroque allegory illuminates 

the way emblems can undermine temporal, organic and 

generic laws. In the Trauerspiel, history does not 

progress towards any teleological goal; instead, events 

shrivel into ruins--material shells from which the kernel 

of allegorical significance is derived. The unified view 

of history characterizing classicism is opposed by the 

baroque aesthetic, which denies transcendent visions of 

wholeness: 

In the field of allegorical intuition the image 

is a fragment, a rune. Its beauty as a symbol 

evaporates when the light of divine learning 

falls upon it. The false appearance of totality 

is extinguished. For the eidos disappears, the 

simile ceases to exist, and the cosmos it 

contained shrivels up. The dry rebuses which 
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remain contain an insight, which is still 

available to the confused investigator. (176) 

History itself appears in the baroque Trauerspiel as "part 

of the setting •••• in the form of the ruin" (177); and 

the ruin itself becomes a sort of hieroglyph, transforming 

history into writing. The multiplicity and ambiguity of 

meaning thought to characterize baroque allegory can be 

attributed to "'an advance of the plastic arts into the 

territory of the "rhetorical i, arts, I" according to one 

author Benjamin cites. The passage continues, 

. . • 'such violation of frontiers is nowhere 

more remorselessly punished than in the pure 

culture of sentiment, which is more the business 

of the pure "plastic arts" than the "rhetorical 

arts", and brings the former closer to music •• 

• • In the unemotional permeation of the most 

varied human forms of expression with autocratic 

ideas. . • artistic feeling and understanding is 

diverted and violated. This is what allegory 

achieves in the field of the "plastic" arts. Its 

intrusion could therefore be described as a 

harsh disturbance of the peace and a disruption 

of law and order in the arts.' (177; my 

emphasis) 
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Benjamin goes on to argue that this "undialectic 

neo-Kantian mode of thought is not able to grasp the 

synthesis which is reached in allegorical writing as a 

result of the conflict between theological and artistic 

intentions, a synthesis not so much in the sense of a 

peace as a treuga dei between the conflicting opinions" 

(177). But this synthesis is achieved only through the 

agency of the allegorist, who possesses unconditional power' 

over the object: "That is to say it is now quite incapable 

of emanating any meaning or significance of its own; such 

significance as it has, it acquires from the allegorist. 

He places it within it, and stands behind it; not in a 

psychological sense but in an ontological sense" (184). 

This is an arbitrarily imposed significance and rules 

"like a stern sultan in the harem of objects"; "It may not 

accord with the authority of nature • • • [but] is without 

equal in giving expression to nature" (184). Benjamin's 

description points out the violence inherent in the 

assigning of allegorical significance: 

The function of baroque iconography is not so 

much to unveil material objects as to strip them 

naked. The emblematist does not present the 

essence implicitly, ~behind the image'. He 

drags the essence of what is depicted out before 

the image, in writing, as a caption, such as, in 
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the emblem-books, forms an intimate part of what 

is depicted. (185) 

The allegorist, then, first is characterized as an 

artistic law-breaker, and then as a law-maker. Thomas's 

point that the documented law of the Puritans granting 

them possession of the land displaced the seemingly 

natural law of possession favoring the Indians bears 

witness to the connection between these two roles. But it 

should be noted that the idea of "law" itself involves an 

encoding that is appended to the imagined essence of an 

object; law defines a relationship between subject and 

object. The idea of a "natural" law is thus problematic; 

the law that links the image of the land to the rights of 

the Indian is not inherent in the land. It may be 

inherent in the image, however, since as W.J.T. Mitchell 

has noted, images are not free of verbal influence, or 

vice-versa. Between pictorial and verbal signs there 

exists a "relationship of subversion, in which language or 

imagery looks into its own heart and finds lurking there 

its opposite number" (43). 

Hawthorne violates the social law governing property 

by his artistic appropriation, through reading the image 

of the land in a manner contrary to the way it is read in 

reality and thus ostensibly robbing it of its fixed, 

objective status. crossing property lines, replacing 
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social with imaginative boundaries, he not only subjects 

mundane reality to the imagination, but reveals reality as 

a collection of images--ways of seeing--governed by 

arbitrary laws. His own law, as a law of the 

imagination, borrows from the style of 

pictures--specifically that of Dutch art and 

daguerreotypy. Hence the images of HSG tend to emphasize 

the present moment, and the past appears not as a portion 

of a continuous line leading to or receding from the 

present, but as images in the form of artifacts that crowd 

the canvas set before the reader. This is in spite of the 

scene portrayed at the beginning of the narrative tracing 

the history of the Pyncheon mansion and the pyncheon clan. 

The significance of the past in HSG is tied to its 

unnatural present-ness. 2 

Hawthorne's detailed images too, like those of Dutch 

art, are susceptible to surplus meaning. In treating the 

word-image relations in Hawthrone's work, one critic has 

recently argued that "The battle in Hawthorne's mind 

2susan Mizruchi addresses "history's representation in 
Seven Gables as a phenomenon continually evaded," 
discussing the problems of temporality and representation 
which I also take up here. Her argument places these 
issues within the context of considering the significance 
of historical narration. See "From History to 
Gingerbread: Manufacturing a Republic in The House of the 
Seven Gables" in The Power of Historical Knowledge, 
Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1988. 
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between the moral and the aesthetic, the Puritan and the 

pagan, the word and the image, is usually decided in favor 

of the moral, the puritan, and the word; the aesthetic, 

the pagan, the image is manipulated, appropriated, 

"colonized ' " (Gysin 171-72). However, where word and image 

are left to govern themselves with no allegorist as 

absolute sovereign, such order can remain enforced for 

only a moment, before either words or images change and 

new meaning is generated. Particularly in a work where 

word and image continually cross paths, the laws of each 

are susceptible to being broken by the other, and the 

identity of each is called into question. I am not 

arguing here that any essential character inheres in what 

I term "word" and "image"--for instance, as Lessing would 

assign to poetry and painting. "The image is the sign 

that pretends not to be a sign, .masquerading as • 

natural immediacy and presence," to again cite Mitchell 

(43). But a phenomenal difference is rooted in their 

apparent distinction, and associations that cling to 

images playoff of words (and vice-versa) in an elaborate 

game. In HSG, with its detailed, pictorial descriptions, 

the word takes on a presentness traditionally attributed 

to the image, while representing the image or picture as 

morally subject to the word of the narrator. His voice 

does not rule, however, but as in Alpersl view of Dutch 
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art, "a parity between word and text" operates--though 

instead of the verbal appearing pictorially, words draw 

pictures. Here economic laws--the laws of 

exchange--replace laws fixed by any authority. This 

economy of meaning taking place within the domain of 

texual style is reflected within the plot itself, where we 

see a commercially structured society usurping values left 

over from an aristocratically structured one. 

HSG concerns both the identity of the socially 

constituted self--through the shifts that the Pyncheon and 

Maule identities undergo in a changing culture--and the 

social constitution of artistic identity. As noted 

earlier, the shift to a commercially based society in the 

Netherlands also changed the character of art, as well as 

of artistic production. This would also influence the 

character of the artist, not only in terms of his social 

position, but also insofar as the style and content of his 

productions reflects upon and informs his own self. If 

socio-economic conditions define the artist's public 

character, however, aesthetic laws of the day will bear 

upon his artistic identity. Do aesthetic judgments 

violate or help interpret the "inmost me"--that essence 

which Hawthorne declared in the preface to The Scarlet 

Letter was kept hidden behind the veil of fiction--of 

either an artist, a work of art, or a character? Do such 
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judgments overrule the decrees of popular culture, or is 

some complicity involved between the two? 

It is pertinent to consider here the artistic laws 

with which Hawthorne was acquainted. In June of 1848 

Hawthorne borrowed Ruskin's Modern Painters from the New 

York Public Library (Kesselring 60). At that time, only 

the first two volumes of this five-volume work had been 

published, and it is probably to the widely-acclaimed 

first volume, published in England in 1843 and America in 

1847, that this refers. Ruskin would in subsequent volumes 

take every opportunity to lambaste the Dutch school, 

peppering his discussions with such comments as: 

or: 

It is not, therefore, detail sought for its 

own sake, not the caculable bricks of the Dutch 

house-painters, nor the numbered hairs and 

mapped wrinkles of Denner, which constitute 

great art, they are the lowest and most 

contemptible art.. (V. III, xxix-xxx) 

But the object of the great body of them is 

merely to display manual dexterities of one kind 

or another; and their effect on the public mind 

is so totally for evil, that though I do not 

deny the advantage an artist of real judgment 
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may derive from the study of some of them, I 

conceive the best patronage any monarch could 

possibly bestow upon the arts, would be to 

collect the whole body of them into one gallery 

and burn it to the ground. (V. V, 90) 

But the groundwork of this opinion is laid in the first 

volume, even as he defends certain qualities of the Dutch 

school against Reynolds' blanket generalization defining 

Dutch painting as historical (in the sense of being 

realistic), "attending to literal truth and 'minute 

exactness in the details of nature modified by accident,'" 

and Italian painting as poetic. While Reynolds finds 

"that literal truth and exact detail are 'heavy matter 

which retards the progress of the imagination,'" Ruskin 

points out how the finest imaginative art utilizes 

realistic detail. This combined with his affirmation that 

art achieves greatness on the basis of the imaginative 

power it exhibits seems in no apparent conflict with 

Hawthorne's imaginative appropriation of historical scenes 

and common details in the service of his Romance. However, 

for Ruskin 

If [the] facts are unimportant (as that he saw a 

gambler quarrel with another gambler, or a sot 

enjoying himself with another sot), then the 
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history is trivial; if the facts are important 

(as that he saw such and such great man look 

thus, or act thus, at such a time), then the 

history is noble. • • • so that, what with 

difference of subject, and what with difference 

of treatment, historical painting falls or rises 

in changeful eminence, from Dutch trivialities 

to a Velasquez portrait, just as historical 

talking or writing varies in eminence, from an 

old woman's story-telling up to Herodotus. (V. 

I, 40) 

The monarch Ruskin invokes in his later volume to burn the 

mass of Dutch art rules behind the scene in this passage, 

preserving noble values by implicitly yoking them to a 

social nobility. Yet art does not exist solely for the 

elite in Ruskin's scheme. His concern about the evil 

effect of Dutch art "on the public mind" illustrates his 

belief that true art functions morally to educate the 

public; thus the people become subordinate to the laws of 

art, rather than art being subordinated to the laws of the 

public marketplace. In fact Ruskin is the allegorist who 

fixes moral significance upon aesthetic objects, though 

without acknowledging the backdrop of a world stripped of 

meaning, as in Benjamin's system. 

As Roger Stein notes, in nineteenth-century America 
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"The question of artistic taste was becoming increasingly 

a public one" (47): 

For the mass of Americans, Ruskin's importance 

was in incorporating the unfamiliar, art, within 

the framework of the familiar, religion and 

nature. • • • It would be necessary to persuade 

[the small group who did know something about 

art] that "taste" was not a matter of the 

individual preferences of a cultivated few who 

understood European tradition and could make 

sensitive visual discriminations, but that it was 

firmly based upon absolute moral laws which had 

universal application. (46) 

While the transcendentalist influenced Massachusetts Review 

immediately came out in favor of Ruskin's new volumes, the 

more conservative North American Review objected to this 

"unknown upstart attempting to call into question the 

established artistic guides" (stein 43). But "Ruskin's 

fame spread rapidly • • • so that by 1855 Ruskin could 

write to the editors of the newly founded Crayon [an 

American art journal advocating Ruskin's doctrines] that 

he felt he had a wider and more receptive audience in 

America than at home" (stein 1). 

Hence by the time that Hawthorne finished HSG in 1851 
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Ruskin would already have become an established aesthetic 

spokesman in American culture. Nor did his voice fade for 

Hawthorne, apparently: in 1856, when the third and fourth 

volumes were published, Hawthorne again borrowed "'a book 

from the library called "The Modern Painters" by Ruskin,'" 

according to a letter from Una (Gollin 96). At that time 

he was serving as American consul in Liverpool, and some 

six months after this reading encounter with Ruskin he 

would take his family to Manchester for several weeks in 

order to see the celebrated Manchester exhibition of Art 

Treasures of the united Kingdom. He was determined to 

acquire an education in painting and "he embarked on his 

self-appointed chore with patience and humility, carefully 

monitoring his responses to the paintings he observed" 

(Gollin 83). But he met with some difficulties, 

"puzz[ling] over his dislike of the Pre-Raphaelites," 

whose paintings he found lifeless and lacking in beauty. 

He even complained that "'Every single thing represented 

seems to be taken out of life and reality, and, as it 

were, pasted upon the canvas,'" and that "'They almost 

paint even separate hairs.'" Not only does this criticism 

of the school Ruskin defended bear a curious resemblance 

to Ruskin's criticism of the Dutch school; Hawthorne's 

praise of the Dutch genre painters whose "pictures gave him 

the most immediate and unmitigated pleasure" directly 
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refutes Ruskin's charges against them. He delighted in 

"'Such life-like representations of cabbages, onions, 

turnips, cauliflower, and peas; such perfect realities of 

brass kettles and kitchen crockery'" that "'Even the 

photograph cannot equal their miracles,'" but also found 

them morally uplifting: "And it is strange how spiritual, 

and suggestive the commonest household article--an earthen 

pitcher, for example--becomes when represented with entire 

accuracy. These Dutchmen get at the soul of common things, 

and so make them types and interpreters of the spiritual 

world "' (Gollin 89). Of the painter for whom Ruskin is 

known as the most eloquent apologist, the primary subject 

of Modern Painters, Joseph Mallord William Turner, 

Hawthorne said "'I care no more for his light-colored 

pictures than for so much lacquered ware, or painted 

gingerbread,'" but humbly blamed his own lack of artistic 

sophistication here, later vowing "'to buy Ruskin's 

pamphlet at my next visit, and look at them through his 

eyes'" (Gollin 87-88). 

It is hence possible to see in Hawthorne's comparison 

of his Romance to a Dutch painting an indirect self 

indictment of his art resembling the one in "The Custom 

House" which he imagines made by his Puritan forefathers: 

"'A writer of story books .••• Why, the degenerate 

fellow might as well have been a fiddler! "' (12). 
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Whatever his own tastes might be regarding stories or 

pictures, men of either social or aesthetic authority would 

dismiss his writing as trivial. Besides defying 

traditional social judgment and the laws of property in 

his role as Romancer, he violates aesthetic law. He would 

later express doubts while engaged in his self imposed 

pictorial education about the value of cultivating artistic 

taste, and as Gollin points out he carried this reservation 

"to its logical conclusion in Rome, in discussions with 

Hiram Powers: both agreed that taste was completely 

separate from the moral sense; thus even a criminal might 

love good paintings" (93). But such doubts can already be 

seen in his implicit refutation of Ruskin--and if the laws 

of art are arbitrary then the aesthetic is not by nature 

yoked to the moral, as Ruskin would have it. Meaning 

can't be fixed by aesthetic judgment or artistic 

technique. 

This applies easily enough to mute pictures, but 

written works of art are capable of articulating their own 

meaning--at least, they must be if Hawthorne's law of 

Romance is to hold. In order to avoid "sin[ning] 

unpardonably," such a work must adhere to "the truth of 

the human heart"--a rather vague injunction which in some 

respects resembles Ruskin's marriage of art to morality. 

Indeed, Hawthorne's borrowing from the style of Dutch 
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painting doesn't merely open him to a charge of triviality 

from Ruskin, for he attempts to elevate the significance 

of the commonplace through the agency of Romance, and,so 

prove that the imagination can also illustrate the 

nobility inherent in "an old woman's story-telling" as 

well as in such subject matter as chosen by Herodotus. 3 It 

may be that realistic laws of reading keep Ruskin and 

others from seeing the significance to which Dutch art is 

susceptible. However, "the truth of the human heart," 

depicted pictorially, is far less capable of self 

definition than is suggested by the notion that it embodies 

certain laws. Hawthorne attempts to caption the pictures 

in his book, somewhat in the manner of emblem-books, 

addressing in his preface the stress that many writers 

place "upon some definite moral purpose, at which they 

profess to aim their works." He continues: 

Not to be deficient, in this particular, the 

Author has provided himself with a morali--the 

3The importance of such story-telling or gossip in HSG 
is discussed by Edgar Dryden in terms of its ability to 
allow participation in a communal identity so that "One 
can be warmed by the presence of others and, at the same 
time, keep the ~inmost me' safely protected from what 
would be necessarily a corrupting communion" (316). See 
"Hawthorne's Castle in the Air: Form and Theme in The 
House of the Seven Gables," ELH 38 (1971): 294- 317. 
Mizruchi looks at chimney-corner legends as a form of 
historical discourse. 
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truth, namely, that the wrong-doing of one 

generation lives into the successive ones, and 

divesting itself of every temporary advantage, 

becomes a pure and uncontrollable mischief;--and 

he would feel it a singular gratification, if 

this Romance might effectively convince mankind 

(or, indeed, anyone man) of the folly of 

tumbling down an avalanche of ill-gotten gold, or 

real estate, on the heads of an unfortunate 

posterity • • (2) 

Yet the caption is placed under immediate erasure by the 

qualifications that follow--that such expectations on the 

writer's part are not realistic, that "When romances do 

really teach anything, or produce any effective operation, 

it is usually through a far more subtile process than the 

ostensible one," and so he found it "hardly worth his 

while, therefore, relentlessly to impale the story with 

its moral • • • as by sticking a pin through a butterfly • 

" And finally, "A high truth, indeed, fairly, 

finely, and skilfully wrought out, brightening at every 

step, and crowning the final development of a work of 

fiction, may add an artistic glory, but is never any truer, 

and seldom any more evident, at the last page than at the 

first" (2-3). That is, the moral can render the work 

lifeless "causing it to stiffen in an ungainly and 
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unnatural attitude" or add "artistic glory," either of 

which effects are superfluous to the self-evident truth 

which probably will not be discerned by most readers, or if 

so, will achieve its end through hidden channels. The 

laws governing the depiction of the "truth of the human 

heart" are ambiguous, and Hawthorne acts as no 

conventional lawmaker or judge here. Rather than fixing 

meaning, the text fixes pictures by arraying them on the 

canvas of the present, transforming events into images. 

Since the images are immobile, characters and readers are 

obliged to move through them, by turns becoming immersed 

in, contemplating, assigning meaning to, or escaping them. 

In viewing the various pictures presented, the reader, 

playing connoisseur, might consider their artistic 

character, and find various trades being made between 

their aesthetic, social and personal identities. 
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II 

Before considering the two dimensional art works that 

figure in the story, it will be useful to look at the 

nature and influence of the architectural space that 

houses them. The temporal flow of the narrative is 

constrained by its almost exclusive containment within the 

Pyncheon mansion and the area immediately touching it. 

The seven gabled structure might be described in terms of 

what Mario Praz calls "a baroque interior" where "spaces 

never really blend together; they certainly interpenetrate, 

and in most cases counteract each other, but even when 

unity is aimed at, heterogeneity prevails" (144). Hence 

the little shop housed within the front gable "daIllage[s] 

any picturesque and romantic impression, which we have been 

willing to throw over our sketch of this respectable 

edifice" (28). Here the contiguous relationship of this 

common, commercial space to the rest of the house 

contaminates the romance not only suggested by the 

ancient, aristocratic appearance of the structure, but 

imperfectly expressed in the various antique artifacts, 

from Hepzibah's teacup~ to Alice's harpsichord, enshrined 

therein. The shop's mass-produced commodities such as the 

literally consumable gingerbread figures devoured by Ned 

Higgins socially oppose the value of those heirlooms 

invested with the Pyncheon past. As the presence of the 
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small, wooden habitations "typical of the most plodding 

uniformity of common life" surrounding the mansion, and 

even encroaching upon the once extensive garden behind it 

(26, 27-8), signals a threat to the values associated with 

a social aristocratic structure, so the re-animation of the 

little shop constitutes the invasion of the house by that 

same threat. The product of social forces which bring down 

the self-enclosed economy of the aristocratic imagination 

that finds value and identity in the past, the shop 

ostensibly provides the door through which the "reality" 

of the present can enter. 

The "structure of ancient aristocracy" is thus 

declared "demolished" when Hepzibah, in her role as 

shopkeeper, accepts her first coin from the child Ned 

Higgins, in exchange for a gingerbread figure of Jim Crow 

(51). In this trade significance is drained from the 

human image as the face of the nation's ruler stamped on 

the coin takes on a value equal to the representation of a 

human being who is, ironically, himself an object of 

exchange in the economy of the so-called democratic system 

of the time. Hepzibah takes no note of the image on the 

coin, and the narrator does not bother to mention it. 

Naturally, we all forget its presence since the 

significance of the coin is so effectively defined simply 

by its exchange value. Human authority is thus effaced 
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through coining its image, and subjecting the image to 

common repetition and use. The gingerbread Jim Crow, in 

contrast, rather than hiding the image, asserts its status 

as image--but only an image of a consumable gingerbread 

figure. It does not represent "Jim Crow" in any 

significant way; to Hepzibah it is just something for 

which the copper coin substitutes; to Ned it is the same 

as a gingerbread elephant, or dromedary, or locomotive. 

In this species of reification, the image loses its power 

to represent, and thus its own form of identity, through 

the erasure of its past. The reality of the present, in 

this space, consists of the repetition of physical 

exchange and physical consumption which robs the image of 

significance by excluding imaginative acts, which draw 

their energy from either memory or a vision of the future. 

As a result, the image disappears, figuratively in the 

case of forgetting the face on the coin, and literally 

with its consumption. 

We might question the "reality" of the temporal 

dimension defined within the bounds of what Hawthorne 

significantly terms "the little shop." Hepzibah and her 

brother "used to play at hide-and-seek in its forsaken 

precincts" when they were children, and upon her present 

return to the shop, she is first portrayed as "arranging 

some children's playthings," accidentally dismembering 
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gingerbread figures and scattering marbles on the floor 

(35; 37). The replacement of goods displaces Hepzibah's 

childhood experiences within what was before a free zone 

for the imagination. Her awkwardness in handling these 

things is a sad illustration of the loss of those 

childhood memories which might relate her to her present 

activities, by bringing the past aura of play to them. 

The incongruity "that so gaunt and dismal a personage 

should take a toy in hand" pointed out by the narrator 

emphasizes, for the reader who can recall the reference to 

Hepzibah's childhood two pages before, and imagine her as a 

child, the discontinuity between the youthful and aged 

versions of this person. Hepzibah is textually framed 

within a present moment she is emotionally unable to meet 

within this chapter entitled "The Little Shop-Window." 

And in the following chapter, Dixey and his companion, not 

privileged like the reader with an inside view of the shop 

window, project within its frame a much less charitable 

portrait of Hepzibah than we are given by the narrator. 

Just as significant as their initial opinion of Hepzibah 

and her business venture is their revised opinion at the 

end of the story. Judgment is passed within the context of 

a passing moment that occurs upon passing the shop in both 

cases; in the second instance, wherein Dixey concludes 

"Pretty good business!" (319), they take no account of 
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their first encounter of the shop, when Dixey foretold 

that Hepzibah would never "Make it go" and that the cent 

shop was a "Poor business!" (47). The verbal venture into 

the future is rendered meaningless both by its failure to 

be realized in time and its consequent mental erasure by 

those who made it. 

The incidents connected with the business of the 

little shop, then, take place within a "present" defined 

by its fragmentary nature, by its dissociation from both 

past and future. Identity as we generally imagine it in 

terms of both people and objects must include a past, and 

to a lesser extent, takes in future potential. In this 

modern, public space, however, identity is primarily 

determined within the immediate context in which the 

person or thing is encountered. (Dixey does draw on his 

memory of Hepzibah's frightful countenance upon his first 

sight of the shop, but that is in the absence of Hepzibah 

herself; I maintain that her presence would have displaced 

that memory recalled through association with the shop.) 

If the history of the shop is forgotten by the characters 

here, the details of Hawthorne's portrayal nonetheless 

preserve it, and the text functions as memory (a function 

I will later examine more closely). Thus what in becoming 

a place of public exchange has had its private value 

displaced can be reinvested with significance. We recall 
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that this was a playground, and by association attach that 

memory to the toys in the window, transforming the "little 

shop" to a toy-shop. The aura that then surrounds this 

space and the objects within it parodies the economy of 

meaningless sUbstitutions and the "reality" of the 

spatial/temporal dimension initially defined by the shop. 

We continue the game of hide-and-seek here, now in its 

revised form of hiding and seeking of significance, and in 

the course of the game find that the same objects house 

different values according to what is recognized as being 

contiguous to those objects. In this heterogeneous 

domain, the counteracting space can itself be counteracted 

in turn by influences that have filtered in from the 

adjoining area. 

The game continues throughout the text on different 

levels, and generally involves various forms of public 

versus private value. Hence another encroachment upon the 

identity of the house comes from a less public, in fact, a 

hidden space: Holgrave in his gable. The secluded nature 

of his chamber is underlined by the one glimpse we are 

allowed of it, 'when a terror-stricken Hepzibah is moved to 

unbolt a door, "cobwebbed and long disused, but which had 

served as a former medium of communication between her own 

part of the house, and the gable where the wandering 

Daguerreotypist had now established his temporary home." 
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Hepzibah has an uncanny encounter here. The room seems 

empty, since Holgrave is absent, being "at his public 

rooms," as she "might have anticipated." But then with 

"an impulse of idle curiosity, that flickered among her 

heavy thoughts, she looked at one of the daguerreotypes, 

and beheld Judge pyncheon frowning at her!" (244). This 

is the image of the very presence she is at that moment 

trying to escape, which is then empowered with a seeming 

presence in the unexpected meeting. At the same time, she 

meets the counterpart or "shadow" (in the Jungian sense) of 

that older pyncheon portrait which she has always so 

venerated. Holgrave, then, provides the secret means 

through which she confronts the disjunction between her 

romanticized image of the Pyncheon identity, and the 

actual character of the figure representing it. 

The picture in a more immediate, literal sense, serves 

as a sUbstitute for Holgrave here--which seems a very 

curious sUbstitution. He is, in Hepzibah's eyes, her 

"only friend" (46). She will engage in no sordid exchange 

of goods for coin with him, refusing his offer of payment 

for the biscuits he wants, and simply allowing him to 

"take up his residence in one of the seven gables" since 

"he seemed to be a well-meaning and orderly young man, and 

in narrow circumstances" (84). Though Hepzibah avoids 

public, economic trade with him, Holgrave nonetheless 
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engages in an exchange of a more complex nature, involving 

not the insignificant portrait adorning coins, but the 

Pyncheon image itself, embodied in repeated incarnations 

as the Colonel and the Judge, and represented in these 

men's portraits. 

The daguerreotype Hepzibah finds is one of "several 

rejected" that are in Holgrave's private quarters precisely 

because they were not suited for their originally intended 

public use. Getting the dageurreotype portrait of Judge 

Pyncheon "right" is in fact a project that serially eludes 

him. He comments on the result of one of his attempts to 

Phoebe: "Now, here is a likeness which I have taken, over 

and over again, and still with no better result. • • • It 

is so much the more unfortunate, as he is a public 

character of some eminence, and the likeness was intended 

to be engraved" (91-92). Eric sundquist would attribute a 

sinister irony to this statement, given his reading of 

Holgrave. 4 Indeed, the daguerreotypist's inability to 

create the image the Judge desires, while a failure in 

terms of his trade, can be considered a personal success, 

in that it thwarts the Judge's attempt to govern his own 

4sundquist's treatments of Holgrave as Hawthorne's 
double and daguerreotypy as a double for Hawthorne's art 
are useful to this argument. See "Representation and 
Speculation in Hawthorne and The House of the Seven 
Gables," in Home as Found, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1979. 
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appearances. But the business failure is also an artistic 

one, in that Holgrave's medium resists the insertion of 

fiction into the representation as a painting or written 

text might not: the artist cannot imaginatively transform 

the truth revealed by the product of the union between 

nature and technology, two impartial agents. In other 

words, rather than revealing "the truth of the human 

heart," genuine art is revealed as having the capacity to 

lie, at least in this instance where the seeming work of 

art is intended to be put to some public use. 

Holgrave is faced with a dilemma as a result of his 

various roles as tradesman, artist, avenger of hereditary 

wrong, and even futurist. His shifting identity contrasts 

with the Pyncheon identity which is fixed by the house, its 

artifacts, its ever returning patriarchal representative, 

and the patriarch's painted representation. Only the 

tenuous thread of legends concerning ancestral 

characteristics connects him to his forebears. He has even 

socially divorced himself from his own surname, and if one 

might claim that the Maule identity takes on a yet more 

socially subversive character in being preserved but 

hidden, it is also true that Holgrave has voluntarily 

created an alternate social identity which forms part of 

his character. Unlike those pyncheon figures who master 

social forms to achieve a social goal, Holgrave is well 
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acquainted with cultural practices as a result of dabbling 

in various trades, but the avenues he explores do not lead 

to public power. 

Holgrave's presence does pose a dual threat to the 

Pyncheons, in the form of a secret intrusion of the magical 

Maule gaze as well as an intrusion of democratic values 

expressed by the magic of modern technology in the 

daguerreotype. Later we will return to the issue of the 

daguerreotype's significance. My point here is that if by 

watching the Pyncheons and "taking" their image Holgrave 

can influence them in hidden ways, and if as Sundquist 

argues Hepzibah sets up shop as a result of Holgrave's 

diabolical urgings, then Holgrave is also influenced by the 

space he inhabits, and by the pyncheon presence. An early 

explanation he offers Phoebe concerning why he took up 

residence in one of the gables is that it serves to 

counterbalance the dazzling nature of his occupation; 

coming into his quarters "is like a bandage over one's 

eyes" (91). Though meant tongue-in-cheek, the comment 

reveals Holgrave, unbeknownst to himself, to be in the dark 

when it comes to certain aspects of his dealings with the 

pyncheons. The most important of these, of course, 

concerns Phoebe's effect on him: while a self-absorbed 

Holgrave uses Phoebe as a sympathetic receptacle for his 

thoughts, the narrator secretly frames him, suggesting 
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that "had you peeped at them through the chinks of the 

garden-fence, the young man's earnestness and heightened 

color might have led you to suppose that he was making 

love to the young girl!" (182). 

"The Daguerreotypist" thus becomes a representation 

himself in the chapter bearing that epithet as its title. 

The implications of this framing are complicated by 

Holgrave's story of Alice Pyncheon directly following, in 

which he represents his own double, Matthew Maule, as 

someone who resists with literal vengeance being made into 

a representation by Alice Pyncheon's gaze of "artistic 

approval" (201). The Maule character is essentially that 

of the seer: the elder Matthew predicts the Pyncheon 

future, the younger calls up ghosts from the past, and the 

present Maule makes images of the Pyncheon of the present. 

In so doing, they all, but particularly Holgrave, represent 

others. Perhaps it was by thus avoiding being made into an 

image that Holgrave "had never lost his identity" even 

"amid all [his] personal vicissitudes", as the narrator 

points out (177). If so, the Maule clan provides a model 

of identity that not only contrasts with the very visibly 

represented pyncheon identity, but attests to the unity of 

the unrepresentable, hidden self. 

However, "to represent others" sets a snare for the 

representor that can be seen expressed in the double 
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meaning of the phrase. Hepzibah's accidental encounter 

with Holgrave's photo of Judge pyncheon instead of 

Holgrave himself foreshadows the actual sUbstitution that 

occurs at the end of the story. Holgrave finally reveals 

his "true" identity by proposing to displace the pyncheon 

name: "'My dearest Phoebe, ••• how will it please you to 

assume the name of Maule?" (316). But as has been so 

often pointed out, it is Holgrave who takes on the Pyncheon 

identity, adopting more settled values and moving to the 

Judge's country estate. 5 The integrity of the 

unrepresented self seems to disappear (if one can spe~k of 

the disappearance of what was never visible) as the artist 

is drawn into the play of his own representation. 

Remaining unrepresented exposes Holgrave to the risk of 

becoming like another's representation. 

According to certain stories, "The pyncheons • • • 

were no better than bond-servants to these plebian Maules, 

on entering the topsy turvy commonwealth of sleep" (26). 

The turn of phrase suggests the retention of a hierarchy 

that has merely been put upside-down, and the added idea 

that the Pyncheon mansion was built over the "unquiet 

5Holgrave's conversion has of course been a subject of 
much critical debate. See for instance F.O. Matthiessen, 
American Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1941), 331-32, and Michael Davitt Bell, The Development of 
American Romance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1977) 183-84. 
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grave" of the elder Matthew Maule invites an interpretation 

of the respective family characters corresponding to 

"conscious" and "subconscious" and imagined in terms of 

separate, reified realms. But the hierarchy is tipped 

over by the idea of a plebian commonwealth, and the term 

"topsy turvy" takes on associations of chaos. In this realm 

everything is laterally related and the Maules possess the 

power to make the past, the future, and the hidden present 

visible. As the example of Matthew Maule illustrates, 

though, the ability to part the curtains that separate 

different worlds can also serve to let in foreign 

influences. He not only destroys Alice Pyncheon's identity 

by finding where she is vulnerable to his power and 

shattering her illusion of self-unity--("this fair girl 

deemed herself conscious of a power • • • that could make 

her sphere impenetrable, unless betrayed by treachery 

within" [203]); his ability to command from afar her 

irrational performances rents the fabric of everyday 

reality. The Maules in general make possible the enactment 

of various exchanges in which identity is lost, and thus 

are the agents who turn the gabled mansion, yet one more 

representation of the pyncheon identity, into a baroque 

region where spaces interpenetrate and counteract each 

other, and no transcendent meaning is possible. 

But the Maules function as more than merely the 
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Pyncheon nemesis: they represent a certain subversive 

social force, belonging to the common people and thus 

expressed most freely in a democracy. The narrator 

suggests a resemblance between a sketch of Holgrave's life 

and a "romance on the plan of Gil Blas," with the 

difference that such a romance "adapted to American 

society and manners, would cease to be a romance" (176). 

America is thus a place where a series of improbable 

vicissitudes ending heroically become imaginable in 

reality. Holgrave's checkered past reflects the character 

of his society, and his multiple roles mirror the field of 

possibilities for identity offered by that society. But as 

representative of the culture, Holgrave also serves as one 

expression of nineteenth-century America's preoccupation 

with the production and consumption of images. The rise of 

technology engendered reproducible items available to the 

public, among which was the dageurreotype. As previously 

noted, now portraits of oneself and one's family became 

commonly available, and were no longer only found in the 

possession of the privileged. 

If the dageurreotype of Judge Pyncheon reveals the 

fixed characteristics of the figure of the Pyncheon 

patriarch, this particular mode of image-making also can 

reflect the mutability of modern identity. The image that 

is instantly taken records the character of discrete 
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moments which are otherwise lost. The painting, on the 

other hand, creates the illusion of a moment within a time 

of production that is actually extended over several 

sittings. The portrait painter thus portrays in a single 

image a supposed essential character that manifests 

continuously through time; the image itself then 

represents the transcendence of that character over time. 

This illusion is effected through the creative power of an 

artist who has placed his talents at the service of his 

temporary patron. In the economy of such a production, 

the image reflects and magnifies the value of its subject, 

and the significance of the artist is overshadowed. This, 

at least, defines the conditions surrounding the painting 

of Colonel Pyncheon. Holgrave's description of Alice 

Pyncheon's portrait in the story he tells, however, effaces 

the significance of the portrait's subject. Having somehow 

been removed from the pyncheon family's possession and 

"fallen into the hands of the present Duke of Devonshire," 

the portrait is now "preserved for its value as a 

picture"--its wor~h presumably including both aesthetic and 

monetary factors--and is no longer valued "on account of 

any associations with the original" (201). Through his 

story, Holgrave artistically appropriates the portrait, and 

renders it an object of exchange in the social economy of 

the titled class. Here he employs literary art 
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subversively to depict the aristocracy undermining its own 

construction of privileged identity. 

Portraits of any sort are capable of transforming the 

self-image into a product for exchange; hence the 

self-image itself becomes changeable. But particularly 

where an economy depends on constant and rapid exchange, 

whatever is appropriated by the economy takes on a mutable 

identity. The daguerreotype is the product of such an 

economy, and it draws whatever it pictures into this 

economy. Holgrave represents the producer of the images 

belonging to this type of system, and gives a certain aura 

of subversive romance to the idea of modern production. 

Both as the (fictitiously) real embodiment of a literary 

"romance on the plan of Gil BIas" and as inheritor of the 

Maule powers, he brings romance into reality, but in ways 

that are legitimated by realism. His life follows a 

pattern characterizing the lives of many young American 

men of the time; his current trade bears a resemblance to 

magic (making it in this way also akin to art) but is 

scientifically based and socially accepted. Romance then 

loses its identity and becomes indistinguishable from 

reality, even as it continues to transgress the boundaries 

which are traditionally considered to define reality. 

Romantic improbability is expressed in the surprising 

turns of a game in which exchanges of identity take place 
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through displacement, forgetting, and the intrusion of 

foreign elements. The particular romance reflected in 

other artistic represent ions and threatened by Bolgrave's 

machinations is of a different character, however, and is 

what we will now consider. 
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III 

The representation of any map in a written text frames 

the issues involved in map-reading. Rather than seeing a 

picture coinciding clearly with its intended meaning, a 

happy union of visual and verbal modes in the service of 

practical use, the reader is inclined to attend to the 

map's status as representation and to the way the map is 

read within the text. The appearance of the ancient map 

of the pyncheon territory in HSG speaks to the general 

burgeoning and increasing significance of maps that took 

place from the seventeenth century on. In America, "Land 

disputes and the emancipation of the colonies notably 

promoted mapmaking, both civil and military, in the second 

half of the eighteenth century" (Bagrow 194). That a great 

many maps of America were published in Britain and Europe 

underlines the role of distance inherent in map-making. 

While the map brings the distant within reach, distance 

still resides in its abstract quality. Yet the scientific 

dimension of the map acts as guarantee of the truth it 

represents: 

Indeed, a casual look at almost any 

seventeenth- or eighteenth-century map of America 

reveals the absolute faith Europeans of all 

religious persuasions had in the authority of the 
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cartographic grid. Monarchs laid claim to lands 

solely on the basis of abstract latitudes and 

longitudes. Troops were sent to fight and die 

for boundaries that had no visible landmarks, 

only abstract mathematical existence. In 1844 

the united states was ready to go to war with 

England over an intangible latitude in the wilds 

of western Canada that the patriots of neither 

side could ever have located without complex 

astronomical instruments. (Edgerton 46) 

While technological precision supplies a transcendent 

authority, the boundaries of the map often make 

mathematics serve territorial desires. 

The scientific evolution of the map was accompanied by 

its artistic evolution--perhaps a natural product of its 

dual nature as a form of writing both referring to and 

defining real space (via the hidden fiction of Euclidean 

space), and as a pictorial embodiment of desire. The 

fanciful creatures depicted on maps of exotic places were 

joint products of the explorer's embellishment of his 

exploits and the map-maker's artistic expression, but in 

many cases their origin was far removed from even any 

imaginative connection to the land. As Gillian Hill notes, 

"The legends of the Old World were transferred to the 

unexplored continent" in sixteenth-century maps via such 
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works as Pliny's Natural History of the World, which 

accounts in turn were based "on the fabulous tales written 

down by Ktesias from Knidos who had resided as royal 

physician at the court of Artaxerxes Mnemon of Persia 

during the fourth century B.C." (34). How ironic that in 

these pictorial analogs of real space which appear to have 

detoured the ambiguities of language, the images which 

have crept in to undermine their truth were engendered by 

written fiction. In the figure of the map the picture 

takes on an authority and fixed meaning that as previously 

discussed is often associated with the word, and so the 

word through its indirect influence reveals its other 

side--a complicity with the phantoms of imagination. 

If territorial exploration and its attendant land 

claims spurred map production in the seventeenth century, 

the industry also had a more private market in the 

European estate plans of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, which reflected on a smaller scale the thirst 

for conquest and possession. These also were "embellished 

with rich iconographical detail," but with the intention 

of "flatter[ing] a landowner's pride of possession" (George 

8). The pyncheon map exemplifies these conditions, being 

"grotesquely illuminated with pictures of Indians and wild 

beasts" (33) and representing Waldo county as it 

presumably was while "still an unbroken wilderness" (19). 
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The primarily fictional character of the map is underlined 

by the narrator's comment linking the believability of the 

merely decorative elements with that of the entire 

configuration: "among [the illustrations] was seen a lion; 

the natural history of the region being as little known as 

its geography, which was put down most fantastically awry" 

(33). This minor work of art which lays false claim to 

representing reality itself occupies a marginal, merely 

decorative place within the book, like a replica of those 

fanciful figures it pictures; but just as its details 

reflect its general character, so does it reflect the 

general nature of the pyncheon claim. Further, since the 

pyncheons imaginatively place themselves within its 

territory, it serves to define their family character. 

The map extends and embodies the pyncheon identity. 

It is another type of family portrait, not of a face and 

torso, but more resembling a limb in its function and 

relation to the collective pyncheon self. Borrowing Susan 

Stewart's definition, it becomes a grotesque 

representation of the fragmented body: "Grotesque realism 

is emblematic of the body's knowledge of itself, a 

knowledge of pieces and parts, of disassociated limbs and 

absent center" (115). The whole body-image is created when 

it is seen reflected in the other. The pyncheons do not 

just fail to acknowledge the other at the individual 
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level, but fail to recognize the otherness of the social 

entity embodied in the public space surrounding them, and 

hence unnaturally extend the self-image through the agency 

of the map. 

As metaphoric figure of a limb, the map illustrates 

the grasping spirit said to characterize Judge pyncheon. 

But as the only embodiment of the thing it seeks to grasp, 

with no referent outside of itself, it is no more than a 

phantom limb. The map is the only physical evidence of 

the land claim that the pyncheons possess, and by itself 

cannot validate the claim. The lost document "signed with 

the hieroglyphics of several Indian sagamores" is 

necessary for that (316)--though the authority those 

signatures possess in terms of transferring ownership of 

the land is as questionable as the map's authority to 

describe territorial boundaries. The Indians can only be 

the owners of the land outside of their own cultural 

context; only by taking on the mask of a different 

culture, or falsifying themselves, can they claim such 

ownership. 

While the map offers a partial and distorted vision of 

the Pyncheon self, it distinguishes itself from the direct 

view of arm or leg that characterizes body awareness. As 

an artistic rendering of self-extension, the pyncheon 

experience of it is mediated by an other, the artist, 
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through whose agency the family's subjective vision takes 

on the illusion of objectivity. The map itself functions 

as mirror, but its capacity to mirror the pyncheon self is 

contingent upon its status as analog or mirror of the 

land. While the mirror is a natural and therefore 

authentic interpreter--the only partiality entering in with 

the viewer--this artistic representation possesses 

authority only by virtue of its craftsmanship. The 

narrator's note that the map was "not engraved, but the 

handiwork of some skilful old draftsman" calls attention 

to the artist's personal, direct engagement with this 

work, in contrast to the remoteness of the work from what 

it purports to represent. Some relation between the two 

factors--an artistic near-sightedness that blurs the 

concern with the truth of the abstract relation between 

object and referent--is hinted at in the sentence's 

concluding clause regarding the fantastic nature of the 

map. The designation of "draftsman" seems to make such 

near-sightedness inappropriate to the map-maker's craft, 

by pointing to its utilitarian aspect. His skill becomes 

insidious, however innocuous the draftsman himself might 

be, since his design comprises an ordering of reality and 

has the power to present illusion as reality; skill lends 

polish to the design and seems to legitimize the idea it 

presents. The probability that the work was commissioned, 
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and that this craftsman who is only marginally an artist 

had an interest in catering to his customer further adds 

to the insertion of mis-leading influences within the map. 

This map in time becomes a thing of beauty to the 

Pyncheons, not for its aesthetic qualities, but for its 

ability to transform social structures into personal 

property. It originally represented virgin territory, and 

as the county was developed, "Where the old land-surveyor 

had put down woods, lakes, and rivers, they marked out the 

cleared spaces, and dotted the villages and towns, and 

calculated the progressively increasing value of the 

territory, as if there were yet a prospect of its 

ultimately forming a princedom for themselves" (19). 

Through a self-involvement in the map's continuing 

production, they manipulate their world; pictorial 

inscription becomes a means of empowerment. Though the 

addenda resemble the original's trivial and fanciful 

decorations more than seeming like any essential part of 

the map to the outside viewer, for the pyncheons they are 

part of a gestalt in a representation that contains a 

world. The map becomes an agent of sympathetic magic by 

which their claim is extended. This illusion of wholeness 

depends on the repression of human time, however; all that 

is upon the land becomes a part of the land's natural 

history. The Pyncheon's inscriptions take no account of 
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histories other than their own, for to acknowledge other 

lines of descent would force recognition of other sources 

of authority and invalidate their claim. The map thus 

beautifully subordinates time to space in confining the 

world of Waldo county to two dimensions, and showing 

villages and towns as possessing locality without history. 

In "updating" the map the pyncheons create a temporal field 

where their own history's dead potential is placed within 

their personal present and given the appearance of life, 

and where the value of the villages and towns is defined in 

terms of this personal present--the value hence taking on a 

commercial nature. 

Yet the spell is not complete. They have succeeded to 

a certain extent in manipulating images in this instance, 

in developing a complete and self-contained, apparently 

objective vision out of a personal and fragmented one (or 

in Lacanian terms playing out the drama of the mirror 

stage). It seems that the pyncheons are less adept than 

the Maules at working magic with images, but their brands 

of magic each are used for different ends. Obviously the 

Maule witchcraft has little power to acquire the "heavy, 

solid unrealities" the Pyncheons seek; it hasn't even 

enough influence over the material world to retain their 

small plot of patrimonial ground for them. Whereas they 

are readers of the pictorial signs the world presents to 
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them, the pyncheons want to inscribe their signature upon 

the world. But having begun with a visual representation 

that appears to function as a type of signature, their 

attempt falls short. The map by itself does not possess 

the authority of a legal document, which derives its power 

from an actual signature, and so the draftsman's work 

lacks social as well as scientific and artistic legitimacy. 

The map requires and awaits the "caption" of a written 

document for it to be able to speak with any authority of 

the Pyncheon entitlement. This would release those 

brooding over the map from the private two dimensional 

space they have created, back into time. As it is, they 

are caught in their own spell and sentenced to dwell 

within the fictional borders of the map. From there they 

experience a feudal identity which as McLuhan points out 

is "inclusive, the king actually including in himself all 

his subjects ••• " (21). The feudal system was a 

"self-contained system of centres-without-margins" (196); 

within such a fantasized realm the family can maintain the 

blindness inherent in their vision, failing to see the 

boundaries which mark its removal from the reality of 

history and social systems. 

The nineteenth century saw an increase in the 

popularity of geographical board games; the obvious fact 

that the map's visibly defined space lends itself well to 
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the process of projecting oneself onto and into imaginary 

territory explains its appropriation for the purposes of 

play, while modern printing techniques enabled the 

reproduction of a more colorful and decorative playing 

field. The board visibly proclaims with its two 

dimensions and diminished scale what is not so clearly 

figured in a book such as pilgrim's Progress. In that 

personal favorite of Hawthorne's, the space of the map is 

joined with the space of the book and framed only by the 

covers of the book, so that the experience of the map 

works to overwrite (but not erase) the perception of the 

map as representation. If from one perspective the map in 

HSG occupies a marginal position in the text, the text 

also functions as a wide margin to the figure of the 

centrally considered map. The pyncheons place themselves 

inside a reduced representation of a territory which is 

further dwarfed by its relation to the text. No action or 

progress occurs within the trivialized realm figured 

there; mere additions are made in a game where the 

authority of the "skilled draftsman" who originally 

crafted the map is displaced. Not wholly in command of 

their own artistic endeavors, the pyncheons undergo a 

diminution in attempting to expand the boundaries of their 

familial self. 

While they identify with the superficial vision they 
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have projected onto the map, they remain blind to the fact 

that the house decays about them, subject to time's 

progress. The house provides a three-dimensional, 

architectural frame which buffers them from the "real" 

world and creates an intermediate fictional territory 

wherein they can physically act out the feudal identity 

imaginatively rehearsed within the confines of the map. 

They are in a sense like Don Quixote, who as Foucault 

points out, "is the hero of the Same. He never manages to 

escape from the familiar plain stretching out on all sides 

of the Analogue, any more than he does from his own small 

province" (46). 
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IV 

Of those for whom we fond emotions cherish 

Secure the Shadow ere the Substance perish 

(Rinehart 300) 

So ran a mid-nineteenth-century advertisement for 

daguerreotypes, one version of a sentiment expressed at the 

time by a number of daguerreotypists hoping to promote 

business. This might function as a fitting caption to the 

miniature portrait of Clifford pyncheon presented in HSG. 

The verse invokes a desire for the appropriation of the 

image even while acknowledging its illusory quality, by 

calling attention to its capacity to fix memory and endure 

and contrasting the image's power with the susceptibility 

of real substance to the effects of time. It also suggests 

the image's seductiveness: capable of being possessed, a 

photo, portrait, or memory still maintains a distance since 

what it represents can never be attained. Yet since the 

verse provides no direct meaning that establishes the 

identity of the picture through title or description it 

functions as a different sort of caption; it might be 

called epigrammatic, since it is an enigmatic remark that 

makes of what it re-marks enigmatic. In the present 

context, the enigma figures itself in the play between the 

visual and the verbal representation--how the form of 

Clifford's visual representation determines his written 
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character, as well as how narrative animates the frozen 

image. 

Clifford himself, however, is lost in this play. 

Since he has been displaced by Judge Pyncheon as heir to 

the pyncheon estate, and is represented in his written 

characterization as not being a true Pyncheon 

temperamentally, his image as embodied in the miniature 

portrait is also metaphorically nameless and untitled. 

Contrast this to Colonel Pyncheon's imposing portrait in 

which the visual image bespeaks the familial and social 

authority of the man's position. No such illusion of a 

publicly constituted and placed subject informs Clifford's 

representation. In HSG Clifford becomes an art object 

appropriated by artists and art-Iovers--including ourselves 

as readers as well as Hepzibah within this latter category. 

The lure of some partially represented but unatttainable 

beauty draws those who regard Clifford's image into a 

privately constituted aesthetic or psychological realm. 

And a mystery regarding the portrait's--and the 

man's--significance adheres to the image for even for 

Holgrave, who has not seen the miniature but voices "'a 

great curiosity to do so'" (92). It is not only Judge 

pyncheon who keeps Clifford untitled by robbing him of his 

inheritance and literally removing him from society, but 

those who, keeping the image embodied by the portrait 
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before them, assign some ambiguous and indeterminate 

meaning to it. 

But to return to the issues raised by the above verse: 

though the portrait preserves the figure of Clifford at the 

point where his life seems to have stopped, the shadow 

retained becomes the only substance of Clifford we know. 

The description of the miniature serves as our 

introduction to him, and is the focus of his 

characterization throughout the narrative. Phoebe 

recognizes that he "must have been the original of the 

beautiful miniature in her Cousin Hepzibah's possession" 

when he finally appears on the scene--lImust have been" 

meaning is no longer. The faded gown he wears now a dim, 

indistinct reflection of the "elaborately represented 

[one] in the picture," it has been reduced from its 

original status as cover for the self--little more than a 

mere surface, indeed, but one with a function--to a copy 

of a painted, decorative surface. And Clifford, read by 

the narrator in terms of the contrast between represented 

and real gown, which "seemed, in some indescribable way, 

to translate the wearer's untold misfortune, and make it 

perceptible to the beholder's eye" (105), is made 

subordinate to his literally and figuratively reduced 

image. 

Not that Clifford's painted portrait effaces the 
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represented self in the manner that Alice Pyncheon's 

portrait has come to do via a transfer of ownership which 

has reduced its value to that of mere "picture" divorced 

from considerations of significance. The narrator attempts 

to recover Clifford as subject by creating a play between 

image and word, generating his characterization by 

speculating on the suggestions offered by the miniature. 

The gaps between original, picture, and prose description 

are managed through the agency of authority, which confers 

a seeming authenticity to the written and painted 

portraits. The miniaturist Malbone's "most perfect style" 

(31) "caught the same expression, so refined, so softly 

imaginative" (106) seen flitting across the face of the 

elderly Clifford, and which we thus assume characterized 

the original. Further, the happy union of Clifford's 

visage and Malbone's technique in the portrait--"which 

represent [ed] a face worthy of no less delicate a pencil" 

(31)--implies there is truth to the image. And the 

depiction of Malbone using a writer's implement to capture 

abstract facial expressions places him in a seeming 

harmonious reflexive relation to the narrator. Between 

the portraiturist who writes, and the writer who draws 

portraits, then, the distance is presented as bridged. 

The narrator's relation to the miniaturist sanctions his 

appropriation of the miniature and frees him to mirror it 
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in the shadowy figure of the Clifford whom he observes. 

The claim that "It was once our good fortune to see 

this picture" (31) is crucial to the narrator's 

appropriation of the miniature. His memorialized image of 

that single and temporally distant sight reflects the form 

of the portrait itself, for by its size the miniature 

simultaneously creates an effect of remoteness from the 

observer and invites taking personal and private 

possession of it. 6 In fact, such portraits were often kept 

in a locket and carried concealed on their owner's person. 

The narrator's delineation of Clifford grounded by this 

imaginary possession of the miniature, he extends his claim 

to verbal appropriation by the time the narrative arrives 

at a description of "The pyncheon Garden" with a reference 

to "our poor Clifford" (148). 

Whose Clifford is this, though? The man is referred 

to as "the stranger" soon after his arrival on the scene, 

even after the narrator gives a lengthy reading of him, 

venturing that a character such as his "is always selfish 

in its essence; and we must give it leave to be so, and 

heap up our heroic and disinterested love upon it, so much 

the more, without a recompense" (109). How did the 

necessity of loving this stranger--this unnamed figure 

6susan stewart's chapter on "The Miniature" in On 
Longing has aided my viewing of Clifford's miniature. 
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whose character he already knows--find its way into the 

narrator's musings? 

The hidden narrative of Hepzibah's desire is necessary 

to animate the play between the miniature and the figure 

of the elderly Clifford. without this the narrator could 

give us little more than a mere description, written 

counterpart of a merely pictorial representation such as 

Alice's portrait has become. Hepzibah's experience of the 

original of the portrait coupled with a longing propelling 

her back towards this image of the past is what confers 

value upon the miniature. She can never focus her gaze on 

the Clifford before her, and so can't scrutinize him as 

the narrator does; her near-sightedness probably doesn't 

even allow her to see Malbone's miniature clearly. Like 

the narrator, she refers to a remembered image, which is 

painted with more daring flattery than any artist 

would have ventured upon, but yet so delicately 

touched that the likeness remained perfect. 

Malbone's miniature, though from the same 

original, was far inferior to Hepzibah's 

air-drawn picture, at which affection and 

sorrowful remembrance wrought together. (59) 

The artistic authority of the miniaturist is supplemented 

by and made subordinate to the vision of the picture's 
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actual owner. The emotional investment Hepzibah puts into 

her imaginary version of the portrait makes its value 

superior to that of the "real" one, and the narrator must 

acknowledge the claims of the portrait's owner as well as 

its maker in his reading. 

Though the narrator gives hi2 remembered version of 

the portrait at a point where he has turned his gaze away 

from Hepzibah as she looks upon the portrait, and though 

the description of his version appears before Hepzibah's, 

her desire infects even this initial description. He 

turns away out of delicacy--not presuming to assist "even 

in imagination, at a maiden lady's toilet" (30)--but also 

out of revulsion--since even "when she shall have done her 

utmost, it were the best charity to turn one's eyes 

another way" (31). The other way his gaze turns runs 

parallel to her own; while she contemplates the miniature, 

he slips into his description of it. Having expressed 

respect for her personal privacy, however, he can't resist 

turning back to speculate on the significance of the 

miniature to her: "Can it have been an early lover of Miss 

Hepzibah? No; she never had a lover--poor thing, how 

could she" (32)? 

The existence of the repressed narrative of Hepzibah's 

desire is figured in the escritoir, with its secret, locked 

drawer, from which she retrieves--no written document--but 
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the miniature. with this displacement of writing and 

foray into the unconscious, a turn away from the 

verbal-visual interaction occurs as well. Of course, the 

narrator does not presume to watch Hepzibah here; he only 

hears the turning of the key. And it's no wonder he 

avoids following her too closely at this point. The later 

description of Hepzibah's "air drawn" portrait, and the 

response that the vision of this inspires in her, discloses 

the secret of her miniature. Here we find the same 

emphasis on the beauty of the lips and eyes as in the 

narrator's description. But here these feature bespeak 

"Feminine traits, moulded inseparably with those of the 

other sex~' (60). This first of all implies the brother 

represents the feminine self that the sister should be, 

but is not. Figured here too, is the collapse of feminine 

with masculine, the merging of sister with brother, which 

would allow her to become that self. The description moves 

beyond this point of union which would effect both death 

and birth of self, however: "The miniature ••• had this 

last peculiarity; so that you inevitably thought of the 

original as resembling his mother" (60). And Hepzibah 

thinks, "Yes • • • they persecuted his mother in him. He 

never was a Pyncheon" (60)! The pathways of the image 

lead back to an imaginary return to the mother: a return 

still merely represented, and thus distant and 
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unattainable, yet offering a union with the image which 

represents at the same time a collapse into the body via 

union with the mother. This play between image and body 

excludes the verbal sign that confers identity--the name 

of the father. The miniature, acting as mediator between 

Hepzibah and Clifford, allows Hepzibah to draw Clifford 

back in time even beyond the place in his life it marks. 

Or rather, the image suggests to Hepzibah a place outside 

time best approximated by the image of childhood, a 

play-world where brother and mother and sister exist in 

harmonious relationship. There geneological structure and 

the persecution of mother and children it engenders can be 

escaped. Figuratively throwing off the name of 

"pyncheon", Hepzibah denies the laws that define and 

restrict her relation to her brother, as well as the laws 

of inheritance which led to his entanglement with the 

greater authority of social law. 

While skirting the h:sues that Hepzibah's 

contemplation of the miniature suggest, the narrator's 

characterization of Clifford addresses the reflections 

between image and body in terms of a living shadow versus a 

perished substance. If at times a flicker across 

Clifford's countenance recalls us to the miniature, yet 

"continually . • . his mind and consciousness took their 

departure, leaving his wasted, gray, and melancholy 
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figure--a sUbstantial emptiness, a material ghost" (105). 

The existence of the picture leads us to mourn the absence 

of the young Clifford. Substitute for that absent body, 

it invites a comparison to the Clifford of the present; 

animated by imagination and memory, it seems more alive 

than the real body, and so highlights the disturbing 

quality of Clifford's zombie-like existence. Yet the 

reverse also applies: Clifford's physical presence reveals 

the illusory nature of the miniature's power. Not only is 

it not the "original," not an actual body, the source or 

foundation of nothing, but the original it represents, its 

own source, no longer exists. 

More threatening, however, at least according to the 

narrator's construction, is Clifford's sensuality. In its 

"coarser expression," it drives him to eat "with what might 

almost be termed voracity, and [I emphasize] to 

forget himself." The narrator feels compelled to offer a 

judgment here: "the effect was painful, and made Phoebe 

droop her eyes" (107). Yet even in its more refined 

expression, 

had he enjoyed the means of cultivating his taste 

to its utmost perfectibility, that subtle 

attribute might, before this period, have 

completely eaten out or filed away his 

affections. Shall we venture to pronouce, 
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therefore, that his long and black calamity may 

not have had a redeeming drop of mercy, at the 

bottom? (112) 

The threat imposed by the body that would lead to self

forgetfulness and from there ultimately to obliteration of 

basic human qualities is already outlined in the character 

of the image. Granted, from the perspective discussed 

above, the image seems to be the vehicle by which 

significance can be conferred upon an object, while 

significance disappears in the sUbstantial and 

unreflective present of the body. But via those 

characteristics which seem to resist direct signification 

and create an illusion of presence, the image allies 

itself with the body and opposes the authority of the word. 

The image is the appearance which stands between language 

and the body and seems related to both. Thus it provides 

the passage through which one escapes the social laws fixed 

by language and arrives at some objective "nature." with 

such judgments as given above, the narrator turns away from 

the threat imposed by the body, again attempting to recover 

Clifford as subject by bringing him back into the realm of 

society and the law, and thus, of language. 

It is not merely by virtue of some general quality 

attributable to the image that Clifford is confronted with 

this threat. His specific incarnation in the miniature 
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subjects him to personal ownership, desire and 

interpretation, and it is in the private assigning of 

significance that the social law which fixes identity from 

the outside, public sphere begins to erode. The issue of 

the "inner man" becomes pertinent with the closer and more 

personal scrutiny the miniature invites, since the 

imaginative investment made with this type of gaze depends 

not just on the existence of an object but the belief in 

the existence of a subject behind the object. Reflection 

upon this physical image of the miniature assumes an 

imaginary image's ability to reflect upon itself. 

Paradoxically, both the tendency to appropriate and to 

aestheticize encouraged by the miniature portrait also 

distances the image from its original subject, leading 

from picture to a remembered image too much colored by the 

beholder's own embellishments. One more turn back to the 

picture and that image is reified, while the subject is 

forgotten. The image of the other is objectified and 

deadened in this process of remembrance. Thus the 

miniature serves as appropriate mirror-image for the 

physically present but self-forgetful Clifford. 

It seems a typical fate of woman that her subjectivity 

is compromised when, as loved one, she is made into an 

image and becomes a love-object. So it is not surprising 

that Clifford as beloved image is feminized; to the extent 
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that the idea of the feminine is a construct, he is in 

fact a woman. The aesthetic form of the miniature is one 

expression of what Naomi Schor has pointed out as a 

tendency to ally the detail with the feminine. The 

miniature is in its entirety a detail comprised of smaller 

details, and is marked by those qualities Burke would 

assign to WIthe beautiful" as opposed to "the sublime": 

"comparatively small," and so by extension comparatively 

trivial, it "inspire[s] us with sentiments of tenderness 

and affection" by attracting us to particulars of a person 

(311). Further, since Clifford's significance is 

dependent on the personal gaze of whoever possesses and 

regards the miniature, his identity is indeterminate. He 

does not hold the masculine claim to his own surname in 

either an actual social sense or a metaphoric sense, but 

instead, like a woman, his identity is defined within an 

intimate domestic sphere. Desire leads Clifford's beholder 

along private pathways that return to a speechless image. 

It is natural then that Clifford, figured into a woman 

through the agency of the miniature, remains without the 

clearly defined identity which would grant him social 

status and entitlement. 

The narrative of the miniature, having traced its way 

around the figure of Clifford as image, stops after his 

recognition of "the initials of his own name • • • which . 
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he had cut, when a boy • • • on one of the posts of 

the front door" of his ancestral home (252). At this 

point, the gulf of his forgetfulness is bridged through 

his reappropriation of his boyhood claim to his name and 

home which he had made through his act of 

self-inscription. Writing in this instance serves as a 

mark of self-appropriation through the placement of the 

self's mark upon a mediating object--the house--which the 

self can indeed literally possess, and which the young 

Clifford could legitimately imagine himself as one day 

owning. But while the carved initials thus occupy a 

physically and socially significant place in the "outside" 

world, that outside becomes a background for the 

self-assertive gesture of writing. While the boy is 

absorbed in the act of inscription the front post preserves 

the impression, so that once the self temporally recedes 

from its act it still finds itself reflected in the 

impression. The background then comes to the fore and 

fills in what originated as a private, inner impulse 

towards self-construction with the prime artifact of 

Clifford's ancestral and social identity, the house. 

Hence the memoria1ization of his act joins the image of an 

independent self, the child who is active and innocent of 

the past, to a self whose historical dimension grants him 

a place in the cultural present. Memoria1ization of the 
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initial act (or the act of initialing) is effected by 

means of a physical object that itself embodies memories, 

and in the act of remembering his gesture of 

self-assertion the self is thickened by inclusion of the 

context with the image of those initials. It is in the act 

of remembering the memorialization of the self as 

represented in his name that Clifford takes possession of 

his inner entitlement. 7 His literal entitlement naturally 

follows as the death of Judge pyncheon and his son leaves 

Clifford as heir to both the pyncheon name and property. 

He ventures from the house to the train and later to Judge 

Pyncheon's estate. In these acts which call him forth 

from the private to the public realm we will leave him. 

Yet a final word upon the miniature is necessary. The 

represented Clifford attains artistic value as a result of 

the tensions between elements of the painted, written, and 

imagined characterizations, these characterizations 

themselves products of various appropriations. The 

interactions here generate a lengthy but indirect caption 

marking and re-marking an image which, not being a 

subject, cannot speak, and being a work of art, cannot be 

spoken. The artistic image resists direct signification. 

7John T. Irwin's development of the idea that writing 
acts as a "hieroglyphic double" of the writer's self is 
pertinent here. See American Hieroglyphics, Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983. 
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Consonant with its indirection, the significance of 

Clifford's portrait involves the surreptitious, the 

personal, the repressed. 

Another style of imaging figured in a picture of a 

different sort replaces that of the miniature at the end 

of the narrative. In "The Work of Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction," Benjamin notes that portraits 

invite contemplation through their uniqueness, which 

imparts a cult or ritual value to them. But with the 

development of photography, "exhibition value" begins to 

replace "cult value." The picture is politicized, and "the 

fleeting expression of a human face" becomes less 

important. 

Holgrave, as entrepeneur, recognizes the "exhibition 

value" of the daguerreotype portrait; he takes a 

daguerreotype of Uncle Venner's face, "so familiar to the 

town, to be exhibited at the entrance of [his] studio" 

(157). This example of the public, commercial uses of the 

daguerreotype given midway in the story prepares us for 

the adaptation of the form to a more overtly political 

function, which occurs when the miniature is displaced by 

the dageurreotype of Judge Pyncheon's corpse. While 

Holgrave takes the picture as a "memorial valuable" to 

him, he also preserves the image "as a point of evidence 

that may be useful to Clifford" (303). At this juncture 
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where private value recedes, the meaning of the image 

needs to be defined for the public. What does this 

picture prove? The baroque pathways of the imagination 

are replaced by a more direct form of signification, and 

art gives way to politics with the consideration of the 

picture's use-value as evidence. Benjamin's comment that 

"For the first time, captions have become obligatory" is 

appropriate here. Yet still Holgrave's private intent 

hides behind the public one; with this particular picture 

he discovers the value that the "shadow" has after the 

"substance" has perished as the literal effacement of the 

subject permits the dageurreotype to discover its power. 
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V 

That last daguerreotype of the Judge which Holgrave 

takes displaces not only Clifford's miniature, but in a 

more direct way displaces the gigantic portrait of Colonel 

pyncheon which imposes its presence throughout much of the 

story. A certain pattern of family relationships among 

all these representations begins to emerge when we 

consider them together: the daguerreotype of the Judge's 

corpse, itself a cUlmination of the unsuccessful series of 

photos whose aim was to produce a public image of the 

pyncheon identity that would rival the authority of the 

Colonel's portrait, is the apex of a triangle at whose 

base the miniature and the portrait sit opposed. As 

representation of the pyncheon family's public self, the 

portrait hides its own lack--a situation figured in the 

small cell concealed behind the picture, empty of all but 

a deed that has become worthless with time. The secret 

the pyncheons seek is one that will give substance to a 

public image that has over the years attenuated until it 

has become no thicker than a canvas. Such a public 

representation with no real power to back it threatens to 

reveal itself as sham, and so destroy the basis of the 

pyncheon identity. 

To shore up the foundation upon which his own identity 

as the reigning pyncheon representative rests, the Judge 
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must renew the old pyncheon image by bringing to 

realization the land-claim the possession of which it also 

originally represented. The gesture would simultaneously 

vindicate "the father", identify him with lithe father" 

through the completion of his distant ancestor's intention, 

and effect the overthrow of "the father", thus granting him 

full power of successorship. No matter that the Judge's 

conscious intention involves retrieving the imagined wealth· 

of his uncle, the immediate relative from whom he inherited 

the pyncheon estate; as a man concerned with "the external 

phenomena of life" and the "solid unrealities" of material 

wealth (229), a man designated as "The Pyncheon of Today" 

in one chapter title, he dwells in the present and would 

presumably shun esoteric ideas espousing ancestral 

identity and veneration for the past--but even so the past 

is present to him. He is, indeed, the embodiment of the 

past pyncheon image, the Colonel's portrait, and he cannot 

help but act out the characteristics determined by his 

physiognomy, being a Hawthorne character who even more 

emphatically than most illustrates that system attributing 

meaning to physical appearance--an emphasis shown in the 

narrator's alarm that "both the expression, and, to a 

singular degree, the features of the modern Judge, were 

shown as by a kind of prophecy" in the picture of the 

Colonel (119). Though the Judge IIpride[s] himself" on 



"never mistaking a shadow for a substance" (118), he 

"tak[es] his idea of himself from what purports to be his 

image, as reflected in the mirror of public opinion" 

(232), and so as unconsciously defined by his own self

consciousness becomes an insubstantial reflection. Hence 

the structure of his self-consciousness merely reflects 

the structure unconsciously provided by the portrait which 

has remained suspended in the parlor of his ancestral home 

for generations. Affixed to the wall by the decree of the 

long-dead subject whom it represents, the portrait takes 

on the authority of the subject by being the 

representative of both that absent subject and his 

authority. Growing up beneath the shadow of the portrait's 

presence, the copy of that copy, Judge pyncheon emulates 

the position and character it represents. But since it 

represents itself as representation as well as 

representing the Colonel, the Judge bears the stamp of the 

portrait's status as mere image. 

Though the Judge seems to have effected a 

replenishment of the Pyncheon fortune, he still senses a 

lack in it deriving from an unidentified past loss. His 

mistake in conflating material possessions with identity 

is compounded by his view of Clifford as the possessor of 

the missing link that will unite him to the whole pyncheon 

fortune. He has turned towards the sphere of private 
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imagination which Clifford represents, thinking that within 

this sphere lies the secret that will complete his identity 

by granting him greater public power. But he knows neither 

that he literally is seeking what lies behind the imposing 

Pyncheon portrait, or that figuratively he is looking for 

some substance behind the mere public representation of the 

self that comprises his identity as a pyncheon. 

The Judge's failure to see on both realistic and 

imaginative levels expresses itself in his inability to 

see Clifford despite repeated attempts throughout the 

story to force a direct meeting between them. Just as 

Hepzibah keeps the painted miniature of Clifford hidden 

from unloving eyes, she protects Clifford in his need to 

"hide ••• from an eye which has no love in it" (233). 

His only confrontation with Clifford is actually with 

Clifford's impalpable breath given form by a film of soap, 

one of those "Little, impalpable worlds • • • with the big 

world depicted, on the nothing of their surface" issued 

from a child's clay pipe, which floats down from the 

arched window and bursts indecorously against the Judge's 

nose (171). What the Judge sees here, and whether he sees 

anything at all, is a pertinent point. In fact he misses 

the moment when he could have seen the real substance of 

the imaginative sphere he seeks to penetrate, but as one 

who "prided himself on eschewing all airy matter" he would 
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naturally take no note of a soap bubble (118). He looks 

instead towards its source, "with a stern, keen glance, 

which penetrated at once into the obscurity behind the 

arched window," and which seems to recognize Clifford 

within the depths of that frame (172). His penetrating 

glance occurs too quickly to allow for reflection, and 

would seem to get lost in the dark, however; instead of 

seeing the Clifford before him, he retrieves an old image 

from memory. with his remark, "What! still blowing soap 

bubbles!" he puts the present Clifford in the place of a 

child, allowing for no lapse or change between past and 

present, but instead representing Clifford as continuously 

repeating the same characteristic gesture, like the toy 

figurines Clifford watches from his window. Thus the 

Judge creates his own miniature of Clifford, and himself 

expands via a smile that "might be conceived as diffusing 

a dog-day sultriness for the space of several yards about 

himll with this vision of a diminished Clifford. Mastering 

the private and insignificant world this miniature 

represents, and probing its secrets, is one means by which 

the judge will foster the completion of his own image. 

Yet the judge's dealings with Clifford all involve a 

preoccupation with words, documents and law which 

subordinate the indeterminate significations and fantasies 

of the imagination to a reality defined by socially valued 
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goods. Having ignored the shimmery, transparent pictures 

reflected on the soap-bubble, Judge pyncheon attributes a 

type of physical substantiality to that other ephemeral 

manifestation of Clifford's breath--the empty boast of 

hidden riches. Words translate themselves directly to 

things or to effects in the world for the judge; becoming 

heir to the Pyncheon estate as a result of substituting an 

old will for the more recent one would have taught him 

this early. Law brought about the disappearance of his 

annoying rival, and political influence effected that 

rival's reappearance. 

The map of the Pyncheon territory gives visual form to 

the family's wishes, and through that form those wishes 

achieve an arrest against time, and become a playground 

for the imagination. The portrait, on the other hand, not 

only arrests its subject, but portrays the will to arrest 

time embodied in its subject, appropriately enough for a 

subject who has become merged with his own self-image. 

While the map draws its beholders within its borders, the 

portrait extends its influence. And the judge, 

simultaneously formed by that will and expressing it, 

attempts to control his life in time by manipulating what 

had been arrested, reincorporating Clifford and thus 

Clifford's long-held secret into social reality. But he 

breaks the laws governing reality in this attempt, since 
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that secret has only imaginative value, and the actual 

document he unknowingly seeks has long been worthless. He 

fails to recognize this because he is himself in a state of 

arrest, in spite of the fact that he seems to have mastered 

the frenzied pace required by the attempt to sustain his 

self-image in a modern world. His effort to intrude his 

image, which is merely a product of the Pyncheon past, into 

present society itself violates the cultural time. On one 

hand trying make of his private fantasies part of the 

public value system, and on the other determining the value 

of Clifford and his fantasies in terms of social worth, he 

does not recognize that the private sphere has an 

integrity of its own, and is subject to different laws. 

Lack of recognition regarding the nature of his 

actions combines with a convenient forgetfullness to 

create further confusion in the Judge's psyche. Hence the 

narrator presents as a fitting emblem of his character a 

"half-decayed, and still decaying" corpse metaphorically 

locked away in some closet, the stench of which Judge 

pyncheon is unaware, "for it has long been his daily 

breath" (230). But it also allows him to obscure the 

sUbstitution he made of Clifford for himself when he 

arranged the evidence so that Clifford would appear 

responsible for ransacking their uncle's "private drawers" 

and by extension appear to be the agent of the uncle's 
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death (311). Subsequently, Jaffrey Pyncheon takes the 

place of his uncle, and Clifford takes Jaffrey's place 

within the "four stone walls" of a prison cell (110). 

Having thus "framed" Clifford and brought about his legal 

arrest (which effects his character arrest) the Judge in 

this instance creates a miniature image of Clifford out of 

his very person, of someone confined by the law, socially 

disgraced and distant. Matters of identity have become 

confused in the Judge's mind as a result of blurring the 

definition of the sUbstitution he made, however. When 

Hepzibah challenges him with the question of "what could 

have been Clifford's object ••• in concealing [such a 

secret] so long?", he responds that "It was one of the bad 

impulses of our fallen nature" (235). Though he 

presumably intends a reference to mankind's fallen nature, 

the specificity of the first part of the sentence renders 

such a broad generalization odd, and the self-implication 

suggested by the use of "our" instead of "mankind" becomes 

damning when read as a less collective reference. The 

Judge and Clifford share one common nature, according to 

this slip, and the Judge has somewhere in his otherwise 

well-ordered mind confused his own identity with 

Clifford's. That sunny self-projection which could "quite 

overpower [with its] sultry, dog-day heat" (119) combines 

with the grasping, appropriative tendencies in the Judge's 
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character to unconsciously undermine his identity. In 

taking possession of Clifford the Judge transforms him 

into a figure for his own repressed imagination and 

private self, and projects punishment for his own "fallen 

nature" safely onto this other self. 

The image that is Judge Pyncheon composes itself 

according to the vision of fulfilling the all-encompassing 

feudal identity expressed in the map. He adopts the 

character of the Colonel's portrait, which rather than 

inviting the observer within its frame imposes itself on 

the observer, and his appropriation of his miniaturized 

version of clifford serves as one step towards the 

realization of that identity. Artistic representations 

provide forms for the pyncheon identity, but the lack of 

substance inhering in the form becomes part of that 

identity. Yet as long as the world can be generated by, 

shut out by, or subordinated to the image, appearances 

will rule, and the absence of any genuine self or 

substance will not matter. This depends upon the 

dominance of some private value-system. with Ho1grave's 

shot of the dead judge the feudal identity of the pyncheons 

is effaced via the natural objectivity of the 

daguerreotype. The distortions of private vision are 

clarified in these pictures drawn from the "pencil of 

Nature," as one epithet expressed the general sentiment 
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regarding photographs in the mid-nineteenth century. 

Emerson noted that "the daguerreotype is the true 

Republican style of painting. The artist stands aside and 

lets you paint yourself" (Newhall 79, 83).8 So Holgrave 

in one sense merely allows the Judge to reflect himself 

accurately, not by the false "light of his countenance" 

(117) which had blinded the public to his inner self while 

he was living, but by heaven's sunshine. For one brief 

instant we can imagine that through the agency of the 

daguerreotype, which acts as "Nature's amanuensis" (Newhall 

79), the truth can be accurately pictured. But while 

democracy may appear as a reflection of natural law within 

a human political system to eyes such as Emerson's, 

Holgrave's role as democracy's representative renders this 

questionable. 9 The dageurreotypist says of his trade: ". 

8Bryan Wolf would no doubt object to the implication 
here allying Emerson with the mistaken assumptions of an 
artistic realism which makes a "claim to produce for us a 
world outside the distortions of culture." He argues that 
Emerson saw perception as "a trope-making activity." See 
"Confessions of a Closet Ekphrastic: Literature, Painting 
and other Unnatural Relations," Yale Journal of Criticism 
3 (1990): 181-203. 

9carol Shloss would agree that "Through Holgrave, 
Hawthorne challenged his contemporaries' belief that 
photographs were artifacts acquired without a perceiving 
human subject and offered instead the opinion that 
photography as well as writing involved a human dynamic" 
(49-50). She sees Hawthorne as rejecting photography as a 
model for the romance, however. See In Visible Light: 
Photography and the American Writer: 1846-1940, New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1987. 
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•• I misuse Heaven's blessed sunshine by tracing out 

human features, through its agency" (46). The picture is 

subordinated to some use within the public economy, which 

itself is an arbitrary system of meaning. 

This final picture in the series taken of the Judge is 

the only one which successfully weds Holgrave's 

professional and private intent with the image. From the 

public view, it represents not only the death of Judge 

pyncheon but the death of the subjectivity inherent in the 

concept of the portrait. 10 It is the scene of a crime, of 

a multitude of crimes, and not a portrait. As evidence 

clearing Clifford of his uncle's murder, it points to the 

Judge as the person who tampered with his uncle's private 

papers that night; it hence implies a lifetime of 

dishonesty and manipulation; finally, it recalls the death 

10c f. Benjamin in "The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction" where he notes the social 
effacement of the portrait's significance: "It is no 
accident that the portrait was the focal point of early 
photography. The cult of remembrance of loved ones, 
absent or dead, offers a last refuge for the cult value of 
the picture. • • • But as man withdraws from the 
photographic image, the exhibition value for the first 
time shows its superiority to the ritual value. To have 
pinpointed this new stage constitutes the incomparable 
significance of Atget, who, around 1900, took photographs 
of deserted Paris streets. It has quite justly been said 
fof him that he photographed them like scenes of crime. 
The scene of a crime, too, is deserted; it is photographed 
for the purpose of establishing evidence" (228). 
Hawthorne seems to have anticipated even Atget. 
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of the subject of the painted portrait, Colonel Pyncheon, 

and the curse leveled at him for his injustices. The 

arrested image no longer serves to represent the unity of 

a subject but divides the subject into its various 

interactions with the world, and no longer renders its 

subject "present." Now it represents a history, events 

that have occurred in the past. with the insertion of an 

impersonal distance the picture becomes an illustration of 

a narrative and through its form links hitherto unconnected 

elements of that narrative. The picture can be captioned 

according to the laws of an outside, public sphere, unlike 

the Colonel's portrait, the miniature, or the map, which by 

the unity of their own character--created to various 

extents by the artists' and the viewers' visions--form a 

self-enclosed system of meaning. 

The introduction of the historical perspective creates 

a less superficial view of the portrait than the common 

one limited to present impressions such as governs the 

opinions of Dixey and his companion. The historical 

captioning here is not the expression "of the chisel that 

inscribes, the voice that speaks, and the pen that writes 

for the public eye and for distant time--and which 

inevitably lose much of their truth and freedom by the 

fatal consciousness of so doing," but "traditions" formed 

by "private diurnal gossip" (122). This perspective born 
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of the private, domestic sphere still belongs to the 

public domain, and supplements both immediate, ephemeral 

impressions and the formal composition of the self-image 

designed to incorporate the unified self into the body of 

history. The latter view presupposes not only that 

temporal distance will allow the emergence of a coherent 

form out of the confusing multitude of events that cross 

each other in time, but that the unity of the overall form 

reflects and is reflected in the integrity of its component 

parts. Although reading a presented picture as a scene-

something suggesting a narrative--can correct the illusion 

created by an artificially composed self-image, personal 

identity is thereby sacrificed to story. without a 

preserved self-image to memorialize itself within the 

structure of impersonal, public memory that is history, 

identity is lost. In the cases of the Colonel's and 

Judge's images, the private value-system of the Pyncheons 

engenders the attempt to create a memorial, whereas with 

Alice Pyncheon's portrait (which can make no claims for a 

place in public history) the loss of connection to personal 

memory subjects it to valuation based on purely present 

impressions. Holgrave's narrative of Alice restores a past 

to her image, but belongs to an oral tradition that has no 

investment in constructing or protecting her identity; 

hence his story represents its dissolution. 
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The marriage of the personal image with the public 

word of law or history is an aristocratic ideal which the 

democratic influence of the Maule clan disrupts. Holgrave 

brings forgotten images to the canvas of the pyncheon 

dynasty, apparently giving a more complete and hence more 

truthful picture. Appropriate to his role as 

photographer, he practices an art of memory (even when 

engaging in narrative) in creating representations that can 

make the past unnaturally present. The hypnotic effect of 

his story on Phoebe mirrors the power memory's pictures 

have to draw the observer within their borders, just as 

the miniature does to Hepzibah and the map to the Pyncheon 

family in general. If the power of such pictures can 

threaten the integrity of the "inmost me" by shutting out 

the rest of the world and blurring the boundaries between 

the observing self and the representation however, it also 

enables the formation of those private relations to the 

past which help define the "inmost me." So Holgrave 

himself is drawn into a new relation to his past memories 

via his love for Phoebe, which sufficiently dissolves and 

redefines his character to make it appear from the outside 

that he has abandoned his former values. But his vision 

of Phoebe in terms of her identity as a Pyncheon 

(indicated in his exclamation that Clifford and Hepzibah 

"both exist by you!" [216]) remains unrepresented--her 
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image is not objectified in any portrait nor is any 

sufficient narrative explanation given for Bo1grave's 

sudden conversion. Bence the private sphere of their 

relationship escapes the danger of violation posed by the 

foreign appropriation and interpretation of its 

representation, even while we can surmise that through 

Phoebe's mediation Bo1grave has cast off his role as the 

cool observer who objectifies the scenes from the pyncheon 

history for a more intimate relation to his memories of 

that past. 

The final exchange made by this tradesman, then, is to 

trade himself: an act through which he passes from being a 

representor to the realm of the represented. The 

narrative itself takes over from Bo1grave in representing 

pictures behind the scenes that otherwise find expression 

only in the ephemeral form of gossip. But even these more 

personal representations, once made visible to the public 

eye, are subject to the distortions of a view that is not 

impartial for being impersonal. Thus Bo1grave is read by 

critics in terms of his place within the scene composed by 

the overall form of the narrative. Bowever the image of 

the receding carriage containing Bo1grave and the 

pyncheons witnessed by Dixey and his companion at the 

story's close serves as figure for the distance 

characterizing our own final perspective as readers. The 
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seemingly objective picture which supplements the formal 

word of social law and sanctioned history governing the 

public construction of reality has its limits: it cannot 

represent the sphere of the private self without 

threatening that self and its values. 

stepping outside the framework of the text, having 

considered its individual pictures and artists, we confront 

the question of the identity of the art-work before us. 

Nineteenth-century American culture embraced the idea of 

the daguerreotype portrait as a magical form which could 

naturally 'represent reality with accuracy and in detail, 

in which the "artist" functioned primarily as a neutral 

agent. In HSG where the miniaturist's style recalls the 

writer's craft, where the map--a hybrid of picture and 

writing--makes its appearance, and where the 

daguerreotypist is also a writer, we see a blurring of the 

distinction between verbal and visual arts. Hawthorne's 

own comments in The American Notebooks indicate the 

primacy of the picture to his composition process, as when 

after imagining a scene he notes, "It might be made 

emblematic of something"; or when an artist informed him 

of an idea for a painting he got after reading one of 

Hawthorne's stories, Hawthorne puzzled over the problem of 

making a picture tell its own story, but noted that "the 

idea [is] suggestive to my own mind, and I think I could 
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make something of it" (165-66, 497-98). The daguerreotype 

would present a visual model of representation that seems 

to imitate God's eye and challenge the writer "who 

endeavors to represent nature, its various attitudes and 

circumstances, in a reasonably correct outline and true 

coloring" (HSG 41) not only to reflect a similar pictorial 

accuracy but, bowing to certain laws of verbal expression, 

to assign a moral to his depictions that would effect a 

natural union of word and image. Not only would such an 

attempt be hubristic, however, but it would artificially 

fix meaning to pictures. In fact the daguerreotype 

portrait seen within its cultural context presents no such 

objective picture; as with all portraits its social and 

physical placement, who owns it, its beholder, and its 

artist's intent and style must to various degrees be 

factored into its reading. And the daguerreotype 

specifically reflects the commercial formation of identity 

within a society where the character of commercialism 

itself challenges identity through its shifting nature and 

its refusal to express any fixed social hierarchy by 

flattering its subjects or limiting its availability. 

If the picture's inability to articulate its own 

meaning subjects it to outside influences, the document's 

attempt to fix meaning is limited by its temporal 

relativity. The deed that would have granted the 
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pyncheons a vast tract of land becomes worthless with 

time, its power to translate itself to a law within the 

"real" world being specific to a certain set of social 

circumstances that eventually change. But the written 

word's inability to articulate a law that transcends time 

is illustrated in "The Old Manse," where Hawthorne is 

moved to remark, upon finding a cache of dated religious 

texts in a garret: 

I could not but muse deeply and wonderingly 

upon the humiliating fact, that the words of 

man's intellect decay like those of his hands. 

Thought grows mouldy. What was good and 

nourishing food for the spirits of one 

generation, affords no sustenance for the next. 

Books of religion, however, cannot be considered 

a fair test of the enduring and vivacious 

properties of human thought; because such books 

so seldom really touch upon their ostensible 

subject, and have therefore, so little business 

to be written at all. 

He finds more worth in the old newspapers and almanacs he 

discovers, "which reproduced, to my mental eye, the epochs 

when they had issued from the press, with a distinctness 

that was altogether unaccountable • . • • as if I had 
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found bits of magic looking-glass among the books, with 

the images of a vanished century in them" (19-20). The 

religious books can call forth no images because they 

refer to no scenes from human life, and in fact would need 

to reflect a knowledge of a completed human scene to 

actually "touch upon their ostensible subject." The word 

by itself, functioning as worldly law, imposes itself 

directly on human time, temporarily structuring scenes 

according to its meaning and creating order in the social 

sphere. The divine law set forth in the books Hawthorne 

rejects operates similarly, but from outside time and at 

an even further remove from the stream of images which 

compose life. 

The imagination is the vehicle through which the past 

is made accessible to the present, the only means by which 

the past can be resurrected, and writing must incorporate 

images belonging to a more private sphere than that of 

newspapers and almanacs in order to approach "the truth of 

the human heart... Yet once private images are embodied in 

pictures their meaning is problematized and the basic 

problem of meaning inhering in pictures becomes visible as 

well. Memory crosses personal boundaries, to be in some 

way appropriated by others and possibly intrude upon their 

personal present; it is shaped by its artistic form; it 

becomes part of the present social structure. Ideally, 
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the picture would tell its own story, be captioned from 

within. While the Romance-writer seems in a position to 

enable visual scenes to do this, the representation of 

Holgrave as an agent of pictures which seem to speak for 

themselves calls the possibility into question. Even when 

the picture itself is a perfect image of nature, the 

daguerreotypist can modify its meaning by controlling its 

use. Yet the newspaper-writer, though himself immersed in 

the passing social moments which he records, is presented 

as personally uninvolved in his product: 

It is the Age itself that writes newspapers and 

almanacs, which therefore have a distinct purpose 

and meaning, at the time, and a kind of 

intelligible truth for all times; whereas, most 

other works--being written by men who, in the 

very act, set themselves apart from their 

age--are likely to possess little significance 

when new, and none at all when old. Genius, 

indeed, melts many ages into one, and thus 

effects something permanent, yet still with a 

similarity of office to that of the more 

ephemeral writer. A work of genius is but the 

newspaper of a century, or perhaps of a hundred 

centuries. ("The Old Manse" 20-21) 
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If nature paints itself and the age records itself 

perfectly enough, perhaps the agent of the representation, 

already part of the original, simply becomes incorporated 

into his own representation when his work is through. The 

partial, individual portraits make up a completed scene in 

which events from different times, all being present, find 

their relation. such a scene needs no outside captioning, 

no historical model of progressive continuity, to explain 

itself. Suspending the possibility of such perfect 

representation, however, we are left with the image to 

function as the figure on which meaning turns, 

alternately, towards an unattainable word or an 

unrepresentable silence. 
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PLACING JAMESIAN PICTURES IN THE WINGS OF THE DOVE 

I 

In "The Theme of the Three Caskets," Freud notes the 

frequent literary repetition of the theme of "a man's 

choice between three women" in which the one always chosen, 

besides being surpassingly beautiful, is as dumb as death 

and in fact represents "the silent goddess of Death" (246). 

His interpretation of this choice as a wish-fulfillment 

fantasy transforming death into the figure of a beautiful 

young woman is not important here; rather, his remarking 

and repetition of the cultural myth which in representing 

woman as mute aids in her transformation to an image, and 

which both attaches desire and links death to this image 

are what is pertinent to this argument. But further 

thematic embroideries on the myth of woman as image are 

important here as well. "Her" (the image's) function as 

the inspiration for and content of man's creative 

productions sometimes expresses itself specifically through 

memory. The 1948 American film "Portrait of Jenny," 

produced by David selznick and directed by William 

Dieterle, illustrates the essential features of this 

variation of the myth most clearly. 

Ebon Adams, an impoverished artist, cannot sell his 

technically polished but emotionally uninspired paintings, 
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and is told by a wealthy art dealer who takes an interest 

in him that he needs to experience feeling in his life in 

order for his work to live. Enter Jenny, who appears to him 

and no one else, seemingly from out of nowhere, first as a 

young schoolgirl; then in random appearances ranging only 

over a year or two by Ebon's time, she matures into a young 

woman ready to graduate from college. The lines from the 

song she sings upon their first meeting haunt him, seeming 

as they do to express the enigma of her existence: "Where I 

come from nobody knows/And where I'm going/Everything 

goes." Ebon becomes even mor~ confused about her origins 

as he learns that her clearly remembered immediate past 

contains a landmark that has been torn down for years. The 

only certainty regarding Jenny's existence offered within 

the film's context is that she is there within the space of 

his world because of him: "I know we were meant for each 

other; the strands of our lives are woven together, and 

neither the world nor time can tear them apart" she tells 

him towards the film's end. If the space they occupy 

together is bounded off from time, this atemporal form is 

reflected in the paintings which represent and even seem to 

embody their experiences. The picture of a New England 

lighthouse, "Land's End Light," which Ebon had painted on 

site before ever encountering her makes Jenny sad for 

reasons she can't explain. This in fact is the site of 
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Jenny's death, where Ebon will travel to meet her and enter 

her own time frame in a futile attempt to prevent the death 

he discovers has already occurred. He does find her, and 

receives her reassurance against their impending 

separation: "We have all eternity together, Ebon. Can't 

you see? We were lonely, unloved. Time made an error. 

But you waited for me. And so we found our love. • • • now 

we're just beginning. There is no life, my darling, until 

you are loved, and have been loved, and then there is no 

death." As he holds her there by the weakening clasp of 

one hand in the few moments before the wave from a 

hurricane sweeps her away, she tells him "You must live on, 

Ebon, but with faith." The portrait of Jenny which he had 

completed just before their last meeting launches him to 

fame, as Jenny has predicted. But the distinction between 

Jenny and Ebon's artistic version of her is blurred in the 

conversation that takes place between them, when she asks 

"Is it really of me"--the "of" barely audible--and he 

responds, "It's you. Portrait of Jenny." She says that 

"Someday it will hang in a museum, and people will come 

from allover the world to see it," but he maintains that 

"It won't be my work they've come to see. It'll be you." 

If in Ebon's unconscious view Jenny has become identical 

with his vision of her, which is embodied in the painting, 

his feeling communicates itself to the painting's viewers; 
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the issue that confronts three young girls who gaze up at 

it concerns whether that vivid representation reflects a 

real subject. The one given the final word concludes, 

"What does it matter? She was real to him or she couldn't 

look so alive." 

The soft-focus cinematography and Debussy score 

emphasize the blurring of boundaries and the indeterminacy 

of the experiences being represented. On one hand, art 

encroaches upon reality as "Land's End Light" becomes the 

site of an actual event in the artist's life after he makes 

it into a representation. Yet it requires a reality 

charged with other-worldliness to make art live. The realm 

Jenny creates through her desire is the effect of a living 

past reaching into the present, a realm where past and 

present romantically unite. Both art and life are born 

here. But even though the figure Jenny is granted an 

apparently independent existence as a desiring subject, and 

a historical reality through documents and witnesses that 

confirm her previous existence, Ebon's imagination 

simultaneously makes her into his private memory and a 

public work of art expressing that memory. The portrait 

embodies her reality and supplants the fragmented evidence 

of her actual past, since the film leaves Jenny's objective 

reality in question. The scarf she left behind which 

provides evidence of her actual presence is significant 
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only to Ebon, and attests to her reality for him alone. If 

the scarf is real to others, its reality is nonetheless 

contingent upon Ebon's experience of Jenny. It bears an 

analogous relation to the portrait in that it is an object 

attesting to Jenny's existence which Ebon has produced. 

Insofar as Jenny's "objective" reality is embodied in 

stray testimonies to her actual historical existence, she 

functions for Ebon as impersonal history transformed to his 

personal muse--the muse of memory who can make the past 

appear present. From Ebon's point of view, Jenny is the 

one who brings their relationship into being, albeit she 

seems unconscious of whatever magical means make her 

time-travel possible. She asks him to wait for her to grow 

up at their first meeting, and she is the one who appears 

to him or arranges for them to meet, except for their last 

encounter. She seems to connect him to another world--one 

outside the self-enclosed sphere which had comprised his 

former existence; but because it is a world accessible just 

to him, it appears to be his own fantasy world from the 

realistic, public point of view. It is from this public 

perspective where others' experience must first be made 

objectively visible in order to be imagined that Jenny 

loses her status as an active, desiring subject and becomes 

an object produced by Ebon. 

As noted earlier, man's transformation of woman to mute 
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image is significant here. Jenny's removal from her own 

historical matrix and embodiment in the frozen, timeless 

space of the portrait is analogous to her death. Yet 

clearly, her death is necessary to Ebon's success: were she 

to join him in his own time as a living woman, then her 

image would not possess the power of its other-worldly 

significance, nor would Ebon have the exclusive power to 

place her image within the real world. The cultural 

dimension of the myth now can be seen as being thematized 

within the story itself, for the portrait of Jenny provides 

the means by which Ebon is born into society. Previously 

an alienated and cynical man who finds the outside world 

antagonistic towards his bid for artistic success, he now 

establishes a positive relation with his contemporary 

social world as a result of his relationship in and with 

the past, and attains an artistic and social identity. 

James's transformation of Minny Temple into Milly 

Theale obviously bears certain parallels to this myth. 

Indeed, regarding his first artistic transformation of his 

cousin into the heroine of The Portrait of a Lady he wrote, 

You are both right & wrong about Minny Temple. I 

had her in mind & there is in the heroine a 

considerable infusion of my impression of her 

remarkable nature. But the thing is not a 

portrait. Poor Minny was essentially incomplete 
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& I have attempted to make my young woman more 

rounded, more finished. In truth everyone, in 

life, is incomplete, & it is the mark of art that 

in reproducing them one feels the desire to fill 

them out, to justify them, as it were. 1 

Alfred Habegger has recently documented that Leon 

Edel's suspicions were justified regarding the wide 

editorial license James took with Minny's letters. Even 

the supposedly factual Notes of a Son and Brother presents 

a fictiona~ized Minny, subtly placing James's intentions 

in Minny's own letters and thus silencing her by denying 

her the right to represent her own character. We are given 

a more conventional, socially acceptable and charming 

version of a woman who by other accounts including her own 

was headstrong and independent. clearly, James's "art" 

becomes an art of deception here, since Notes falsely 

represents Minny as representing herself. 

Habegger concludes that James possessed a 

"necrophiliac" imagination born at "the moment James opened 

his mother's letter containing the startling news that 

Minnie no longer lived." Out of the obsessive writings 

James generated as a result of her death, Habegger finds a 

1Letter from Henry James to Grace Norton (28 December 
1880), as quoted in Alfred Habegger, Henry James and the 
"Woman Business." p. 126. 
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note of "scarcely ashamed pleasure" (143). As he sees it, 

James's concentration on Minnie's spiritual suffering and 

her chronic unhappiness conveniently enabled him to 

conceive that there was no place for her in the world, that 

she was really "better off dead" (144). Thus removing her 

from a society whose order could only have left her 

incomplete, James places her within an aesthetic order 

which will allow the artistic completion of her image. 

But much more is taking place within the framework of 

the Jamesian text with regard to using the image of woman 

to enable his art. The transference of gender roles and 

gendered qualities--particularly feminine ones--from a 

social to an aesthetic realm is part of a literary trope 

involving disembodiment and re-embodiment which James 

employs in order to achieve artistic mastery within the 

sphere he creates. This trope manifests itself most 

clearly in the refusal by both characters and narrators to 

refer directly to the things about which they speak and 

around which they act. In the later fiction, particularly, 

a seemingly endless proliferation of words emerges from 

deliberate silences, such as with the silence surrounding 

the Prince's and Maggie's relationship in The Golden Bowl. 

On the most mundane level, strether declines to name the 

little article manufactured by the Newsomes in The 

Ambassador because it is too "vulgar" compared to the 
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"divine" English and European settings in which he finds 

himself. Maria Gostrey consequently finds that "her desire 

for the information dropped, and her attitude to the 

question converted itself into a positive cUltivation of 

ignorance. In ignorance she could humour her fancy, and 

that proved a useful freedom. She could treat the little 

nameless object as indeed unnameable--she could make their 

abstention enormously definite" (39-40). The linguistic 

effacement of the thing-in-itself leaves a gap which the 

imagination can "cultivate.,,2 

The most notable erasure effected by James, however, 

is of Milly's own body. Susan Mizruchi charges that 

Milly's death is neither inevitable or natural, but "can be 

seen as brought about through the treacherous dealings of 

the novel's many plotters" and is "a death by language, 

effected through the unfolding of story, indeed, by the 

very need for story" (228). Sharon Cameron is similarly 

skeptical concerning the cause of Milly's death: 

Milly's illness is introduced [following the 

scene with the Bronzino] as if it were the 

consequence of--at any rate it directly follows 

from--her having been shown the Bronzino. (Her 

2For a treatment of the way The Wings of the Dove 
"builds upon increasingly evacuated centers," incorporating 
silences into the dominating structure of the work, see 
John Auchard, Silence in Henry James. 
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illness, though alluded to earlier, is earlier 

dismissed by being treated as trivial, or 

inconsequential.) It is as if, after Milly has 

looked at the Bronzino and thought of the girl as 

dead, her own life is put in jeopardy. As if, to 

put it glibly, the thought of death could kill. 

(130) 

What makes both these readings possible is James's 

aesthetic transformation of that which makes death real and 

gives it definite meaning--the body--into an aesthetic 

construct, his blurring of definite physical cause in order 

to create social and artistic effects. Eliminating one 

level of perception enables more refined perceptions to 

emerge, but in the process the very ground of perception 

itself disappears along with the body. And in hiding the 

body vulgar objectivity makes way for the romance. In WD, 

James finds the quintessential metaphor for this trope of 

meta-significance in the erasure of woman's 

body--specifically the aestheticization of Milly's dying 

body. 

According to Elaine Scarry, physical pain "has no 

referential content," unlike all other internal states (5). 

Hence it "does not simply resist language but actively 

destroys it, bringing about an immediate reversion to a 

state anterior to language, to the sounds and cries a human 
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being makes before language is learned" (4). James uses 

the non-referential quality of Milly's physical pain to 

provide an indeterminate ground on which to construct his 

aesthetic world. Milly's "stupendousness" is rooted in her 

ability to deny not only her death but her pain; possible 

expressions of pain are silenced, displaced by willed signs 

of life. Through even the last stages of her illness, she 

does not "smell of drugs," and she manages to address an 

envelope to Densher on her deathbed in perfectly formed 

script. In a reversal of pain's destruction of language, 

the beauty of language overwrites pain and death, denying 

the body's mortality. The erasure of the body, of 

referents, of the ground of perception naturally has a 

disorienting effect; hence follows the question posed 

within the novel, both directly and indirectly, and which 

comprises a central problem of the work: "Where are we?" 

The act of imaginatively placing oneself can involve--and 

does for James--the gendering of place in an attempt to 

create a personal relation between self and place. Tony 

Tanner notes of James's depiction of Venice that "No other 

place is so frankly eroticized by James. For James Venice 

was Venus. By sUbstitution and deflection. Not an 

identity, to be sure, but a coercive transformation." This 

is in reference to James's essay on Venice in his Italian 

travel writings, where he speaks of the city as varying 
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"like a nervous woman, whom you know only 

when you know all aspects of her beauty. • • 

The place seems to personify itself, to 

become human and sentient and conscious of 

your affection. You desire to embrace it, to 

caress it, to possess it; and finally a soft 

sense of possession grows up and your visit 

becomes a perpetual love-affair." (Tanner 

14) 

This is not the contemporary Venice he refers to, however, 

but the lost Venice of the past, re-membered in the aged 

art objects about him. These evoke the "'unwritten 

history'" of which James speaks, of the "'interesting, 

appealing, melancholy, odd'" array of people who have made 

their way to Venice and made of it ""a repository of 

consolations'" (Tanner 17). If the atmosphere of the place 

vaguely expresses the city's "unwritten history," this 

disembodied, romanticized Venice also finds a substitute 

expression elsewhere--namely, in writing. James says that 

Venice is, ""of all the cities in the world • • • the 

easiest to visit without going there,'" which Tanner 

explains is a reference to both his and our "inescapable 

saturation with images and associations of Venice from 

books and pictures" (Tanner 7). conveniently, James seems 

to forget that the sense of Venice having an "unwritten 
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history" is linked to his memory of the written venice. 

Thus the version memorialized in writing overwrites the 

contemporary incarnation of the city, and conspires along 

with the ancient art objects to displace the body of the 

present. While material artifacts can seem to embody the 

past, writing effects a type of "incarnation" of the past 

which is in fact a disembodiment. James's statements 

reveal a sense of writing's placelessness, and of how in 

its ability to invoke an absent place and superimpose it 

upon the present, it can be disorienting. 

The sense of placelessness infusing the spirit of 

Venice--related but not identical to what Tanner notes as 

the sense of "loss" characterizing it (7)--finds form in a 

lovingly described painting of a venetian woman in a 

passage Tanner points out: ""This face and figure are 

almost unique among the beautiful things of Venice, and 

they leave the observer with the impression of having made, 

or rather having missed, a strange, a dangerous, but a most 

valuable acquaintance'" (15). The representation of woman 

entwines desire for the subject of representation with the 

awareness that absence underlies all representation. But 

what is important to note here is the vacillation between 

"the impression of having made" and of "having missed 

a valuable acquaintance. 1i Within the vaguely placed 

borders that define our experience of representation, the 
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poles of absence and presence are both contained. The 

u-topic region of representation makes possible an 

experience of the absent as if it were present, the "as if" 

allowing an aestheticized sense of absence, as well. 

Poulet's description of Jamesian "aesthetic time" is 

useful here; life for the Jamesian character is "An affair 

of the surface, and not one of depth; a movement in space, 

and not one in time" (351).3 James limits the past so that 

it becomes "almost flush with the present," and "is made 

one with places" by "passage, not from one moment to 

another, but from one point of perspective to another" 

(352). This is in response to an overly prodigious memory 

which makes the past "always present" for James, "so much 

so that, in the final analysis, the great problem for James 

is not remembering, but, on the contrary, disencumbering 

his thought by forgetting" (350). James is faced with the 

task of mining memory for its aesthetic spoils, and thus 

preserving a sense of the past--but doing so while 

eliminating the sense of distance created by temporal 

sequence. 

His aesthetic fashioning of memory in some ways 

3The works of James lend themselves well to 
phenomenological treatment, as Paul Armstrong's and Sharon 
Cameron's books attest. H. Peter Stowell's Literary 
Impressionism. James and Chekov is also of interest in this 
regard, in its treatment of James's "impressionistic" 
technique employing "spacialized time." 
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resembles Merleau-Ponty's description of the natural 

process whereby the past is brought into relation with the 

living present (265-66). Expression of a thought 

incorporate[s] the past into the present, and 

weld[s] that present to a future, [opening] a 

whole temporal cycle in which the ~acquired' 

thought will remain present as a dimension, 

without our needing henceforth to summon it up or 

reproduce it. What is known as the non-temporal 

in thought is what, having carried forward the 

past and committed the future, is presumptively 

of all time and is therefore anything but 

transcendent in relation to time. The 

non-temporal is the acquired. (392). 

For James, the elimination of movement in time and the 

placement of the past within the present also does not 

involve the creation of any temporally "transcendent" 

realm, but rather the taking possession of a past already 

existent, already present. Unlike the continuum 

Merleau-Ponty describes, however, the realm James fashions 

makes deliberate use of the fact that the line between past 

and present blurs when the past is incorporated into the 

present, and of the fact that "memory [can free] the 

framework of the perception from the place where it 
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originates" (Merleau-Ponty 317). James can thus acquire 

impressions for his mental gallery which, divorced from 

their sensory, physical origins, become within the 

aesthetic construct where he places them entirely his own-

part of a personal collection. 

Hence in the retrospective preface to "The Altar of 

the Dead," in which James recounts his mental search for 

the origin of the story, he says that 

if I should seem to have lost every trace of "how 

I came to think" of such a motive, did nit I, by 

a longer reach of reflexion, help myself back to 

the state of not having had to think of it? The 

idea embodied in this composition must in other 

words never have been so absent from my view as 

to call for an organized search. It was 

"there"--it had always, or from ever so far back, 

been there (241) 

The relation between "this composition" and the world 

outside of and prior to it takes on a circularity here that 

frames all past within the fiction, and makes the fiction 

the embodiment of memory. The preface, itself outside the 

body of the main text, actually claims the fiction as its 

own past by virtue of the fact tha't it both was written 

after and addresses itself to the story. Purporting to look 
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past the story, however, it denies there being any genesis 

leading to the idea for the story, while the story in its 

own way internally thematizes the rhetorical gesture of 

remembering which the preface enacts. "The Altar of the 

Dead" deals with a man who keeps the memory of his dead 

wife and of all his dead alive through mentally dedicating 

to them the candles which perpetually burn upon the altar 

of a certain church. The memory thus abstracted and 

confined within a particular place loses any connection to 

its source in the world. This means of keeping memory 

present excludes certain aspects of death's significance 

even while it represents death. The absence essential to 

our experience of death finds expression in the absence 

that underlies all representation, but the emphasis on the 

memory itself--on the representation--gives an aesthetic 

turn to the definition of death. 

If the realm of memory appears self-sufficient, then 

the sources for memories become insignificant and by 

extension forgetting the sources will also appear 

insignificant. In an artistic sense, memories fully 

replace the objective referents which they represent in 

James. But this sphere of the past-made-present does not 

transcend time or death; time is aesthetically arranged 

here, and death is aesthetically contained by memories of 

the dead. 
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In the preface to WD, James notes that it was 

fortunate that the novel was not serialized and was thus 

freed from the pressure of accomodating the public. He was 

at liberty to form the work as he wished, "establish[ing] • 

• • successive centres" and shaping "solid blocks of 

wrought material" around them (8). Serialization would 

presumably have mandated a narrative form shaped more 

according to successive events. And here in this work 

where James finds he is given a free hand to subordinate 

temporal order, to spacially arrange his world, and to 

forget the public outside the frame of the text, he is able 

to eliminate the flesh and blood Minny by the same clever 

turn which allows him to erase the source for the idea 

behind "The Altar of the Dead." The figure of woman as 

dying body is disembodied in order that she might represent 

the inexpressible. The white-clad Milly is made innocent 

of a past by her placement in the already-written Venice. 

Thereby he practices a form of memorialization that in the 

erasure of its own ground provides a place for his fiction. 
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II 

If Venice is the already written, the place "easiest 

to visit without going there," then presumably one is 

oriented in Venice: one knows where one is by virtue of 

this pre-existing texual definition. Milly, at least, 

seems more clearly framed in Venice, though indeed this is 

by deliberate artifice through the use of the palace and 

its ambiance to provide a setting. Previous to her sojourn 

in venice, she says "that she scarce even then knew where 

she was: the words marking her first full sense of a 

situation really romantic" (97). This is in reference to 

her introduction to English society by way of Mrs. Lowder's 

impressive dinner table. The romantic is, for her, at that 

point a vague concept, defined by a social setting strange 

and unfamiliar to her, and opposed to her initial concept 

of why she had allowed Susan Stringham to bring her to 

England: "a desire to see the places she had read about, 

and that description of her motive she was prepared to give 

her neighbor--even though, as a consequence of it, he 

should find out how little she had read" (99). The written 

text's ability to shape and interpret her experiences for 

her is limited, and society must fulfill a dual role of 

both generating and artistically molding those experiences. 

Neither the absent past or its written texts can provide a 
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place for Milly; but the past is woven into the social 

present in an intricate art by which Milly is placed. 

A simultaneous immersion and reflective distance 

characterizes her sense of her new social sphere: 

She thrilled, she consciously flushed, and all to 

turn pale again, with the certitude--it had never 

been s,o present--that she should find herself 

completely involved • The smallest things, 

the faces, the hands, the jewels of the women, 

the sound of words, especially of names, across 

the table, the shape of the forks, the 

arrangement of flowers, the attitudes of the 

servants, the walls of the room, were all touches 

in a picture and denotements in a play; and they 

marked for her moreover her alertness of vision. 

(99) 

Sensory impressions are heightened and add to Milly's 

apprehension of the present moment, and to her own 

awareness of being in the present. She immediately begins 

to reflect on these impressions and to arrange them into 

images and scenes which cohere by virtue of the structure 

of the cultivated society she has entered. The sensory 

details ground and provide a type of body for this 

artificial social construct. Against this sensory backdrop 
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Milly's awareness of her own impending death will take 

form--the absence that is death defined by the vivid 

present-ness of the social sphere into which she has been 

born. Yet the objects of the senses, associated as they 

are with social artifice, already have an unnatural cast, 

and their status as representation or appearance is 

underlined with Milly's awareness of her own "al.ertness of 

vision." If sensory experience directly engages the body 

with the world, then self-awareness of one's vision both 

emphasizes the constructive activity vision involves and 

separates the sphere of one's vision from the physical 

world. The realm of vision is a disembodied realm. 

Milly's sense of life itself is formed by her 

artistically influenced sensibility--what James refers to 

in his preface as her "painter's tenderness of imagination" 

(16). From her immersion within a multitude of sensory 

impressions (which exert a "pressure" on the perceiver, as 

James puts it), she begins to orient herself 

artistically--to perceive the social forms governing the 

arrangement of these impressions. Further, as these 

artistic images are fashioned into representations 

resembling scenes from a play, Milly begins to conceive of 

herself as a player: she is one more representation within 

a world comprised of representations. Hence follows the 

assessment she gives to Susan stringham: 
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"But the day I look as sound and strong as that, 

you know," Milly went on--"on that day I shall be 

just sound and strong enough to take leave of you 

sweetly for ever. That's where one is," she 

continued thus agreeably to embroider, "when even 

one's most 'beaux moments' aren't such as to 

qualify, as far as appearance goes, for anything 

gayer than a handsome cemetary. Since I've lived 

all these years as if I were dead, I shall die, 

no doubt, as if I were alive--which will happen 

to be as you want me. So, you see," she wound 

up, "you'll never really know where I am. Except 

indeed when I'm gone; and then you'll only know 

where I'm not." (127) 

By this point Milly has adopted a view of herself entirely 

defined by the sense of appearances which her introduction 

to society has provided her. As the sUbstitute for 

substance, representation occupies a place conceptually 

between the presence and the absence of the body--between 

life and death. One can see oneself alternating between 

the two states from such a situation, calling upon 

appearances to represent one state or the other, or seeing 

one state lurking behind the other's representation. Milly 

finds this socially influenced aesthetic suited to 

interpreting the content of her own life--a family history 
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of successive deaths culminating in her vague, unconfirmed 

suspicions of her own impending death, presumably based on 

her sense of progressive physical debility which is never 

named or directly referred to by either Milly or the 

narrator. But if the topic of her physical state is dealt 

with circuitously, her briefly mentioned family history is 

overwhelmed by the detailed portrayal of her present 

situation. Milly's personal past is not entirely repressed 

within the story; rather, those memories are subsumed 

within the social space she now inhabits which provides her 

a context within which she can orient herself. The 

aesthetic ruling that space can bring her past into the 

present, burying it within immediate appearances. 

By the time Milly ins'talls herself in her venetian 

Palace she has learned to cUltivate the atmosphere 

surrounding her and to incorporate herself into it. In 

fact, she will not leave that setting, as if only there she 

could continue to be herself, continue to live. But "She 

wouldn't let [Densher] call it keeping quiet, for she 

insisted that her palace--with all its romance and art and 

history--had set up round her a whirlwind of suggestion 

that never dropped for an hour. It wasn't, therefore, 

within such walls, confinement, it was the freedom of all 

the centuries" (280). Milly has not only learned what the 

nature of "romance" is; she has learned how to create the 
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effect of a living romance by keeping within the confines 

of an artistically enclosed space in which a rich 

interaction of impressions can be contained and arranged. 

Time itself is reduced to an artistic effect of these 

impressions, as European cultural history is subordinated 

to the immediacy of this aesthetic space. 

Milly's art is entirely successful in drawing in and 

containing its spectators. Hence Densher succumbs "to the 

unexpected impression made by poor pale exquisite Milly as 

the mistress of a grand old palace": 

This spectacle had for him an eloquence, 

an authority, a felicity--he scarce knew by 

what strange name to call it--for which he 

said to himself that he had not consciously 

bargained. Her welcome, her frankness, 

sweetness, sadness, brightness, her 

disconcerting poetry, as he made shift at 

moments to call it, helped as it was by the 

beauty of her whole setting and by the 

perception at the same time, on the 

observer's part, that this element gained 

from her, in a manner, for effect and 

harmony, as much as it gave--her whole 

attitude had, to his imagination, meanings 

that hung about it, waiting upon her, 
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hovering, dropping and quavering forth again, 

like vague faint snatches, mere ghosts of 

sound, of old-fashioned melancholy music. 

(286) 

Milly and the setting playoff against each other so as to 

seem almost inseparable, and the reverberations thus 

produced are poetic but indeterminate. They affect Densher 

like some nostalgiac, perhaps half-remembered tune--less 

definite than music actually heard, and more like the 

memory of a melody. In spite of the fact than in being so 

beautifully, harmoniously united to her setting, Milly 

seems clearly "placed," one could not say that Densher, 

given his impression, really does know "where she is," and 

so her prediction given to Susan Stringham seems pertinent 

here. If already the romantic insubstantiality of the 

scene and of her character renders the effect of her 

presence into a a sense of something past, it is 

appropriate. In fashioning herself into an artistic 

appearance Milly has prepared herself to become, in 

essence, the image she has created. An image, because it 

needs no substance or body, can exist exclusively as an 

entity perceived by others; it can defy the temporal 

boundaries an embodied presence is subject to; having no 

perceptions which locate it in the present, it belongs to 

the past as a subjective being but can be re-placed within 
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the present as image through another's vision. 

Having first metamorphosed her "real" past to fit 

within the field of surface impressions, so that the shadow 

of the death it spells remains without the sUbstance of the 

memories which served as origin to that significance, Milly 

creates an effect wherein all the people surrounding her 

must repress the idea of her suffering body. By showing no 

outer sign of sickness and maintaining a silence regarding 

her illness she manipulates the reactions of others. By 

her own artistic arrangement of the social scene 

surrounding her she erases her body--thus becoming not only 

someone who does not suffer, but one without sensa'cions or 

impressions, no longer a subject. As James notes in the 

preface, he "go[es] but a little way with the direct--that 

is with the straight exhibition of Milly" and resorts "to 

some kinder, some merciful indirection: all as if to 

approach her circuitously, deal with her at second hand 

. the pressure all round her kept easy for her ••• " (16). 

Hence Milly's own artistic formation of herself suits 

itself to the form that "the author" (as James marks 

himself) wishes to give his representation of her--one 

which removes the "pressure" of her own impressions from 

her to settle on showing the impression she makes on 

others. Thus the creation of Milly's image can be seen as 

involving a fictional artistic collaboration between 
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herself and her author. But the more significant artistic 

conspiracy to consider takes place between Milly and the 

other characters in the novel. 

Susan Shepard stringham gives up her "literary 

mission" as short story writer and sets aside "the name she 

had made • • • as a contributor to the best magazines" once 

she finds herself "in the presence of the real thing, the 

romantic life itself" (77-78). She thinks of Milly as "a 

girl with a background" and this aura bringing the figure 

into relief by its surrounding suggestion of a past has a 

profound effect: "This was poetry--it was also 

history--Mrs. stringham thought, to a finer tune even than 

Maeterlinck and Pater, than Marbot and Gregorovius" (80). 

Recognizing that "Culture was what she herself represented 

for [Milly]" and "that her friend had been starved for 

culture," Susan stringham proceeds to cUltivate Milly, a 

task which in part entails "reading • • • with her hostess" 

those very authors the poetic aura of whose works Milly 

surpasses with her own aura, to Susan's eyes. While Susan 

plays the part in which she imagines Milly would like to 

cast her, Milly texualizes herself through her association 

with her companion. Susan weaves together literature and 

reality, and if she believes that she has found in Milly an 

embodiment of romance that goes "'beyond any book'" 

(300)--a phrase she uses in representing to Densher the 
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late stages of her heroine's drama--then we must recall 

that her concept of romance began with books. Literature 

itself is marginalized in its direct role here: first 

through Susan's relinquishment of her literary calling for 

Milly's real-life romance, and also through the way books 

are used to adorn Milly's story--from the uncut book used 

by Susan as message pad, which Milly passes by without 

noticing, to those books Milly is aware of having not read, 

to the recreational reading Susan and Milly engage in as 

social activity. But Milly's story is read by others and 

herself as if it were a book, and shaped by those around 

her as if they were collaborating on its writing, so that 

the book (in the generic sense) serves as this story's 

model. Milly's near-insistence on dressing Susan up "in 

the character of a fairy godmother" who upon their first 

appearance at Maud Lowder's dinner table "had only to wave 

a neat little wand for the fairy-tale to begin at once" 

(97), along with her re-naming of Susan as "Susie" (which 

"she was apt to call her companion for a lighter change") 

and as Susan Shepard ("the name with which Milly for the 

most part amused herself"[81]) places Susan in a 

fictionalized role as author of Milly's own life. Hence 

Susan renounces her former identity: "she now had no life 

to lead; and she honestly believed that she was thus 

equipped for leading Milly's own" (81). 
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In The Wings of the Dove, the book functions as an 

image providing metaphors of reading and writing which make 

the creation of a social fiction possible, and acting as 

source for the concept of "romance" which serves as 

backdrop for that fiction. Romance lends to reality an 

ambiance of richness by adding to everyday perception the 

suggestion of something beyond the boundaries of reality, 

from another place or time. Thus the image of the written 

Venice, of its imaginatively constructed past, vaguely 

superimposes itself upon the present Venice. Yet rather 

than helping to orient either WD's characters or readers, 

it makes the answer to the question "Where are we" even 

more uncertain. For the image of this already written 

Venice is no place: its literary sources are unidentified, 

and even if they were named, the realm those books 

represent cannot be located in space or recovered in time. 

Nor does the 1909 map of Venice which the editors of the 

Norton anthology kindly provide--along with a map of 

London, and legends accompanying both illustrations 

identifying key locations--help orient the reader of WD. 

These illustrations cannot provide us any glimpse into the 

images of places and scenes within the text as they are 

experienced by its'characters. The experiences of the 

characters are in fact our guideposts, and it is through a 

collective experience ordered by a particular social 
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aesthetic that the characters attempt to orient themselves. 

They supplement their own present experience with a blurred 

impression of the past, made subordinate to the social 

network mapping their lives. Any details of which there 

might be a record are erased in this view; thus the unread 

book serves as an appropriate metaphor for the way the 

novel's various characters perceive their world as filled 

with images possessing potential significance. 

In the context of this social sphere where everything 

is potential material for the practice of a cultural art, 

the transformation of anything into an image renders it 

public property which is nonetheless subject to private 

interpretation. The instance during which Milly observes a 

mother and two daughters at the National Gallery 

illustrates the aesthetic that governs her new-found social 

world. The distinction between people and portraits blurs 

within the context of the gallery when the trio's comments 

prove to be not about a painting, as Milly at first 

surmises, but about Densher (or possibly Kate). While the 

mistake suggests on one hand the way in which the gaze can 

effect the transformation of people into art objects--a 

questionable elevation, at best--it also points to the 

mundane superficiality which influences the characters' 

reading of art objects. Artistic history and tradition 

plays no great part here; the observers' immediate 
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impressions, which tend to reflect their personal vision 

and values, govern their appreciation. Thus the comment 

"Handsome? ••• In the English style," can express both an 

assessment of a portrait of the English school or an actual 

person of British descent. 

Milly herself engages in the same type of surface 

reading of character at the National Gallery, and with the 

three women who moments later read her English friend. The 

gallery represents for her a setting of "benignant halls" 

and "quiet: chambers" where she can escape "the personal 

question," the dimensions of which are contained in the 

meeting between Susan and Sir Luke taking place during her 

jaunt. Though the setting leads her to exclaim "If I could 

lose myself here!", her pastime of "count[ing] the 

Americans," partially facilitated by the tell-tale European 

travel guides they carry with them, is concerned with 

identification and placement: their "pattern" is 

"unmistakeable. . • • They were cut out as by scissors, 

coloured, labelled, mounted ." (175). These clearly 

placed compatriots who skim over European history aided by 

guide books do "nothing for her," however, primarily 

because they fail to "notice or know her," to "recognize. 

• • the sign on her" and she feels that "they ought to have 

known her, that there was something between them they might 

beautifully have put together" (175-76). In spite of the 
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fact that she reduces them to cardboard cut-outs of a 

national image, and they do the same in turn with the 

object of their comments, she wants to have their image of 

her, believing that their American version would supplement 

and perhaps complete the self-images given her by her 

London friends. The scene reveals what might be 

metaphorically labelled Milly's desire to be placed in the 

National Gallery. Its fulfillment would provide her a 

combined social and aesthetic identity that subsumes her 

personal past. 

Before she contemplates the Americans, Milly's 

attention is first drawn to the lady copyists. Fascinated 

by their total absorption in their work, she decides that 

"She should have been a lady copyist" because she could 

thereby "escape" by "being at once impersonal and firm." 

This avenue of thought also provides her "refuge" from the 

power of "the Turners and Titians," for which "something 

inside her was after all too weak" (174); it is therefore 

an avenue allowing a narrow passage between the intimate 

pressures of her personal situation and the overwhelming 

appeal to the "larger" life with which such paintings 

confront her. A direct experience of great art might 

dissolve her identity entirely, but the image of the lady 

copyists mediates between Milly and that particular form of 

self-effacement, providing her a model of identity 
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characterized by its absorption in images, a model one 

remove from impersonal art and one remove from personal 

life. 

One mode of artistic copying Milly does practice is to 

shape herself according to her interpretations of 

self-images others have offered her. Thus when Kate tells 

her "you're a dove," it is to her "like an inspiration: she 

found herself accepting as the right one • • • the name so 

given her" (171). She immediately sets about practicing to 

fit the name, with Maud Lowder's subsequent entry, when she 

gives the lady the "most dovelike" answer to the question 

of whether Densher had returned. And "It gave her 

straightaway the measure of success she should have as a 

dove." So the next day she continues this plan of action, 

though it involves deciding "each time" just "how a dove 

would act" (172). Lest this begins to make Milly sound too 

artificial and manipulative, it is important to note here 

that her art is inspired by a deeply sympathetic 

nature--like that other lady copyist also associated with 

doves, Hawthorne's Hilda of The Marble Faun. The instant 

before Kate confers the title "dove" upon her, Milly 

"enjoyed one of her views of how people, wincing oddly, 

were often touched by her" (171). To become a dove means 

being able to inspire such moments in others repeatedly, 

and to bring Mrs. Lowder to pour forth "Oh you exquisite 
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thing!" In being touched by the emotions in others which 

her dove-like nature inspires, she establishes an emotional 

bond between herself and others. She is sustained by the 

sympathy of friends--indeed, one might argue that such 

connections are what keep her alive. At the same time, any 

feelings of her own she might have are quietly put aside, 

displaced by her responses to others' feelings. The image 

of the dove serves in a subtle way to unite her social 

identity with her physical malady, for one of her first 

responses to being called a dove is to think "That was what 

was the matter with her" (171); the self-effacement 

associated with the dove's gentleness might be seen as a 

genteel version of death. Yet another dimension of this 

image rescues Milly from the threat of personal relations 

which its sympathetic quality encourages. When Kate calls 

her a dove, Milly feels herself "ever so delicately, 

considerately, embraced; not with familiarity or as a 

liberty taken, but almost ceremonially and in the manner of 

an accolade; partly as if, though a dove who could perch on 

a finger, one were also a princess with whom forms were to 

be observed" (171). The formal aspect of the dovelike 

having been revealed to her, Milly finds a way to improvise 

upon it, using it to keep the personal at bay. So with 

Mrs. stringham "she studied again the dovelike and so set 

her companion to mere rich reporting that she averted all 
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enquiry into her own case" (172). 

The scene with the Bronzino, which James is surely 

referring to when he says in the preface that "The whole 

actual centre of the work [rests] on a misplaced pivot and 

[is] lodged in Book Fifth" (16), comes into clearer focus 

when read as the moment when Milly begins to establish a 

conscious relationship between herself and her social 

image. 4 The dynamic described above has its origins here. 

Kate may give Milly the self-image of a dove, but Lord Mark 

first gives to her "the image of the wonderful Bronzino" 

(135). In the context of the "great historic house" which 

itself is deliberately aestheticized in the text when 

presented through Milly's eyes "as the centre of an almost 

4This scene has been the locus a good deal of critical 
attention. Among those who have focused closely on this 
passage, Nicola Bradbury gives a close analysis of its 
language (97-100) and sees the scene as the most 
"remarkable example" of the process of representation used 
in The wings of the Dove, which is "both effective and 
affective. • • • In one capacity it conveys the workings of 
society and personal relations, where 'the worker in one 
connection are the worked in another'; in the other it 
draws attention to itself, demonstrating its own procedure, 
and thus implying an analogy between the process of the 
novel and those it depicts" (121). Auchard maintains that 
the "intense ambiguity" of the passage "is one of the most 
important structural approaches" to the silences in the 
novel which represent mystical, "wordless moments which 
seem to transcend symbolist acuities ••• " (105, 98). 
Cameron sees the ambiguity as at least in part a result of 
the unclarity that attends the act of looking, which "is 
underscored because looking and the object of looking are 
fused in [the] crossings" found here (127). What passes 
for "thinking" in James is illustrated in this passage, 
"which means that thought is as if beheld, is held up 
before the eyes" (128). 
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extravagantly grand Watteau-composition," the Bronzino is 

just one of the many beautiful pictures and things there 

and is not seen in terms of its own artistic and historic 

identity. Like the books in HQ, the visual art in it also 

remains unread except in terms of its present social and 

personal use. 

In the light of Milly's presence, the portrait is seen 

as her reflection: Milly compares the hue of their 

complexions, noting that hers is "several shades greener"; 

Lord Mark counters that the resemblance is "down to the 

very hands"; Milly points out that her hands "are larger"; 

Lord Mark tells her "you go her, all round, "one better' •• 

• • But you're a pair" (138). The painting is spoken of 

almost as if it were a person, and in the process is 

reduced from aesthetic grandeur to the ordinary. Its 

status as a period-piece, a portrait representing one 

specific expression of the sixteenth-century Medicean 

court--a society which fashioned its identity around its 

patronage of arts and letters--is ignored. The reader is 

left to recognize how art and society continue to reflect 

each other, as the contemporary social world represented in 

the text appropriates the art representing a now defunct 

society which once drew its own life from art. Lord Mark's 

comment on the personal character of the lady depicted, 

that "splendid as she is, one doubts if she was good," does 
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reflect obliquely upon the court life of which she was a 

part. But it also distinguishes between the splendor of 

art and the sordidness of life, while failing to recognize 

the potentially corrupting relation that exists between the 

two. 

The grandeur drained from the portrait by regarding it 

in present personal terms is transferred to Milly. While 

Lord Mark offers Milly his personal approbation in implying 

that she is good, he places her among all the fine and 

beautiful ,art objects within the historic house. And if 

the subject of the portrait suffers a loss in station by 

being metaphorically removed from the wall and placed among 

the present company, Milly takes on something of the 

portrait's romantic distance in being so aestheticized, as 

if one remove past in time from everyone else. Lord Mark 

is not unique in drawing the comparison between Milly and 

the Bronzino--others also note the resemblance, though Lord 

Mark expresses the wish that he would have liked to have 

been "original," as if in making the exclusive discovery 

she becomes in a sense his artistic creation. But the 

important role Lord Mark plays here is as the 

representative of upper class, courtly society; it is as 

such a representative he takes on a special significance 

for Milly in this scene, and not because of personal 

reasons. He is himself, in this sense, no "original." 
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When Milly turns from the Bronzino to Lord Mark, 

indifferent to whether he notices her tears, she feels that 

"It was probably as good a moment as she should ever have 

with him. It was perhaps as good a moment as she should 

have with anyone, or have in any connexion whatever" 

(137). In breaking the mutual reflection between herself 

and the portrait which had the moment before dominated 

Lord Mark's view of her and influenced her view of herself, 

Milly draws his view away from the portrait, and 

appropriates the portrait's status as representation to 

herself. While aware that his gaze now rests on her, 

possibly even taking in her tears, she attempts to correct 

his interpretation of her recent comment. She had been 

referring not to the comparison between herself and the 

portrait; "I shall never be better than this" refers to 

herself in the context of the present moment and setting, 

at the same time it severs the link between her and the 

dead past represented by the Bronzino. Yet Lord Mark's 

continued incomprehension is unimportant since he acts just 

"as nice as if he had" understood, which is "a part of his 

looking after her" and of "protect[ing] her from herself" 

(138). What she might say or mean, then, is insignificant 

compared to his or anyone's kind response to her image. It 

is as image that she lays claim to her deepest relations 

with others, and their validation of that socially present 
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image insulates her from the image of the self from which 

she has turned away--that of the death represented for her 

by the Bronzino, as well as by her family past. The 

paradox of her form of self-awareness is that she achieves 

immersion in feelings and in the present moment through an 

objectification which presumably would leave all awareness 

with her viewer. It is as if a picture could know itself 

by being looked at, and know itself as looked upon kindly. 

This self-awareness reaches its maturity at the party 

Milly holds at her venetian palace, but it is through Sir 

Luke's influence that it finally arrives at that point--the 

point at which the fiction of her disembodied image appears 

in its most splendid, finished form, supported by the 

hidden fact of a diseased body. Sir Luke plays an ironic 

part for a physician in relation to Milly: rather than 

enabling her cUltivate the perception of "the body as an 

alien thing" through an outside, objectified, and 

technologically aided gaze, he directs her attention 

outward, towards the world. Thus he attempts to thwart 

the maelstrom-like effects of disease which draw attention 

inward to the site of the dysfunctional body. As Scarry 

says, pain is "experienced spacially as either the 

contraction of the universe down to the immediate vicinity 

of the body or as the body swelling to fill the entire 

universe" (35). To this, Drew Leder adds that "with 
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chronic suffering there is nowhere to go, nothing to do, no 

escape. Space loses its normal directionality as the world 

ceases to be the locus of purposeful action" (75). But 

while Sir Luke's advice to "live" seems the healthiest 

prescription possible, given the seeming hopelessness of 

Milly's physical state, it encourages a type of 

disorientation the opposite of that produced by morbid 

preoccupation with the body. The latter disorients by 

severing the body's link to the world, while Sir Luke's 

prescription severs the world's connection to the body. In 

both scenarios the dialectical relation between body and 

world which makes orientation possible is lost; only in 

each case a different pole of the opposition is eliminated. 

If body and world become identical for the subject in pain, 

with the world collapsing into the body, then the social 

world generates its own artificial body for the subject who 

has been absorbed by it. 

Rather than being the surgeon of "fifty thousand 

knives" (216), as Densher first imagines him, Sir Luke 

plays the role of one who enables Milly to generate a new 

image by severing herself from awareness of her physical 

ills. She is paying him to be not a medical doctor or even 

a therapist, but a sort of patron. She fashions herself 

according to her interpretation of his advice, believing 

that his reading of her situation represents the highest 
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authority--that he has the magical ability to find out 

"literally everything" about her with "no source of 

information to his hand," but "simply by his genius" (145). 

She "secretly romanc[es]" while waiting for him in a back 

room of his old house that "these [were] the world's walls, 

those the world's curtains and carpet" and that "she should 

be as one of the circle of eminent contemporaries, 

photographed, engraved, signatured, and in particular 

framed and glazed who made up the rest of the decoration" 

of the room ornamented with tokens of past gratitude (146). 

She wants, in other words, to become a part of Sir Luke's 

own private but professional gallery, and the turn of 

phrase chosen here suggests a literal transformation from 

person to art-object. All that it remains in Sir Luke's 

power to do is to ~ Milly, and in his professional 

capacity he does no more than this. But it is for him, on 

the first occasion of his visit to her in venice, that she 

arranges the party that will provide the setting for the 

her striking appearance in a white dress. To Densher she 

seems "different, younger, fairer,"--the change not 

entirely explained by her quitting the "almost monastic" 

garb she has hitherto worn, but "determined • • • by Sir 

Luke Strett's visit" (302). If Sir Luke cannot grant Milly 

bodily health, his vision can grant her the physically 

indeterminate status of image--as if the certainty and 
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groundedness of a vision used to confronting physical facts 

could legitimize his vision of her image, and make it real. 

This version of Milly in white, fashioned according to 

her reading of Sir Luke's gaze, is what first catches 

Densher's attention, and leads him to begin to consider her 

as more than a charming little figure at the perimeter of a 

world centered on Kate. The scenery is drawn from British 

and European social history spread beautifully out over the 

surface of the present. On this surface Milly positions 

herself to appear as the innocent without a past, the 

quintessential American girl. Paradoxically, this formed 

and polished image is a product of British vision. 
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III 

While James may have approached representing his "main 

image," Milly, by means of a "merciful indirection" 

employing "successive centres" each dominated by one or 

more particular points of view, the book concludes with a 

focus on Densher's consciousness. James himself thus 

escapes a prospect he fears--that of coming to a more 

intimate knowledge of Milly. So the preface reads: "Heaven 

forbid, w~ say to ourselves during almost the whole 

Venetian climax, heaven forbid we should 'know' anything 

more of our ravaged sister than what Densher darkly pieces 

together, or than what Kate Croy pays, heroically, it must 

be owned, at the hour of her visit alone to Densher's 

lodging, for her superior handling and her dire profanation 

of" (12). Milly is "ravaged," but the awkward insertion of 

the phrase concerning what Kate "pays" for her profanation 

of Milly renders the nature of this ruin ambiguous: does it 

only concern the physical debilitation resulting from 

Milly's illness, or include the violation of her 

sUbjectivity by Kate? If Kate violates Milly's 

subjectivity, she serves as the figure through which her 

fellow character can also do so, and hence through which 

James can himself artistically profane Minny Temple, while 

Kate bears the apparent guilt. James's praise of her as 
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heroic may be an indirect self-vindication. 

Seemingly unlike his author, Densher is naive 

regarding matters of representation involving the social 

world--and this in spite of the fact that his profession 

concerns representation. However, as journalist he would 

be concerned with an "accuraten form of writing which 

coincides with what it depicts. His coverage of the 

American social scene through which he is first introduced 

to Milly is assigned him because his editors believe he 

might be able to give the treatment an unusual turn-

precisely because of his naivete, in other words. But the 

unity he perceives between reference and referent with 

regard to his work is just one manifestation of a general 

way of seeing. Densher cannot be consciously duplicitous 

because he cannot see in such a way as to be able to 

separate the self from its representation, since he feels 

himself to be a single, unified entity. The private self 

and public self are not divided for him, and so he is 

unable to view himself from another perspective as a player 

in the social scene. As Mizruchi points out, however, he 

regards himself at one point as a mere spectator of a drama 

taking place between Maud and Kate, "in a purchased stall 

at the play"; thus he "struggles to dismiss his complicity" 

while his paying role suggests "his requisition by the 

drama" and the loss of "his desired innocence" (195). At 
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the same time, he participates in a far more active role in 

the social drama surrounding him than he dares venture to 

admit. 5 

Densher's world as he conceives it is exclusively a 

private world--and mastery for him depends upon his ability 

to bring the outside into his private world, and not upon 

his ability to navigate his way around the social world 

according to its complex rules. No wonder, then, that he 

is disoriented. His perception of the social world as an 

alien place is further influenced by the fact that he 

perceives it as a feminine domain; naturally, he cannot 

achieve mastery here, where he feels himself surrounded by 

a "circle of petticoats" and "glad there was no male 

witness" to it (299)--a phrase that pictures him literally 

entangled in the fabric of society. In this realm mastery 

is achieved through subtle manipulation of interpersonal 

l~lations, and the privileging of relations undermines the 

sense of personal wholeness through its threat of multiple 

viewpoints. Acquisition of mastery necessitates 

5Mizruchi discusses Densher's evasiveness in detail, 
and my reading agrees with hers that by "drowning himself 
in the past, he controls others through memory (206). 
Sally Sears' treatment of Densher is worth noting here, as 
well. She sees him as not so chivalrous throughout the 
novel as the ending would make him seem, becaus his 
"passive involvement has implicated him deeply, indeed" 
(97). Densher is exonerated on the level of the "word," 
but "The burden of the book rests not upon the violation of 
the word but of the spirit" (98). 
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establishing control of those other perspectives: one must 

either assert one's own view at the expense of others', as 

Maud does by "fairly terrori[zing] with her view" (287), or 

subtlely weave one's own desires into a pattern that seems 

to accord with others' desires, as Kate does, for instance, 

in arranging to grant Milly a "death wish" by lending 

Densher to her. The only model of a detached male mastery 

that seems above the threats imposed by social 

participation is sir Luke. 

The prime danger of social participation is that one 

will be turned into a commodity on the social market, for 

personal relations in the Jamesian world are presented in 

terms of what others have to offer one--terms of 

acquisition. The recognition that others somehow add to 

the self is qualified by its tie to an economic metaphor 

and by the reification to which others are subjected. Not 

only are figures such as Kate and Lord Mark seen in terms 

of their worth by a master of the social market like Maud 

Lowder, but in hence losing their subjectivity they are 

placed in the feminine position of "other." Kate regains a 

measure of her own subjectivity by turning Densher into a 

commodity which she can use in a trade controlled behind 

the scenes--the apparent gift of Densher to Milly which 

both Susan Stringham and Maud Lowder are for their separate 

reasons interested in seeing successfully transacted. 
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Aware of the fact that he is "between them all" and "in the 

midst" of all their desires, Densher wonders "if it 

mightn't be best just to consent, luxuriously, to be the 

ass the whole thing involved. Trying not to be and yet 

keeping in it was of the two things the more asinine" 

(299). His presence in this arena automatically un-mans 

him. 

His relationship with Kate initially creates and 

occupies its own separate sphere seemingly insulated from 

the economy of the social world which so threatens the 

self. Their rendevous initially occur no place--in 

territory claimed by no particular social order, in a 

public park at the border of Maud's estate. While they 

succeed in privatizing this public space and so 

appropriating it by containing it in the circle of their 

own interactions, its nonetheless public nature--its 

accessibility to the "glare" of Aunt Maud's gaze "from the 

drawing room" (47)--is a reminder that the space they have 

created is not inviolable, but subject to social 

appropriation. Maud indeed later informs Densher that 

"Your performances with Kate in the Park are ridiculous so 

far as they're meant as consideration for me; and I had 

much rather see you myself--since you're, in your way, my 

dear young man, delightful" (66). Hence defining their 

"performances" in terms of herself as spectator, she not 
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only brings herself into the sphere of their interaction, 

but manages to rearrange the stage, change the setting, 

make herself an active part of the scene and so bring 

herself into a relation with Densher where she can take 

possession of him herself. In seizing the power to arrange 

things, which here literally means moving Densher from the 

park to Maud's drawing room, one manages one's life in time 

and avoids becoming a mere object oneself. 

If such machinations make it seem that the social 

stage is clearly directed, albeit many characters vie for 

the role of director, Lord Mark's sense of the general 

setting of London society portrays such orderedness and 

defined borders as a fiction: 

He explained, for that matter--or at least he 

hinted--that 'there was no such thing to-day in 

London as saying where anyone was. Everyone 

was everywhere--nobody was anywhere. He should 

be put to it--yes, frankly--to give a name of any 

sort or kind to their hostess's ~set.' Was it a 

set at all, or wasn't it, and were there not 

really no such things as sets in the place any 

more?--was there anything but the groping and 

pawing, that of the vague billows of some great 

greasy sea in mid-Channel, or masses of 

bewildered people trying to ~get' they didn't 
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know what or where?" (100). 

His perspective reveals that in spite of his possession of 

a convincing social image, he is aware that his own place 

in society is not assured, and that he has limited control 

over the placement of his image. The chaos underlying this 

illusion of social sets and order bears an uncomfortable 

relation to the scene in which Milly is perched on the 

vertiginous ledge below which lie the "gulfs of air" and 

into which, to Mrs. stringham's mind, she might slip and 

fall "into whatever was beneath." Despite the danger, 

Milly seems not to be contemplating a leap to her death, 

but rather regarding the scene below "in a state of 

uplifted and unlimited possession.. looking down on 

the kingdoms of the earth" (87). The two options open to 

Milly and simultaneously pictured here--fully taking 

possession of the world, or being swallowed by it in death

-are conjoined in Lord Mark's vision of society. The 

alternative to "getting" the "what or where" one desires, 

and assuring one's place by taking possession of some 

parcel of society, is to be lost, to drown in placelessness 

and experience a type of personal death. Milly's 

particular social position thus takes on metaphoric 

significance for all of the characters participating in the 

social drama. 

sir Luke's benignly detached gaze provides a 
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comforting authority in such a world, not only for Milly. 

His figure conjoins mastery in the domain of one's most 

intimate physical environment with mastery in the public, 

social domain. As physician he is seen as having some 

control over and a privileged view of the body; as one of 

the titled class he is given apparent social placement (a 

distinction he shares with Lord Mark, but which is revealed 

as granting limited social power by itself in Lord Mark's 

case). In his presence Densher finds that "The facts of 

physical suffering, of incurable pain, of the chance grimly 

narrowed"--that is, the death shut out of the social 

picture by his set's "conspiracy of silence"--are suddenly 

and uncomfortably brought into view. However, "the one 

thing left to be thankful for was the breadth of Sir Luke's 

shoulders, which, should one be able to keep in line with 

them, might in some degree interpose" (347). Sir Luke's 

metaphoric manliness enables him to act as mediator between 

the physical fact of death and its social significance. As 

one having sufficient authority in both the physical and 

social spheres, he is empowered to act as death's 

representative. His function here is to make death 

socially visible but tolerable, simultaneously imposing 

order on death and on society by fitting death into the 

social picture. Densher had just a brief time before this 

been grateful that Sir Luke was not present to witness his 
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own powerless position, but now that the possibility of 

Milly's death has left him feeling more hopelessly 

entangled in a social situation over which he has no 

control, Sir Luke's fatherly presence is a comfort. 

Of course Densher would prefer not to have to look to 

Sir Luke to "somehow let him off" from his predicament, as 

he does at this juncture of his involvement in the social 

drama (348). He ultimately pursues a way of dealing with 

the situation that removes him from the sordid social 

scene. But despite past critical appraisals lauding 

Densher for a moral vision not subject to the economic 

values characterizing the social set in which he finds 

himself, he, too, deals with the problem of self-placement 

in terms of possession; he attempts to create his own 

stable "where" by acquiring the appropriate "what," and in 

this he shows little distinction from Lord Mark or Kate, 

except that his possessions are not meant to appear on the 

social stage, but to be kept in a private gallery. "Having 

so often concluded on the fact of his weakness, as he 

called it, for life--his strength merely for thought--life, 

he logically opined, was what he must somehow arrange to 

annex and possess. This was so much a necessity that 

thought by itself only went on in the void; it was from the 

immediate air of life that it must draw its breath" (48). 

Kate embodies the life which he must "annex and possess," 
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and if that life seems to have taken possession of him 

instead with his reliquishment of control of their social 

situation to Kate, he nonetheless wants and intends to 

establish his own control: "He couldn't and he wouldn't-

wouldn't have her inconvenient and elusive. He didn't want 

her deeper than himself, fine as it might be as wit or as 

character; he wanted to keep her where their communication 

would be straight and easy and their intercourse 

independent" (195-96). This is in spite of the fact that 

he is attracted to her because, unlike the "women one 

meets" who are "but books one has already read," she 

represents for him "a whole library of the unknown, the 

uncut" (220). However, she is mistaken in telling him in 

response to this that ""It's you who draw me out. I exist 

in you. Not in others "' (220). Unfortunately, he acts on 

this as if it were true--as if he could forever keep her 

memorialized within his "poor rooms" where his taking 

sexual possession of her had effected a severing of ties 

between herself and society. 

This is in essence what Kate's "sacrifice," as both 

Densher and James term it, amounts to: breaking social 

rules and thereby choosing Densher over the social world 

from which she thus alienates herself. What Densher 

thereby gains is a memory which he attempts to transform 

into a perpetual present by keeping the site of her 
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"sacrifice" inviolate. He circumvents Milly's expressed 

desire to visit him even before his desire to have Kate 

come to him in his rooms is articulated or fully 

formulated, thinking that "Whatever in life he had 

recovered his old rooms for, he had not recovered them to 

receive Milly Theale" (283). Hence the place is preserved 

from intrusion by any outside social element, and fulfills 

Densher's wish to find some secure spot which can contain 

their private world. The memory of his single sexual 

encounter with Kate 

played for him--certainly in this prime 

afterglow--the part of a treasure kept at home in 

safety and sanctity, something he was sure of 

finding in its place when, with each return, he 

worked his heavy old key in the lock. The door 

had but to open for him to be with it again and 

for it to be all there; so intensely there that, 

as we say, no other act was possible to him than 

the renewed act, almost the hallucination, of 

intimacy" (313). 

Having a room in which to house his experience makes 

possible its reification into a "treasure" which he can 

possess--Densher's counterpart to the material treasure 

Kate and the others seek. In any case, possession of the 
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desired treasure grants one mastery within the confines of 

a particular world. 

At this juncture, Densher has already chosen the field 

of memory as the realm he prefers to inhabit. With the 

past seeming more "intensely there" than his actual present 

experience, his actions in the public sphere become 

subordinate to the pac.t between himself and Kate which the 

possession of his treasure now has sealed. Paradoxically, 

he thereby gives up the mastery he seems to have gained by 

continuing to act in accordance with what he thinks Kate 

would want--he will be her servant in the public sphere if 

he can be master within their private world. Seduced by 

the illusion of his own private memory's vividness, he 

seems oblivious to the fact that his mode of subordinating 

the public to the private and the present to the past is 

unrealistic. Only with the terrible actuality of Milly's 

impending death finally confronting him, combined with the 

realization that Milly has "reasons" for "now intensely 

wishing him to go," does "his sense of what [Kate] had done 

for him on the eve of [her flight] • • • incur a 

qualification" (330). Suddenly aware of Kate's actual 

absence as a result of becoming aware of his present 

situation, the hallucinatory power of his memory of her 

intimate presence is lessened. Circumstances thus prod him 

to act for himself, rather than permitting him to assign to 
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Kate all responsibility for his actions with regard to 

Milly. He remains in venice now not in order to fulfill 

Kate's injunction, but because this "would be his one way, 

purified though he was, to mark his virtue beyond any 

mistake. It would be accepting the disagreeable • • • a 

proof of his his not having stayed for the thing--the 

agreeable, as it were--Kate had named" (330). He thus 

begins to revise his conception of the motives for his past 

actions to accord with a certain social self-image he is 

forming as a result of finding himself a present 

participant in the social world. 

Despite this foray of his own into that world, he is 

not prepared to live there with Kate, or to have his life 

with her divided between the public and private spheres. 

While his desire for her is inspired by an attraction to 

her "talent for life," he wants to remove her from the 

social stage where that talent operates--to take her out of 

the realm of time and action. He is fully aware of the 

impact that the sight of Milly wearing her "long, priceless 

chain" of pearls has on Kate: how they represent to her 

"that element of wealth in [Milly] which was • a great 

power" and that though Kate, too "would have been splendid" 

wearing them, "pearls were exactly what Merton Densher 

would never be able to give her" (304). Even in their last 

meetings he is struck with "her talent for life again" and 
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thinks "What a person she would be if they had been rich-

with what a genius for the so-called great life, what a 

presence for the so-called great house, what a grace for 

the so-called great positionsl" (397). He is thus capable 

of seeing that in asking her to join him in renouncing 

Milly's bequest, he is asking for her complete self

sacrifice. Her prospects would more resemble her sister's 

than those of a living Milly were she to make this choice. 

But he would be free of responsibility for her symbolic 

death if she freely took the seeming option he offers. 

Densher would thereby gain physical possession of 

Kate, yet would not acquire a "living" Kate. In fact what 

he attempts is to re-embody his past experience of her 

through physical possession of her, and thereby to keep the 

memory alive. Her actual physical presence would serve as 

sUbstitute or representation for the vivid memory of her 

presence in his rooms, as well as enable him to perpetually 

enact the relationship they had previous to its social 

contamination. In his final words to Kate, after 

circumventing her charge that he is in love with Milly's 

memory, and that "you want no other" by offering to marry 

her at once, he admits that this is on the condition of 

being "as we were" (403). It's not that he wants no love 

other than the memory of Milly, then; it's that he wants no 

love other than his own memory, whether it is of Milly or 
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of Kate. 

The alternative to bodily possession of Kate is 

possession of a dearly purchased private gallery of images 

derived from the social sphere. While his initial image of 

Kate is determined by his own personal response to her, and 

merely supplemented by the social placement of that image, 

his image of Milly is almost entirely formed after he is 

schooled in social vision. He took little note of Milly 

when she was merely an element of his American assignment, 

but Kate, Susan and Maud teach him to see new subtleties in 

social relations as well as to see significances in the 

"little American girl" which to him had been previously 

absent. It seems to him that he does take some control of 

his relationship with Milly and somehow go "above and 

beyond Kate" in promoting Milly to play the role of the 

"American girl" for him: she thus "keep[s] in tune with his 

conception" of her and successfully enacts a "game" which 

makes their relation more comfortable and "workable" (322-

23). But the nationalized image of her he thus forms is 

itself a social product of his own English character. Just 

as his image of Milly is socially mediated, so too is his 

concept of his relation to that image. He attempts to lay 

personal claim to Milly through his "renewed remembrance, 

which had fairly become a habit, that he had been the first 

to know her"--a mental gesture reminiscent of Lord Mark's 
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expressed desire to have been "original" in recognizing 

Milly's resemblance to the portrait. But Densher's memory 

of having been Milly's discoverer is influenced by the 

additional recollection that "This was what they had all 

insisted on, in her absence, that day at Mrs. Lowder's" 

(286). Finally, after Milly's death he even takes his 

self-image from what the social scene offers him, adopting 

Maud Lowder's version of himself as a man haunted by 

memory. This accords perfectly with his own desires, since 

he is thus given social sanction to retreat with his image 

of Milly into a private world. 

Just as she bequeaths her fortune to him, Milly 

bequeaths the image she has made of herself to Densher. 

Indeed, the final transference of the image is effected 

along with her death and the consequent transference of her 

material treasure; the image itself is part of her overall 

legacy, different in quality but inextricably tangled with 

her fortune. Ironically, in enabling him to place himself 

securely in society by taking economic possession of some 

portion of society, she enables him to convincingly 

renounce the social world and remove himself from it. In 

refusing the bequest, Densher also attempts to extricate 

Milly's image from the financial dimension which for him 

tarnishes it by subjecting it to the rules and the vision 

of society. As Susan recounts Maud Lowder's objections 
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regarding having Densher as a nephew-in-law to Milly, he 

"won't ever be either a public man or a rich man" (125). 

The comment reveals the perceived relation between the two 

states, and suggests the reason for the fact that Densher 

has never been able to imagine himself a rich man. The 

purity of his own vision of the innocent "American girl" is 

thereby preserved by his refusal, and his capacity to 

translate his own actions in the world into a purified and 

unchanging memory is apparently SUbstantiated. 

Milly offers Densher the opportunity to figuratively 

be born into society. In this she resembles a mother 

figure--an identification reinforced by the comment in the 

text on Densher's memory of his own mother: 

Densher's mother ••• copied ••• famous 

pictures in great museums. • • • Mrs. Densher had 

had a sense and a hand of her own, had arrived at 

a perfection that persuaded, that even deceived, 

and that made the "placing" of her work 

blissfully usual. Her son, who had lost her, 

held her image sacred. (71) 

His image of his mother is linked in this passage to the 

copied images of other images which his mother produced, in 

a tableau which serves as a figure for his loss of her 

through death. Having her suspended in memory as sacred 
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representation intercepts what otherwise would have escaped 

entirely, to have been "placed" in some other, transcendent 

realm, while the image of her as representing 

representation itself acknowledges the absence which 

undeniably informs that memorial image he has of her. 

Milly's own inwardly expressed wish to be a copyist takes 

on added significance in view of the comment regarding 

Densher's mother. The parallels between the two figures as 

memorial images reveal Densher's disposition to pursue and 

possess the image of the mother both as a way of escaping 

the world and of escaping death. 

Kristeva's reading of the Virgin Mary's cultural 

significance is helpful to remark here. A quote from 

Irenaeus which she cites suggests Milly's identification 

with Mary: "'Through Mary the snake becomes a dove and we 

are freed from the chains of death'" (166). Kristeva goes 

on to explain the nature of this liberation: 

The Virgin Mary experiences a fate more radiant 

than her son's: she undergoes no Calvary, she has 

no tomb, she doen't die and hence has no need to 

rise from the dead. Mary doesn't die but, as if 

to echo oriental beliefs, Taoist among other, 

according to which human bodies pass from one 

place to another in an eternal flow that 

constitutes a carbon copy of the maternal 
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receptacle--she is transported. (168) 

Rather than involving the spirit's transcendence of the 

body, its absorption into the realm of the "Father"--of the 

Name and of words--, this release from death is effected 

through a re-placement of the body which affirms the 

physical nature of life and hence keeps the notion of an 

undying life conceptually located within a physical sphere. 

Hence, 

The Mother and her attributes • become 

representatives of a ~return of the repressed' in 

monotheism. They re-establish what is non-verbal 

and show up as the receptacle of a signifying 

disposition that is closer to so-called primary 

processes •••• [A]s they return by way of the 

Virgin Mother, they find their outlet in the 

arts--painting and music--of which the Virgin 

necessarily becomes both patron saint and 

privileged object. (174) 

Densher's symbolic re-embodiment of the figures 

representing both birth and death to him--his mother and 

Milly--is not simply a means of returning to the womb. 

Through his own artistic act of memorialization he creates 

a safe place in memory for the womb, where it can be 

preserved and where he can take possession of it. He makes 
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of Milly, as he does of his mother, "both patron saint and 

privileged object" of memory, for womb and memory become 

conflated in this figuration. Only in such a self

referential and self-enclosed space can he wholly control 

the arrangement of objects and hence create a place for 

himself, of his own. 

But the sense of loss Densher feels as a result of 

Kate's destruction of Milly's letter recalls the fact that 

the representation is not the thing itself, and that with 

Milly's death something has passed which cannot be 

retrieved. Even though Densher looks in retrospect upon 

the destruction of the letter with regret, however, its 

loss serves the purpose of his representation of Milly. 

What, indeed, did he expect Kate would do with the letter 

through which he pretends to hand over the private 

ownership of his relation with Milly? Kate's act frees him 

from being directed by the "turn [Milly] would have given 

her act" of bequeathal so that he can renounce it in his 

o.m style. Silencing Milly also inspires his imagination 

to "extraordinarily [fill] out and refin[e]" the 

"possibilities" of the contents of Milly's letter: lilt had 

made of them a revelation the loss of which was the sight 

of a priceless pearl cast before his eyes • into the 

fathomless sea, or rather even it was like the sacrifice of 

something sentient and throbbing, something that, for the 
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spiritual ear, might have been audible as a faint far wail. 

This was the sound he cherished when alone in the stillness 

of his rooms. He sought and guarded the stillness. 

(398). Milly's death is translated to the death of her 

letter, her words, her voice. But it is in this silence-

the absence of these things--that he can take full 

possession of the image, romantically embellishing upon it 

with his own imagination. 

It is reasonable to assume that the manner in which he 

would have represented Milly for his American assignment, 

when he first met her, would have been "accurate" and 

directly referential--a surface representation of a 

representative of American society. That written depiction 

would stand in stark contrast to the living image he holds 

in his memory at the conclusion of the novel. Previously, 

Densher could "cover" society and yet remain detached from 

it. Paradoxically, it is through the self-divisive process 

of becoming immersed in and appropriated by society that he 

gains the experience which makes possession of his own 

images--a supplementation of the self--possible. 

Densher's renunciation of the world is necessarily 

linked to his taking full possession of his memory; the 

world might otherwise intrude at any time. Through memory 

he takes possession of that portion of the world which he 

can legitimately and morally claim, in his eyes--what he 
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has paid for or earned. This gesture is reminiscent of 

Hawthorne's comment concerning the imaginary version of the 

real territory which he appropriated for his Romance, which 

in taking he trusts he "infringes upon nobody's private 

rights" (3). Densher's Milly, like Hawthorne's neutral 

territory, is a private, imaginary version of a physical 

and social reality. More important than the fact that 

neither claim an objective reality is the fact that both 

are also without social reality insofar as they are removed 

from the exchange market. (Of course, the authors' own 

attempts to publish and sell their works complicates this 

fictional equation.) While Milly's image is preserved as 

Densher's own, her money remains social exchange property 

and is hence subject to transfers of ownership and changes 

in form. symbolically, her bequest is neutral, unlike her 

memory. For Densher to accept the money would be similar 

to Rosier's liquidation of his prized collection of art 

objects in order to be able to "afford" Pansy Osmond. Just 

as Rosier thereby trades the personal value of his 

collection for a love object who is herself a commodity on 

the social market, Densher would need to trade his valued 

memory to possess the socially costly Kate. The 

translation of the memorial image into symbolic exchange 

value on the social market would enable the world to take 

possession of Densher's memory. 
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Densher acquires mastery of society by embodying his 

experience of society in his image of Milly, and taking 

possession of that. Like Ebon Adams, he uses the image of 

woman to define his relation to society, and in both 

scenarios, the death of the subject is necessary in order 

for it to be made into a mediating image. In Densher's 

case, the intensely private sense of loss associated with 

Milly's death draws him into himself and facilitates the 

removal of the image from the social scene. Milly's 

significance to him is entwined with this very sense of 

loss, which within the union effected by his possession of 

the image is retained as a quality of romantic distance. 

So, too, does James have his own romanticized image of 

Minny Temple to place in his private gallery. The picture 

gallery is itself an image which took possession of Henry 

James early in his life, when as a thirteen-year-old he was 

introduced to the Louvre's Galerie d'Apollon. As Adeline 

Tintner notes in The Museum World of Henry James, he was to 

remember all his life the vision that met him there, fifty

five years later having the place revisit him in a dream 

which he describes in A Small Boy and Others. The dream, 

identified by James as being set in that gallery, according 

to Tintner's reading reenacts "the triumph of art and form, 

poetry and spirit over chaos, defo~ity, and death" 

depicted in the painting of Apollo Overcoming the Python by 
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Delacroix which covers the ceiling vault and dominates the 

room (8). James's early fiction, crowded with references 

to great art works, reflects his attempt to use the 

cultural flowers of Western civilization's past in creating 

his own artistic triumphs. But by the time he wrote ~ 

Portrait of a Lady, his "moral as well as aesthetic 

dependence on museum art had changed," Tintner says: "His 

conclusion, put into the mind of Ralph Touchett, was that a 

first-rate person is "finer than the finest work of art'" 

(2) • 

This may be so in terms of James's perspective 

regarding the best sources for his own works of art, but it 

also recalls us to his earlier mentioned statement that 

"everyone, in life, is incomplete, & it is the mark of art 

that in reproducing them one feels the desire to fill them 

out •• "Isabel Archer represents an early attempt to 

thus "fill out" Minny Temple, and he approaches his task by 

making her the center of his scene: ""Place the centre of 

the subject in the young woman's own consciousness,' I said 

to myself, "and you get as interesting and as beautiful a 

difficulty as you could wish. stick to that--for the 

centre; put the heaviest weight into that scale, which will 

be so largely the sC'ale of her relation to herself'" 

(Portrait 10-11). So in The Portrait of a Lady he takes 

his "grasp of a single character," an "acquisition" he had 
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made "after a fashion not here to be retraced" but which it 

seemed to him he was in "complete possession of," and "had 

been so for a long time" (7). The task he faces here is to 

take this "vivid" figure which has already been "placed in 

the imagination that detains it, preserves, protects, 

enjoys it, conscious of its presence in the dusky, crowded, 

heterogeneous back-shop of the mind very much as a wary 

dealer in precious odds and ends • • • is conscious of the 

rare little "piece' left in deposit" and permit it to 

develop its identity to the fullest (8). While he 

specifies that this is to be accomplished by mainly 

concentrating on Isabel's own self-awareness, he also notes 

that identity is usually constituted by one's engagement in 

the "tangle." And Ralph Touchett's attempt to give Isabel 

"wings" precisely leads to her engagement in the "tangle" 

of social relations. Having thus already effaced the image 

of the cousin he had known by obscuring the relation 

between his memory of Minny and this "acquisition," he 

metaphorically places his image in the world. 

He returns, then, to his treasure in The wings of the 

Dove, and through Densher personally reclaims it from the 

world. But unlike Densher who intially makes the mistake 

of attempting to refer to things directly, James 

relentlessly follows the path of indirect representation-

his romantic means of artistic appropriation. Having 
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turned away from the image of Minny Temple even while he 

directly represented Isabel's similarly self-centered 

awareness, with his representation of Milly Theale he 

revises the memorial image to which he refuses to directly 

refer. The absence of direct verbal reference is taken 

several steps further in this work, through the avoidance 

of characters' references to Milly's impending death, as 

well as through the formal avoidance of representing 

Milly's own view. Thus James takes from Milly the voice he 

had given Isabel, while also giving this character of his 

more mature art "wings" which carry her in a different 

direction. Rather than taking what he represents in his 

preface to The Portrait of a Lady as a possession of his 

own imagination, and granting it a figurative independence 

to develop its social fate, in The Wings of the Dove in 

focusing on the social constitution of the figure's 

identity he enables Densher as well as himself to turn it 

into a treasure of a personal nature. This figure becomes 

the muse in James's own "museum"--which as Tintner points 

out is from the Greek term for "a seat, temple or haunt of 

the Muses" and "originally the term for a building or 

apartment dedicated to the pursuit of learning in the arts, 

a scholar's study," later coming to be known as a 

"'repository for the preservation and exhibition of 

objects •.• I" (3-4). Artistically constituted memory 
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creates the most personal of museums, and one that is free 

of what James might consider a crude objectivity. Within 

the small compass of a single of the museum's treasures, 

civilization and culture can be represented. Through 

Densher's possession and preservation of Milly Theale's 

image, James can take aesthetic possession of the world and 

also conquer death by an imaginary subterfuge that 

cirumvents physical reality. One cannot help but recall 

Poe's credo here regarding the far-reaching poetic 

possibilities attending the death of a beautiful woman, and 

note what use James has made of the idea. 
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IMAGINING THE BODY IN HISTORY: 

THE FUNCTION OF EROS IN THE SOUND AND THE FURY 

The image of a little girl's bottom, clad in muddy 

drawers, viewed in twilight and framed by a tangle of 

branches so that nothing else of the girl is visible--this 

is the picture we are to believe occupies the center of The 

Sound and the Fury, the scene expressing Faulkner's own 

devoted vision of the character who was his "'heart's 

darling'" (Minter 95). Eric Sundquist has noted that the 

myth that the inception of the novel can be traced to this 

image "has so overwhelmed the novel itself that one no 

longer questions its relevance, even though there is good 

reason to do so" (10). He sees this scene as "stand[ing] 

in the same relation to Caddy as Caddy does to the entire 

novel"--that is, it is an emblem of the indirection with 

which Caddy herself is portrayed. But the scene has an 

ironic dimension emphasized by Faulkner's public 

pronouncements regarding its importance. His penchant for 

mythologizing himself is no secret, and increases the 

liklihood that his retrospective version of the genesis of 

the novel which launched him to fame (written, he says, 
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with no eye on its public reception1) contains an element 

of storytelling. Granting Minter's basic trust in the 

statements Faulkner made regarding SI, on the grounds that 

they "disp[layed remarkable consistency for thirty years" 

compared to the contradictions characterizing his treatment 

of other subjects (93), does not rule out the possibility 

that the myth surrounding the scene has some element of 

consistently maintained fiction. What may be notable about 

Faulkner's position regarding Caddy is not its truth--his 

contention that "'! don't care much for facts, am not much 

interested in them, you cant stand a fact up, you've got to 

prop it up, and when you move to one side a little and look 

at it from that angle, it's not thick enough to cast a 

shadow in that direction'" may be one pronouncement we can 

take at face value (Mortimer 30). Rather, the "secure 

place" which Minter notes Faulkner's fourth novel "occupied 

• in his memory" (93) is significant by mere virtue of 

its fixedness, given his cavalier manner of shifting his 

accounts of both his own life and his written fictions. 

And even SF is subjected to revision of its "facts": 

Faulkner refused to re-read SF in order to write the 

1Minter notes that "as his work became more satisfying 
to him personally, it had become less acceptable to his 
publisher" and that with SF Faulkner "decided to relinquish 
a part of his dream." Faulkner said he wrote the novel for 
himself alone, without having "'to worry about publishers 
liking or not liking this at all "' (94). 
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appendix he added fifteen years after its first 

publication, preferring to let the "'inconsistencies in the 

appendix prove that to me the book is still alive after 15 

years, and being alive is still growing, changing'" 

(Mortimer 30). This comment presents one particular 

version of memory which is unusual not simply in granting 

value to memory independent of its source, but in its added 

characterization of memory as organic. At the other 

extreme, examples of fixed memories to which characters 

remain chained, thus being prevented from growing, abound 

in Faulkner's fiction: one thinks of the Reverend 

Hightower, Miss Emily Grierson, and Rosa Coldfield, among 

others. Faulkner's own fictionalization of the feminine 

image--embodied in the image of Caddy in her muddy drawers, 

of the sister he never had, and of the "old Roman vase" 

which came to symbolize the work he had written "'the rim 

of which he wore slowly away with kissing it'" (Wadlington 

93)--provides the fixed point from which generates the wild 

growth expressed not only in the stories contained in the 

appendix to SF, but the saga of Yoknapatawpha which 

followed from SF. Sundquist believes that SF attains its 

significance only when viewed retrospectively, through the 

lens provided by those later works. In the light of this 

diachronic reading, the meaning of the novel--and by 

extension Caddy's meaning--becomes a product not of its 
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origin but of its memorial growth. 2 In whatever way we 

might read the figure of Caddy, critics eager to take too 

seriously the significance of Caddy's muddy drawers should 

take into consideration the ways in which the text denies 

significance. 

The appendix of fifteen years later--by which time we 

could assume the initial image of Caddy had achieved some 

sort of maturity--offers a contrasting, though also 

indirect, portrait of her. That is the magazine photo 

clipping qiscovered by the Jefferson county librarian, the 

description of which gives us our only impression of 

Caddy's face--or what at least could be her face, since 

whether the photo is actually of her remains uncertain. 

The gap that extends from the image of this photo to the 

view offered from the vantage point below the tree which 

the child Caddy has climbed is where this reading locates 

the significance of SF. In the space which these images 

enclose, history and identity are both imagined. The 

following discussion will explore the dialectical 

relationship between a temporal and impersonal history, and 

a personal, transcendent, spatialized identity as they are 

2c f. John Irwin's synchronic paradigm for reading the 
works of Faulkner. The fact that the body of Faulkner's 
work invites both temporalized and spatialized readings 
points to the polarization contained within the work 
itself, as this reading will show. 
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figured in SF. 

The images of Caddy are masks without their own 

voices; the subject to whom they refer is "doomed," absent, 

and to all effects thus dead. They are embodiments of the 

rhetorical figure prosopopoeia, derived "from the Greek 

prosopon poiein, "to confer a mask. III As Ned Lukacher 

explains, 

The veil of half-mourning is a kind of mask, 

and no less than the tragic mask of the ancient 

stage, it has a "magical function" linked to the 

ancestral rituals of death. The Greek prosopon 

and the Latin persona signify an inseparable 

connection between the theatrical and the 

chthonian. They signify the inseparable 

connection between taking on the voice of the 

other and mourning. In assuming the voice of the 

dead, the masked actor performs an act of half

mourning, reminding the audience not only that 

the voice that speaks is already dead but also 

that it lives on behind the mask. with each 

utterance the voice announces that it is neither 

properly dead nor alive but somewhere between the 

two. • • • Prosopopoeia is the figure of the 

mask, of the masking of the voice, and of the 
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voice as mask. (90) 

The sense of "voice" derived from Ong's theory of orality, 

and which wadlington develops in his reading of Faulkner, 

involves the presence of both a speaker and listener. Its 

performance can lead to the "recognition" that belongs to 

the "silence" which is "one part of a dialectic in 

Faulkner, as well as, in a special sense, the end of the 

process that may depend upon actual speech." Faulkner 

noted that he II'prefer[red] silence to sound, and the image 

produced by words occurs in silence'" (Wadlington 21). But 

the words that refer to the mask presented as Caddy do not 

lead to such silence. They more resemble the "Southern 

aesthetic predicament Faulkner spoke of in one version of 

his suppressed introduction" to which Sundquist calls our 

attention: "'In the South art, to become visible at all, 

must become a ceremony, a spectacle; something between a 

gypsy encampment and a church bazaar given by a handful of 

alien mummers who must waste themselves in protest and 

active self-defense until there is nothing left with which 

to speak'" (18-19). Given Faulkner's "obsession with the 

unnameable, the inexpressible" of which SF "is its most 

intricate expression" (and of which Sundquist disapproves), 

Caddy's speechlessness in the midst of the rhetoric of 

mourning that surrounds her image resembles Faulkner's own 
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muteness before the self-proclaimed "failed" narratives 

about her which he wove. 3 In the sense that Caddy is thus 

his double, Faulkner's own voice and hence his own 

subjectivity is denied by the inflated rhetoric of his 

work. As Addie Bundren says of Anse, "I would let him be 

the shape and echo of his word" (166). So Faulkner, 

creating the words that form the shape of the "old Roman 

vase" which represents both SF and Caddy, also becomes that 

image himself and suffers a violation similar to Caddy's 

violation. Caddy's status as mask in a prosopopoeiac 

figure differs from that of Quentin or even Addie Bundren; 

the latter two are allowed to speak for themselves from 

beyond the grave through their masks. They provide figures 

which by analogy also allow Faulkner to speak from beyond 

the grave in his literary work, and so achieve a type of 

immortality, albeit the voices with which these figures 

speak are masked and "neither properly dead nor alive but 

somewhere between the two." Caddy's figure emblematizes 

the words that are entirely divorced from voice and which 

3Regarding Faulkner's preference for silence over 
words and his obsession with the unnameable, recall Addie 
Bundren's philosophy that there are two types of words: 
"the dark voicelessness in which the words are the deeds, 
and the other words that are not deeds, that are just the 
gaps in peoples' lacks," just "shape[s] to fill a lack," 
and that such words "dont ever fit what they are trying to 
say at" (166, 164, 163). This appears to be a 
retrospective reading of the figure of the "old Roman vase" 
that for him emblematized SF. 
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thus deny even a conditional immortality. 

The effect of the recognition that the voice that 

speaks is dead, and that the mask perceived thus has no 

referent leads to what de Man has termed "endless 

prosopopoeia" and Derrida has elaborated as 

"'prosopagnosia, a devilish impulse to find resemblances 

between faces, to recognize them, and then to recognize 

them no longer. I" Lukacher explains that under the 

operation of these tropes, "reading no longer involves an 

event that can be represented before or for a subject. 

There is no longer one stamp, one voice, or one fact but 

rather a series of postmarks, a legion of voices, an 

endless pageant of faces" (93). The inability to grasp the 

subject behind the mask finds its extreme expression in the 

image of Caddy. This in turn has the effect of allowing 

the idea of Caddyls essence to be subjected to a series of 

metamorphoses, to appear in different forms. She is 

everything ranging from a strongheaded little girl, an 

isolated image of muddy-bottomed drawers, "Little sister 

Death," a timid, lost little Italian girl, a tender-hearted 

mother-figure, a tramp, a photo of a luxuriously clad 

Nazi's companion--"ageless and beautiful, cold serene and 

damned"--, to even an old Roman vase and a literary work. 

She thus has no bodily continuity and no continuity in 

time, without either of which it is difficult to establish 
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identity. These images are culled from different contexts, 

some invoking particular historical associations, some with 

the simple presence of everyday life clinging to them, some 

abstract images referring to ideas and not physical 

referents. What brings these disparate images together 

into the same sphere, creating some Eemblance of unity out 

of their multiplicity and some hint of common identity, is 

erotic desire. The danger for their imaginer is that they 

will fail to cohere and return to their impersonal source, 

thus dissolving the form containing the identity he had 

projected into it. 

The hand-lettered and illustrated allegorical story, 

Mayday, which Faulkner personally presented to Helen Baird 

in 1926 sheds interesting light on certain aspects of ~. 

It concerns a young knight, Sir Galwyn, whose quest bears 

some resemblance to that of Quentin. Sir Galwyn is visited 

by a vision of a stream first filled with "atoms of color 

like darting small fish," and asks of his companions Hunger 

and Pain "'What does this signify?'" The images in the 

water take more definite form and he poses the same 

question again. Then, 

All the faces he had known and loved and hated 

were there, impersonal now and dispassionate; and 

familiar places--cottages and castles, 
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battlements and walled towers; and forests and 

meads, all familiar but small, much smaller than 

he had remembered. (49) 

Once again he asks what this signifies, and "The tapestry 

unrolled endlessly. It now seemed on the point of assuming 

a definite pattern, what he did not know •••• " More 

heroic images of knights and embodiments of "Fortitude" and 

"Ambition" meet him, and at last he sees himself, "tiny in 

mock battle with quarter staff and blunt lance and sword." 

Then the face of a girl appears "and he thought of young 

hyacinths in the spring, and honey and sunlight." A tree 

near the stream which is an old man speaks, and Sir Galwyn 

answers, addressing him as "st. Francis." The girl beckons 

him from the stream, and "he would have gone to her," but 

st. Francis has told him "Wait, it is not time," and Hunger 

and Pain draw him away (49-50). 

Later he goes out adventuring through an enchanted 

wood, where he believes "Fame awaits me with a little pain 

and some bloodshed, and at last much pleasure. For there I 

shall find and deliver from captivity a young princess whom 

I have seen in a dream ." (58). In fact he encounters 

three beautiful princesses and seduces them with little 

trouble (or vice-versa) but still finds himself bored and 

in search of something. Hunger tells him he will introduce 
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Sir Galwyn to his sister, who can "smoothe all hunger and 

remembering from [his] face" (81). He is led to the bank 

of the same stream which began his vision, and told by a 

paunchy man who is the "Lord of Sleep" that he must choose 

either to repeat one of the phases of life he has already 

gone through which will be pictured in the stream, or to be 

submerged in the stream, in which case his memory will be 

washed clean, and his actions will be left to "linger in 

these hurrying dark waters like darting small fish for 

those who are to come here after you to gaze upon; and this 

is Fame" (83-84). But in the first case he will be only a 

shadow who believes himself palpable and who will be 

subject to "hunger and pain and bodily discomforts, and 

love and hate and hope and despair" without knowing any 

better than before how to combat these, for Sleep's 

"emigration laws prohibit Experience leaving [his] domains" 

(84-85). And in the second case Sir Galwyn will be 

nothing, not even a shadow. As he gazes again into the 

water, he sees the various princesses he met on his 

journey, but then he sees the one who had originally 

appeared to him in the stream, and steps into the water as 

Pain and Hunger leave him. It seems to him that the scene 

which began the story, in which he was waiting for dawn 

when one comes to him saying "'Rise, Sir Galwyn; be 

faithful, fortunate, and brave, "' replays. Good Saint 
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Francis says "'Little sister Death.'" 

The metamorphosis demonstrated in the various 

representations of Caddy characterizes the entire allegory 

here, given license by a genre allowing magical 

transformation. It is unclear where characters come from 

and who or what they are; in some cases they seem only 

half-formed. The morning star appears as a princess, and 

the princess who is the evening star first appears as a 

white doe requiring disenchantment. Sir Galwyn seems to be 

nothing more than an abstract representation of the figure 

of a knight at the beginning, brought out of the dark night 

through which he has knelt and into existence by the touch 

of the sun, which when it moves from his equipment to his 

face, becomes the "gaze of the Young compassionate One," as 

if the sun itself were personified by this meeting and 

hence could give Sir Galwyn being through its conscious 

gaze (48). still, the abstract character of the barely 

personified figures "Pain" and "Hunger" clings to him as 

the figures themselves cling. These companions take the 

respective forms of "a small red design with a hundred 

restless hands" and "a small green design with a hundred 

prehensile mouths" (48), but somehow manage to ride steeds 

and converse in spite of being mere "designs." Time 

appears as "one" described merely terms of not meeting the 

expected stereotype: sir Galwyn demands to know how it can 
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be that "you who are not old and who certainly have no long 

white beard, set yourself up to be Time." The reply puts 

such self-transformations in a mundane perspective: "in 

this enlightened day when, as any standard magazine will 

inform you, one's appearance depends purely on one's 

inclination or disinclination to change it, what reason 

could I possibly have for wishing to look older than I 

feel?" (56). 

The enchanted forest through which Sir Galwyn 

traverses, and through which no one passes without being 

accompanied by Pain and Hunger, is the allegorical 

correlative to the world of experience. In being 

translated to this world, abstract ideas lose their 

ideality and become banal, as if the metamorphosis changed 

the essence of the thing represented and it became little 

more than its mundane appearance. The concerns voiced by 

two of the princesses Sir Galwyn encounters--one that he 

saw her with her hair done in an unflattering way, and the 

other that the yellow dress she is wearing makes her look 

fat--emphasize the fall into superficiality. Sir Galwyn 

fails to recognize, however, that the ideal image whose 

counterpart he searches for is merely a generalization in 

the world of experience. He is surprised to learn from 

Time that his description of the captive princess "whose 

hair is like a column of fair sunny water" and who reminds 
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him of "young hyacinths in spring" could fit a number of 

princesses in the forest, and it is necessary IOto have 

something a bit more tangible than an emotional reaction to 

understand just what captive princess you refer to" (60). 

The allegory illustrates the attempt of an abstraction 

to achieve identity by becoming embodied, and hence 

individualized. Sir Galwynls own lack of individuality 

reveals itself not only in the general character of the 

image he seeks, but in the fact that other knights have 

gone before him on the same quest. However, where the 

allegory does become specific it is comical and reflects 

ironically on the ideal nature of the quest. Eros made 

particular is ironized in this depiction, and irony leads 

to the destruction of eros. At the same time, the erotic 

vision itself maintains an illusion of specificity that is 

never attained. 

David Hall, in elaborating the relation between eros 

and irony, defines the "aim of eros" as a "motivation 

toward completeness" manifesting itself as a philosophic 

project to achieve transcendental truth. Irony also aims 

at comprehensiveness, but does so through infinite 

compilation of particulars, and belongs to the poetic 

project: 

If Plato had but grasped the Form of the Good in 
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a final act of philosophic intuition he would 

have realized the completeness of understanding 

in principle. • If Borges had but "world 

enough and time" to complete, by recourse to 

fragments of metaphorical allusion, the infinite 

mosaic which is the Totality he would have 

experienced the final irony which is the 

meaninglessness of enumerated, en-listed reality. 

(232) 

Hall posits an ideal paradigm in which "Irony is the return 

to praxis after the realization of eros" and thus "depends 

..• upon the highest of erotic understandings." The 

achievement of the true ironic sensibility requires an 

abandonment of "Claims to certain knowledge, or belief in 

the incorrigibility of facts or theory" and by extension 

also involves the abandonment of language's construction of 

reality. The true ironist, subscribing to the concept of 

"ineffability of vision," is a mystic who sees language 

functioning simultaneously "both as a signpost and as a 

barrier" (233). 

Faulkner's poetic proj ect as outlined in l.fayday 

attempts just such an ironic return to the particular from 

a transcendent erotic; but the realization of eros which 

would permit this successful return is doomed to failure, 
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and consequently so is the project itself. Mayday's 

allegorical generalizations serve a a backdrop to the more 

fully poetically embodied world of ~, which also has the 

failure of its poetic project encoded within it. The 

former text brings into relief the way in which the 

embodiment of the ideal in ~ serves to contaminate that 

ideal and render it ironic; Quentin's attempt to idealize 

the insistently-present body that inhabits his world serves 

as counterpart to Sir Galwyn's attempt to find the 

embodiment of his ideal. This is of course most clearly 

seen when Quentin's efforts to construct some transcendent 

vision of himself and Caddy united by a sin of the flesh 

made abstract is deflated by his disillusioned philosopher

poet father. Mr. Compson invokes images of Caddy/Woman-as

body and presents the body as inherently contaminated by 

virtue of its sexuality: "Delicate equilibrium of periodic 

filth •• Liquid putrefaction like drowned things 

floating like pale rubber flabbily filled getting the odour 

of honeysuckle all mixed up" (159). 

All of the various masks which characterize the 

prosopopoeiac figure of "Caddy" both partially accept the 

possibility of a meta-significance assigned them, and also 

by virtue of their surface meaning resist it. The physical 

body is the most notable of these masks in that it is the 

basic ground of experience. Any transcendent ideal must 
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ultimately come to terms with the experience grounded in 

the body, and yet because it occupies the pole opposite 

abstraction the body is most resistant to being made into a 

vessel of significance or a mask. 

In the image of the muddy-bottomed drawers of the 

child Caddy it may appear that Faulkner has created a 

particular, unique origin for the figure of Caddy rather 

than an artificial construct used simply to clothe an 

ideal, such as the embodiments in Mayday. Yet this image 

of the body resists the burden of significance assigned it 

because of its odd combination of particularity and 

featurelessness. Obviously, while woman's face provides a 

common figure into which can be and has been poured all 

manner of poetic significance, the same can hardly be said 

of a little girl's behind; one would not expect it to be 

responsible for launching a thousand ships. Faulkner's 

comment that the image of Caddy in the pear tree was "the 

only thing in literature which would ever move me very 

much" implicitly draws a contrast to images of Helen, of 

Beatrice, and of the virgins populating courtly love 

poetry, and hence serves as ironic reflection of them 

(Faulkner, "An Introduction" 710). At the same time, its 

distinctiveness and contrariety enable Faulkner to claim it 

as his own, just as he lays claim as "sole owner & 

proprietor" to all of Yoknapatawpha County. 
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Yet his advertisement of the image's significance to 

him re-places it within the tradition of rhapsodies on 

images of woman. Applied to that featureless, mud-smeared 

surface, the sentiment seems hyperbolic--like the Reverend 

Shegog's rhetorical maneuvers designed to move the audience 

and supplement his own wizened image through the magical 

power of his voice. Given that Faulkner had a sufficient 

enough sense of self-irony to parody his own image by 

portraying Sanctuary's Popeye as a small man dressed in a 

tight suit--a description that would fit Faulkner, who in 

his youth "had his mother alter his clothes until they were 

skin tight • [t]o accentuate his smallness" (Minter 

19)--it is conceivable that he was aware of the all the 

ironic implications of his statement, including how it 

might reflect on himself. 

The image does seem to invite Freudian-influenced 

readings. convincing as these may be, particularly given 

Caddy's sexual history, the image taken in its context also 

resists such interpretation. Introduced in the "Benjy" 

section of the novel and presented as filtered through 

Benjy's consciousness, it is innocent of temporal 

contamination. Quentin's memory of the same scene would be 

influenced by his memories of incidents involving Caddy's 

subsequent sexual maturity, but placed here the image 

borrows its power from the fact that it precedes the "move 
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of a young girl through puberty to sexuality" which seemed 

to Faulkner "almost to epitomize the Fall" (Minter 109). 

In fact, Caddy's action is that of a strong-willed 

"tomboy," and is characteristic of the other glimpses of 

her childhood behavior we are given. Her muddy drawers are 

a result of simple childhood play that transgressed adult 

rules; the clear view of them is facilitated by the 

additional independent and transgressive act of climbing 

the pear tree. And those other children below who watch 

her play a passive role that marks them as having a less 

insistent sense of self. 

There is one place in the novel where Caddy seems 

briefly to break out of the shadowy realm of memorial image 

and acquire a voice, where the authority and aggressiveness 

exhibited in her expressed desire that the other children 

must all mind her takes more definite form. Her voice 

breaks through Quentin's memory of a children's picture

book they once had: 

When I was little there was a picture in one of 

our books, a dark place into which a single ray 

of light came slanting upon two faces lifted out 

of the shadow. You know what I'd do if I were 

King? she never was a queen or a fairy she was 

always a king or a giant or a general I'd break 
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that place open and drag them out and I'd whip 

them good It was torn out, jagged out. (215) 

Her identification with male power figures enables her to 

usurp existing authority, but in this case it applies to 

more than just parental authority. She revises the book 

and hence usurps the role of author. In wanting to remove 

the images from their fictional space so that she can get 

at them, she transgresses the boundaries of reality and 

imagination, challenging what here is figured as a 

fictional construct because its very shadowy, unreal 

quality threatens her own reality. Quentin sees in this 

picture "the dungeon [as] Mother herself she and Father 

upward into weak light holding hands and us lost somewhere 

below even them without even a ray of light." Their common 

experience of a dysfunctional set of parents makes it 

probable that this echoes caddy's reading of the picture. 

Reminiscent of the moment at both the beginning and end of 

Mayday when the ray of sunlight finds Sir Galwyn after he 

has knelt all night in a dark chapel, the picture indicates 

that the children are prevented from being brought into 

life by their entrapment within their parents' self

enclosed world. Caddy thus implicitly is trapped within 

the very book she is moved to alter, and she here 

figuratively expresses the will of a character to escape 
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from the fiction into which her author has placed her, to 

revise the fiction, and so become her own author. 

Considering the way in which Caddy's will is quashed 

when she becomes a mere figure or vehicle of meaning, the 

metaphoric representation of her as an independent self 

desiring to escape the text becomes significant. It is in 

crossing over from childhood to womanhood that she loses 

her self and experiences a type of death. Rather than 

asserting her own will, the adult Caddy expresses a 

willingness that Quentin drive the pocket knife he has 

poised at her neck through her throat. Her own already 

deceased state is a refrain with her which she links to 

sexual relations: "I died last year I told you I had but I 

didn't know then what I meant •..• But now I know I'm 

dead. ." (153); "When they touched me I died" (185); "I 

would die for him I've already died for him I die for him 

over and over again every time this goes" (188). Only the 

willingness to transgress boundaries is retained in Caddy's 

character as leaves her childhood self behind. As a 

transgressive figure, she also becomes a figure for 

transgression. 

In discussing the relation between Quentin's personal 

history and his narration of the sutpen history in Absalom, 

Absalom!, Faulkner commented that .... every time any 

character gets into a book no matter how minor, he's 
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actually telling his biography--that's all anyone ever 

does, he tells his own biography ••• '" (Gwynn 275). 

Caddy, however, does not tell her own biography, and in a 

certain sense it may be said of her that she has no 

personal history. Additionally, she has no assigned place 

in the larger framework of history; this is what defines 

"fame," and its acquisition is the privilege of white 

males, not women or Blacks. The mutability her status as 

figure grants her allows her to move through history in a 

fluid, non-linear fashion. Put in more concrete terms, she 

is a face appearing in various guises from one text to 

another. Thus she makes her reappearance in SF as a 

picture from a magazine, a facade which within that context 

belongs to a history other than Jefferson's. Taking her 

temporary identity from the man "in the ribbons and tabs of 

a German staffgeneral" whom she accompanies, she attaches 

herself to that power and authority which she fantasized 

herself having as a child, and to a representative of a 

philosophy glorifying a fictional supreme self which she 

never had (415). 

Irwin has demonstrated how intertexual repetition 

recurs within the corpus of Faulkner's work; but his 

reading also traces Faulkner's literary ancestry and 

reveals the repetition of fragments from texts outside the 

world of Yoknapatawpha. The appearance of biblical themes, 
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figures and archetypes in particular shows Faulkner's world 

repeating, on a less grand, more self-enclosed stage, the 

drama and tragedy of a text central to western 

civilization. In one sense such repetition undermines the 

assumption of linear continuity, and contributes along with 

other of Faulkner's narrative practices to the text's 

fragmented, discontinuous status as well as to its sense of 

stasis. But it also calls to mind the general, impersonal 

nature of Sir Galwyn's adventures in Mayday, and the 

miniturized appearance of the images from life he sees in 

the stream. The project confronting the text is to create 

a narrative continuity that will provide both personal 

histories for its characters and a larger history which 

will provide the text itself an identity. The drama of the 

South Faulkner narrates must also be reflected large as 

well as made particular in order achieve its desired 

significance. 

In this light, the achievement of SF, specifically 

regarding caddy's role, can be reassessed. Caddy's image 

fails in reflecting to Quentin his integral self; rather 

than meeting in a still pool an image serving to fix the 

self through transfixion to one spot by a narcissistic 

gaze, Quentin is absorbed in a moving stream. As with 

Mayday's hero, eros fails to provide personal identity. 

sir Galwyn is not given the option of seeing himself 
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reflected to himself in the stream, but must choose between 

forgetful repetition or a self-oblivious embodiment in the 

stream's shadowy images in which only the gaze of others 

will testify to his existence. So Quentin, suffering a 

similar fate in uniting himself to the flowing body of 

water which he associates with Caddy, takes on a figurative 

existence like hers which denies one's integrity and 

subjectivity. 4 

In Absalom. Absalom! the drive towards a personal 

identity founded upon personal relations takes a tangent 

from its presentation in SF. Here the embodiment of 

Slltpen's grand design depends as much upon the body of an 

appropriate woman as on the hundred acres which provide the 

foundation for his plantation. The erotic ideal 

represented in the face for which Sir Galwyn searches is 

entirely abandoned here. Caddy's featureless, mud-smeared 

drawers, transferred to this text, reappear as the fertile 

ground on which Sutpen attempts to build a self that will 

continue through time as his family "house." But the 

effort to use embodiments of the feminine--both the land 

and the women who will bear him children--on which to 

construct a self is no more successful than the effort to 

4See Bleikasten (60) and Mortimer (67-68) for 
discussions of the association of Caddy with rivers and 
streams. 
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use woman's image to reflect a self. 

Yet by virtue of its mutable quality, the figure of 

woman adapts comfortably to an environment characterized by 

movement. If in its various figurative manifestations 

across texts and across time it exhibits enough lack of 

continuity to prohibit awarding it a fixed definition or 

identity, the fact that it is identifiable as figure 

indicates that it offers some model of identity that does 

not depend on a thing's integrity. As the river in which 

Sir Galwyn and Quentin lose themselves, it becomes 

impersonal history; the river contains and unites all the 

images of woman, as well as reflecting all other images 

which a viewer might project upon it. Most importantly, it 

provides the movement and change necessary to the creation 

of narrative. Thereby Faulkner can confer an imaginary 

organicism upon his text which permits it to continue to 

grow even after he has finished writing it. Not fixed by 

any written closure, Caddy can escape the place where she 

belongs, enter another history and another text, but return 

in another form--a mere magazine clipping--to Jefferson, 

"where life loved too with all its incomprehensible passion 

and turmoil and grief and fury and despair, but here at six 

oclock you could close the covers on it and even the 

weightless hand of a child could put it back among its 

unfeatured kindred on the quiet eternal shelves and turn 
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the key on it for the whole and dreamless night" (419). 



TONI MORRISON AND THE AESTHETICS OF INFLUENCE 

I 

How do we place Toni Morrison in the canon of American 

literature? Any such act becomes problematic if we 

acknowledge her own statements concerning her general 

relation to literary tradition. She self-consciously, 

habitually "avoid[s] • • . literary references, unless 

oblique and based on written folklore," she says, "not only 

because I refuse the credentials they bestow, but also 

because they are inappropriate to the kind of literature I 

wish to write ••• II (Memory 387). She continues, 

• let me hasten to say that there are eminent 

and powerful, intelligent and gifted Black 

writers who not only recognize Western literature 

as part of their own heritage but who have 

employed it to such an advantage that it 

illuminates both cultures • • • • I simply wanted 

to write literature that was irrevocably, 

indisputably Black, not because its characters 

were, or because I was, but because it took as 

its creative task and sought as its credentials 

those recognized and verifiable principles of 

Black art. (Memory 389) 
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This aesthetic as she defines it involves "a compact with 

the reader not to reveal an already established reality 

(literary or historical) that he or she and I agree upon 

beforehand." Expression of the "received reality of the 

West" involves assuming an authority that is patronizing to 

the reader. Instead she seeks to "centralize and animate 

information discredited by the West • • • information 

dismissed as 'lore' or 'gossip' or 'magic' or 'sentiment.'" 

Her text "cannot be the authority--it should be the map" 

and "should make a way for the reader (audience) to 

participate in the tale." Ultimately, her repudiation of 

traditional literary authority is designed to bring the 

reader into an innocent relation with the text: til want 

[the reader] to respond on the same plane as an illiterate 

or preliterate reader would. I want to subvert his 

traditional comfort so that he may experience an unorthodox 

one: that of being in the company of his own solitary 

imagination" (Memory 387-89). 

This mirrors her desire for a process of engendering 

her own text that is similarly innocent: "I sometimes think 

how glorious it must have been to have written drama in 

sixteenth-centurY England, or poetry in ancient Greece, or 

religious narrative in the Middle Ages, when literature was 

need and did not have a critical history to constrain or 

diminish the writer's imagination" (Memory, 387). A formal 
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education in literature that concentrated on canonical 

texts, included a minor in classics, and culminated in a 

master's thesis on Faulkner and Woolf, though, would seem 

to make this impossible. At this point one is tempted to 

invoke the authority of the concepts of Bloomian anxiety 

and repression, and thus assume the very posture Morrison 

repudiates. 1 still, if her texts do dismantle literary 

1The notion of "literary influence" can hardly be 
invoked without either an explicit or implied reference to 
Bloomian "anxiety of influence." In his "Review of Harold 
Bloom's Anxiety of Influence," Paul de Man, while highly 
praising the work in certain respects, says that "In some 
respects" the book represents "a step backward": 

Just when we were about to free poetic language 
from the constraints of natural reference, we 
return to a scheme which, for all its generality, 
is still clearly a relapse into a psychological 
naturalism. • • • From a relationship between 
words and things, or words and words, we return 
to a relationship between subjects. Hence the 
agonistic language of anxiety, power, rivalry, 
and bad faith. • • • the argument is stated in 
oedipal terms and the story of influence told in 
the naturalistic language of desire. • • 
[Bloom's] theoretical concerns are now displaced 
into a symbolic narrative recentered in a 
subject. But no theory of poetry is possible 
without a truly epistemological moment when the 
literary text is considered from the perspective 
of its truth or falsehood rather than from a 
love-hate point of view. The presence of such a 
moment offers no guarantee of truth but it serves 
to alert our understanding to distortions 
brought about by desire. It may reveal in their 
stead patterns of error that are perhaps more 
disturbing, but rooted in language rather than in 
the self. (Blindness and Insight [Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1983], pp. 
271-72.) 
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authority, then her arguments implicate critical authority 

as well. 

Her writing's formal past, the literary tradition 

which she specifically cites, is not the only body of 

written texts with which her work must contend. within the 

environs of the literary critical establishment a type of 

"influence" of ideas upon fiction can legitimately be 

created where no contact between texts has necessarily 

occurred; the critic can generate a new chronology in the 

space of ~he textual field. So, for instance, I may call 

in the philosophical tradition, citing Nietzsche, who 

claims that "the artistic formation of metaphors, with 

which every sensation in us begins, already presupposes 

[the forms of time and space], and is therefore only 

consummated within them ••• "(187). Thus the potential 

relationship between literature--which provides a field 

wherein yet "unconsummated" metaphors can play out their 

possibilities--and philosophy--which consummates the 

metaphor--is realized within the environs of the literary 

critical establishment. No wonder that Morrison, whose 

While my argument does not embrace the oedipal paradigm, as 
becomes clear later, I might also be accused, with Bloom, 
of lapsing into a type of "psychological naturalism" in my 
use of metaphors of the self here. I would maintain that 
self and language are inextricable; hence the extension of 
metaphors of an authorial drama into the very fabric of the 
fiction's language itself is appropriate. 
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comments reveal a familiarity with criticism of her own 

work and of black writers in general, expresses distaste 

for criticism which "never goes into the work on its own 

terms" but "comes from some other place and finds content 

outside of the work and wholly irrelevant to it to support 

the work" (Tate 122). criticism provides the text through 

which all other texts can invade the work. Writing against 

the literary and critical traditions, as well as implicitly 

against other written traditions, Morrison writes against 

the authority of the written text itself. 

This essay examines the means through which Morrison 

negotiates this task: how her aesthetic attempts to avoid 

the entanglement of her work in a larger texual web, and 

its simultaneous success and failure in this endeavor. To 

the extent that her method succeeds on a metatexual level, 

of course, it undermines the critical "authority" of this 

reading. But the texual battle taking place on this field 

merely serves as introduction to the similar battle that 

takes place within her novels. 

A case can be made that she escapes other written 

traditions by constructing a self-enclosed text creatively 

released from its past. In the course of her writing, that 

pre-literate reader she wants as her audience is placed 

within the text as character: "Whenever I feel uneasy about 

my writing, I think: what would be the response of the 
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people in the book if they read the book? • Those are 

the people for whom I write" (LeClair, 26). The images, 

characters, and situations comprising sources for the story 

are acted upon by what she terms "the ruse of memory," 

which is not employed "to find out the way it really was," 

but functions as "a form of willed creation" (Memory 

385-86). While in this context she speaks of acknowledged 

sources, this use of memory can just as well be applied to 

unacknowledged ones. 

Ironically, western philosophy can be called in 

defense of this aesthetic--at least to a point--in the form 

of a Bachelardian construct. If the poetic image is 

permitted to generate its own "reverberations," as 

described in The Poetics of Space, then the issue of 

repression disappears, along with the influence of the 

absent patriarchal figure that is presumably its source: 

The poetic image • • • is not an echo of the 

past. On the contrary: through the brilliance of 

an image, the distant past resounds with echoes 

• • • [The image] is referable to a direct 

ontology • • • • Very often, then, it is in the 

opposite of causality, that is, in reverberation 

• that I think we find the real measure of 

the being of a poetic image • • • • Doctrines 
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that are timidly causal, such a psychology, or 

strongly causal, such as psychoanalysis, can 

hardly determine the ontology of what is poetic. 

(xii; xx) 

Granting such "being" to the image also releases it from 

problems of representation and interpretation associated 

with a causal construct. 2 The image is caught, in effect, 

in a temporal war when it is placed within the field of 

causality. Causality becomes a battleground where the 

present ever engages in wresting authority from the past. 

In The Interpretation of Dreams, this is accomplished 

2The distinction Bachelard makes between his "image" 
and "simple metaphor" should be noted here. He considers 
the latter an intellectual construct, not endowed with the 
"being" and consequent productive power of the poetic 
image. A distinction between types of memory emerges from 
the differences in images, the inferior version of which he 
associates with Bergson's account of memory, which 
illustrates "the liberties that the mind takes with nature" 
without really "designat[ing] the nature of mind" (xxx). 
For the purposes of the argument presented in section III, 
I would like to point out that memory takes a different 
form depending upon the degree to and way in which it 
objectifies the image. Also, though the subversive 
function of metaphor's interpretive turns does not appear 
in Bachelard's "poetic image," that subversiveness operates 
most strongly when the image, posing as representation, 
steals "being," takes its own turn, accounting for a sort 
of metaphoric productiveness. (See Derrida's "White 
Mythology," in Margins of Philosophy for a treatment of 
metaphor's slippages.) Bachelard's poetic image can only 
maintain its innocence in its pure form; it is in a 
contaminated form, as both representation and "being," that 
I see it operating in Morrison's work. 
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through the agency of a consciousness that can only recover 

the lost dream through secondary revision, a mode of 

representation which censors and violates the "original" 

experience of the dream. The subject, located in the 

present, transforms the past into an object, and reverses 

the cause-effect relation of past to present, rewriting the 

past and thereby becoming the author of a text that existed 

in a different form before its author-ization. 

The adoption of a Bachelardian point of view permits a 

type of merging of author and text within the matrix of a 

present moment--matrix and contents achieving a particular 

type of being through their removal from time and 

definition exclusively in terms of space. 3 Within such an 

3The concern with temporal and spatial forms in 
Morrison's work might have some connection with Bergson, 
who has been cited as an "influence" on Faulkner and Woolf, 
the authors with whom her thesis deals. Her thesis was 
done in 1955, before Blotner made the connection between 
Faulkner and Bergson in his biography, though of course 
second-hand influence is possible. But a remarkable 
similarity between a passage in Bergson's Matter and 
Memory, in which he gives an account of hysterical deafness 
in connection to a repressed memory, and Denver's 
experience of hysterical deafness, hints a possible more 
direct link. Bachelard, in any event, reveals an 
indebtedness to Bergson in his introduction to Poetics of 
Space even as he sets his version of the image against 
Bergson's. A more significant point of contention between 
the two would seem to be Bergson's definition of being in 
terms of time, and his objection to the relegation of time 
to a didmension of space, versus Bachelard's location of 
being in a spatial dimension--an issue that might be 
partially resolved through a treatment of their respective 
phenomenologies of time and space. For a recent treatment 
of Bergson, in whom there has been renewed interest 
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aesthetic structure, placement in a literary tradition can 

be escaped. For if on one hand canonical placement 

elevates Morrison to the status of author, it also makes of 

her work an artifact, and simultaneously unites her with 

this artifact as representation. Authority is rescinded 

the moment it is granted as she becomes the image of an 

author defined in terms of her (texts') apparent relation 

to other authors(') (texts). Bachelard's poetic image 

distinguishes itself from this type of objectified 

representation: it possesses internality, a type of "soul" 

by virtue of its participation in "the creativeness of the 

imagining consciousness," from which it cannot be separated 

(xx); rather than being subjected to time by a positioning 

that makes it subject to external influence, it generates 

its own becoming within an insulated realm. But since "the 

imagination separates us from the past as well as from 

reality," and within its realm, which "faces the future," 

"Actual conditions are no longer determinant," then the 

image's becoming is removed from the field of action 

(xxx-xxxi). Pure poetry functions within a "sphere of pure 

sUblimation which sUblimates nothing, which is 

relieved of the burden of passion, and freed from the 

pressure of desire" (xxv). 

stemming from film criticism, see Deleuze's Bergsonism. 
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But if Bachelard is useful in treating certain aspects 

of Morrison's relation as a writer to a larger literary 

tradition and to her own text, his authority breaks down 

when considering the dynamics of her texts. writing for 

her "people" in a new, black novelistic tradition which 

expresses the "confrontation between old values of the 

tribes and new urban values," she deliberately avoids being 

merely literary or poetic (LeClair 26), and so separates 

her fiction from Bachelard's pure aestheticism. More 

significaJ)tly, v:i.olence does not enter the domain of his 

"felicitous space," though it is certainly present in 

Morrison's work and included in her definition of an 

aesthetic belonging exclusively to black women, Who, unlike 

white women, are familiar with aggression and whose 

writings portray Ita special kind of domestic perception 

that has its own violence • " (Tate 122).4 We have, 

then, two opposing paradigms, which can be translated to 

metaphors--one temporal and therefore dynamic, the other 

spatial: the Freudian master metaphor taking the form of a 

patriarchal drama focusing on the enactment of the father's 

4Morrison makes a general distinction between the 
writing of men and women, mainly in the ways that "they 
approach conflict, dominion, and power." But she says that 
the most "marked difference of all those combinations of 
black and white, male and female" is that between black 
women and white women. However, "Black men don't write 
differently from white men" (Tate 122). 
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'overthrow, and Bachelard's more static, maternal "images of 

felicitous space" (xxxi) suggesting a vision of a sort of 

utopic womb. Neither can provide a map for reading here. 

They do enter into the narratives as pieces of the 

fiction--abstractions joined to images and acts which the 

narratives use to their own ends. There, these constructs 

lose their power to contain and order reality, in part as a 

result of their translation to a perceptual sphere, their 

ability to be reduced from conceptual systems to metaphors. 

This comprises a reversal of the process Nietzsche 

describes whereby ideas are built from a hierarchy of 

metaphors that begin with perceptual metaphors. Thus out 

of illusion, truths are made, which are merely "illusions 

of which one has forgotten that they are illusions; 

worn-out metaphors which have become powerless to affect 

the senses ••. " (180). Whereas "every metaphor of 

perception is individual • • • and therefore knows how to 

escape all attempts to classify it," the "disregarding of 

the individual and real furnishes us with the idea, as it 

likewise gives us the form ••• " (181-82; 180). 

Nietzsche's uncovering of the rhetorical trope that 

endlessly turns through philosophy's search for truth here, 

De Man points out, reveals that "Philosophy turns out to be 

an endless reflection on its own destruction at the hands 
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of literature" (115).5 

These turns can be employed in the literary project to 

escape written authority. Conscious of language's 

5de Man's reading of Nietzsche is illuminating with 
regard to what I interpret as Morrison's textual 
construction of a self which involves a deconstruction of 
certain notions of identity (in Beloved) and categories of 
knowing (in S8): 

Faced with the truth of its nonexistence, the 
self would be consumed as an insect is consumed 
by the flame that attracts it. But the text that 
asserts this annihilation of the self is not 
consumed, because it still sees itself as the 
center that produces the affirmation. The 
attributes of centrality and of selfhood are 
being exchanged in the medium of the language. 
Making the language that denies the self into a 
cneter rescues the self linguistically at the 
same time that it asserts its insignificance, its 
emptiness as a mere figure of speech. It can 
only persist as self if it is displaced into the 
text that denies it. The self which was at first 
the center of the language as its empirical 
referent how becomes the language of the center 
as fiction, as metaphor of the self. What was 
originally a simply referential text now becomes 
the text of a text, the figure of a figure. The 
deconstruction of the self as a metaphor does not 
end in the rigorous separation of the two 
categories (self and figure) from each other but 
ends instead in an exchange of properties that 
allows for their mutual persistence at the 
expense of literal truth. (111-112) 

The deconstruction of the metaphor of knowledge 
into the metonymy of sensation is a surface 
manifestation of a more inclusive deconstruction 
tht reveals a metaleptic reversal of the 
categories of anteriority and posteriority, of 
"before" and "after." The "truth" of identity, 
which was to become established in the futre that 
follows its formulation turns out to have always 
already existed as the past of its aberrant 
"position." (124) 
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inclination to move toward abstraction, Morrison notes her 

own attempts to work around this by emphasizing the sensory 

and the particular: 

I only have twenty-six letters of the alphabet; I 

don't have color or music. I must use my craft 

to make the reader see the colors and hear the 

sounds. (BWW, 120) 

Black people always see differences before they 

see similarities • • • • So-called primitive 

languages always emphasize differences. You have 

hundreds of words for yam, but no one word for 

yam. • That's not a deficiency in the 

thought process; it reflects an emphasis on 

distinctions. (Tate 123) 

Pilate's idiosyncratic method of cooking the "perfect 

soft-boiled egg" in Song of Solomon provides a simple 

illustration of the way these tactics can be used to 

displace conventional conceptual structures. Pilate 

sUbstitutes individual relations, sensory description, and 

particular acts for abstract measurement: 

"Now, the water and the egg have to meet each 

other on a kind of equal standing. One can't get 

the upper hand over the other. So the 
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temperature has to be the same for both. I knock 

the chill off the water first. Now then, 

the real secret is right here in the boiling. 

When the tiny bubbles come to the surface, when 

they as big as peas and just before they get big 

as marbles. Well, right then you take the pot 

off the fire. • . • Then you put a folded 

newspaper over the pot and do one small 

obligation. Like answering the door or emptying 

the bucket and bringing it in off the front 

porch. I generally go to the toilet. 

long stay, mind you. Just a short one. 

do all that, you got yourself a perfect 

soft-boiled egg." (39) 

Not for a 

If you 

This also illustrates, however, that the perceptual 

metaphor upon its return from the concept can no longer 

"escape all attempts to classify it," since it has already 

been placed in relation to the classified and the 

classifying. The idea of time, and the contrast between a 

measured and an experienced time, are embedded in this 

"recipe." Sensory experience is no longer innocent of 

ideas. 

This is not to suggest that Morrison attempts to 

eliminate abstract ideas from her fiction, but rather that 
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she both appropriates and disrupts conventional conceptual 

structures of reality. Emphasis on the percept comprises 

only one means to this end; incorporation of romance 

elements such as the "lore," "gossip," "magic" or 

"sentiment" she cites is another. In fact, Jane Campbell 

points out that since the nineteenth century, black authors 

have found the literary domain of romance useful in 

"transform[ing] history and culture as whites have 

presented them into history and culture as blacks envision 

them" (xi). Yet those works of Morrison's which most 

extensively interweave romance elements, Song of Solomon 

and Beloved, are also those that incorporate images from 

The Scarlet Letter--so that through its association with a 

parent text the technique meant to release her works from 

tradition draws them into the tradition of American 

Romance. 

within the confines of Song of Solomon, however, 

creative appropriation of the past occurs in a process that 

calls attention to its temporality and seems to come to 

terms with the issues of foreign influence and paternal 

ancestry in the formation of identity. But in Beloved a 

reified past assumes power over the present in a spatially 

inscribed battle that concerns motherhood. Both of these 

works articulate their differing relationships to the past 

in part through their treatment of writing and the image. 
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Their combined narration presents an ambivalent treatment 

of writing that subverts or rejects its authority while 

failing to defuse its power. 
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II 

Pilate is introduced in Song of Solomon singing the 

song to which the book's title refers. But she makes a 

mistake in the lyrics, substituting "Sugarman" for 

"Solomon"--an apparent displacement of a biblical reference 

that might seem understandable in an illiterate. Thus the 

reader compounds Pilate's error with traditional literary 

assumptions. As Jane Campbell notes, "Morrison lures the 

reader into expecting a fictionalization of the Biblical 

song of Solomon but replaces Christian associations with 

African ones" (152). Pilate's mistake stems from a 

fragmented oral tradition, not an ignorance of a written 

text. The recovery of that un inscribed tradition is the 

project that re-generates identity for Pilate and Milkman 

in SS, and is the project inscribed within the text itself. 

So Morrison in this sense produces an "original" written 

text that fictionally creates its own unwritten source, 

while also affirming the value of unwritten tradition. 

Not that the biblical reference is made merely to 

tease the reader and be abandoned: Morrison says that in SS 

she "used the biblical names to show the impact of the 

Bible on the lives of black people, their awe of it and 

respect for it coupled with their ability to distort it for 

their own purposes" (LeClair 28). Literary reference 

possesses a serious power which it is appropriate to play 
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with in the creation of identity. 

The dynamics of such distortion reveal themselves in 

Pilate's father's selection of her name: 

[C]onfused and melancholy over his wife's 

death in childbirth, [he] had thumbed through the 

Bible, and since he could not read a word, chose 

a group of letters that seemed to him strong and 

handsome; saw in them a large figure that looked 

like a tree hanging in some princely but 

protective way over a row of smaller trees. [H]e 

had copied the group of letters out on a piece of 

brown paper; copied, as illiterate people do, 

every curlicue, arch, and bend in the letters, 

and presented it to the midwife. (18) 

Macon Dead, Sr. does not merely ignore the traditional 

meaning of a particular written sign; he redefines writing, 

allowing inscribed characters to speak through their own 

physical characteristics. And his mode of choosing, his 

manner of reading, is a creative gesture affirmed even in 

the face of the midwife's protests over the unacceptability 

of naming a baby daughter after "a Christ-killing Pilate" 

(19). For the midwife, the meaning of the name is fixed 

within its traditional written context, and that scrap of 

paper grotesquely marked should be returned to the "Devil's 
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flames" from where it came. She represents a 

fundamentalist viewpoint that sees the impulse to read 

outside sanctioned tradition as potentially dangerous and 

therefore evil: the name of an evil can only be safely 

contained by authority, and to let it loose in the world 

may open a sort of Pandora's box. In his literary 

innocence, Macon, Sr. does not regard the text as 

inviolable, however. The present occasion, the naming of 

the baby, is the primary context here, and determines the 

word's present meaning. At the moment he selects it, and 

even as he physically copies its form, the name and its 

referent mirror a mutual innocence. 

The word's literary associations touch the name only 

after Macon, Sr. learns of them, and even then only 

indirectly, through his implicit reinterpretation of the 

biblical story within the context of his own situation: 

" •• You don't want to give this motherless 

child the name of the man that killed Jesus, do 

you?" 

"I asked Jesus to save my wife." 

"Careful, Macon." 

"I asked him all night long." (19) 

Verging on blasphemy, his statement simply places Jesus's 

identification as "savior" in the context of his wife's 
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death; there, the meaning collapses. And should he, 

retrospectively, be concerned with preserving Jesus' life, 

when Jesus wouldn't save his wife's? "Pilate" here 

signifies Christ-killer only in the tacit way that Macon's 

affirmation of the selection of that name denies Jesus' 

authority. His second, less innocent reading of his 

selection also thus simultaneously acknowledges and 

repudiates the texual source of the name. 

curiously, Macon, Sr. insists on putting the piece of 

paper back in the Bible: "It come from the Bible. It stays 

in the Bible" (19). This act of apparent veneration for 

the integrity of the text is ironized by Macon's 

unconventional reading. Of course the Bible must have 

symbolic significance for him, or he would not have 

consulted it in the first place. But through this act the 

name, clearly for him a physical entity and not just either 

sign or symbol, remains connected to its physical origin. 

Pilate the child is thus physically kept distinct from 

Pilate the textual entity, even though the placement of the 

scrap of paper symbolically links her to the text. 

Pilate herself must complete the process of naming that her 

father, in his equivocal relation to the authority of this 

most patriarchal of texts, could not complete. So after 

her father's murder, when she is twelve, she claims the 

name, removing the scrap of paper with the only thing he 
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had ever written from the book, placing it in a small brass 

snuffbox that had belonged to her mother, and hanging the 

box from a wire in her ear. The tactile quality he had 

conferred on the name is retained and extended through this 

new set of physical associations. "Pilate" becomes in a 

more immediate sense the name her father gave her, 

physically distanced from its previous tradition, what she 

wears doubly. And containing the name in her mother's 

snuffbox re-places it within an ancestrally significant 

space. creating that significance through the actual 

pieces available to her, she breaks the link that bound the 

name to its literary past, engendering a bodily space (not 

only through making the box into an earring, or wearing it, 

but also through the ear-piercing operation itself) which 

opens into a personal family past, unknown to her. 

Now she embodies the oral significance of her name, 

the meaning her father gathered when he first heard from 

the midwife what he'd written: "Like a riverboat pilot?" 

(19). In danger because a witness to her father's murder, 

she sets out towards Virginia, where she thinks she might 

find her father's or mother's people, stays briefly with a 

preacher's family, is forced to leave, and departs with a 

geography book. Again she heads towards Virginia, living a 

migrant life, finally settling for a time in an island 

community off the coast of Virginia, where she has a baby. 
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Then, 

When Reba was two years old, Pilate was 

seized with restlessness. It was as if her 

geography book had marked her to roam the 

country, planting her feet in each pink, yellow, 

blue or green state. She left the island and 

began the wandering life that she kept up for the 

next twenty-some-odd years, and stopped only 

after Reba had a baby. (148) 

In the course of her self-inscription, she has adopted her 

own textual influence, which now marks her. Non-literary, 

it is not intrusive or directive, but merely maps the space 

over which she can freely play out her narrative. She also 

becomes a character in an unwritten book here, "planting 

her feet in each pink, yellow, blue or green state," 

tracing a fresh story through her action. The sensory and 

spatial nature of this book provides a field where text and 

life can enter into a fruitful relationship. 

Empty of any temporal dimension, and exempt from 

participation in any literary tradition, her book provides 

neither an artificial past or any clue that will help 

Pilate weave together the narrative of her own past. She 

is, in a sense, caught in the dimensions of her own 

originality. So she moves forward, negotiating the social 
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obstacles raised by her physical oddness--the lack of a 

navel. This sign of separation from her own physical 

origins reflects her process of self-birthing--of 

"inch[ing] • • • headfirst out of a still, silent, and 

indifferent cave of flesh," the womb of her already dead 

mother (28). Physically sealed, self-contained, she seems 

diabolically unnatural to the members of the black 

community who discover her difference, and thus the 

implicit apprehensions of the midwife concerning her name 

appear fulfilled: she is the embodied name of an evil, a 

transgressor of both spirit and flesh escaped not only from 

the proper enclosure of a sanctified text, but also from a 

womb not authorized by nature to produce life. The 

misreading of Pilate by the community effects an isolation 

in the present that reinforces her isolation from her past. 

In fact the name she must conceal now is her family name, 

for she had learned that "[t]he last name had a bad effect 

on people." When she did venture "to ask if anybody knew 

of a family called Dead," "People frowned and said, "No, 

never heard of any such'" (146). Though she bears a 

metaphoric representation of her ancestry on her person, 

she cannot read the symbolic contents of the snuffbox any 

more than her father could its literal one. She is thus 

sealed off from the present community, from her ancestral 

past, and so in a certain way from herself. 
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Both a combined character in and author of her own 

narrative, she stills the temporal flow of her wanderings 

by locating her consciousness in the present, gathering her 

various experiences into herself, and in processing 

experience reinscribing the world in terms of her own 

character: 

Although she was hampered by huge ignorances, but 

not in any way unintelligent, when she realized 

what her situation in the world was and would 

probably always be she threw away every 

assumption she had learned and began at zero. 

• Then she tackled the problem of trying to 

decide how she wanted to live and what was 

valuable to her. When am I happy and when am I 

sad and what is the difference? What do I need 

to know to stay alive? What is true in the 

world? 

Just as her social alienation precipitates this 

introspection, her double perspective as pariah--outcast 

within an outcast community--enables her to mirror the 

Black psyche. So through the process of self-inscription, 

she also inscribes an identity for her community; Milkman, 

wondering what Reba's last name is, says "I'll ask Pilate. 

Pilate knows. It's in that dumb-ass box hanging from her 
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ear. Her own name and everybody else's" (89). She employs 

a specular, not a written, form of recording in taking the 

measure of the community's character, however, and manages 

not to violate others with her unusual gaze: 

her respect for other people's privacy • • 

• was balancing. She stared at people, and in 

those days looking straight into another person's 

eyes was conidered among black people the height 

of rudeness, an act acceptable only with and 

among children and certain kinds of outlaws--but 

she never made an impolite observation. (159) 

Her "alien's compassion for troubled people," concern with 

human relationships, and capacities as healer and 

peacemaker all give a benevolent, even nurturing tone to 

the gaze--in contrast to The Bluest Eye, which concludes 

that "The loved one is shorn, neutralized, frozen in the 

glare of the lover's inward eye" (160). 

Pilate's visionary look, untainted by common 

qualities, becomes a vehicle through which she can contain 

and express the character of the Black community while 

still remaining separate. She functions as a female 

version of the mythic hero, a literary "original" embodying 

a maternal nature that goes against conventional 
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conceptions of motherhood, to include familiarity with 

violence, a de-centered home life, personal physical 

strength, individuality. But she goes beyond the role of 

mere character to function as a figure for the text, 

specifically an "original" text unrelated to the biblical 

text from which she derives her written existence. Reading 

and inscribing the world through the senses, marked by 

experience, she becomes a lived text. There is a sense of 

narrative, a temporal dimension to her wanderings, but 

self-enclosure and emphasis on the present moment 

subordinates this movement and makes the figure Pilate into 

an expression of the version given above of Morrison's wish 

for her own text. Figured again in the snuffbox, the text 

"Pilate" is not a chaos-breeding escapee of that other 

box-like enclosure, that other book, but its own womb of 

significance. 

But as character she cannot advance the novel's 

overall plot; her unconscious relation to her past prevents 

this. Placing things in the context of her own present 

experience, she misinterprets her ghostly father's 

statements, thereby, ironically, supplying the pieces that 

provide the narrative its form. She responds to his "Sing, 

Sing" by singing. She retrieves what she thinks are the 

bones of the white man her brother killed when her father's 

ghost tells her "You can't just fly on off and leave a 
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body" (148). 

It requires Milkman, a character concerned with the 

future but disturbed by and forced to confront retrograde 

movement, to discover the identity of those pieces. Being 

forced to look out the back window of his father's car as a 

child in order to see anything "was like flying blind, and 

not knowing where he was going--just where he had 

been--troubled him" (31-32). His flight South in search of 

the gold he believes Pilate left behind leads to the 

resurrection of the family name "Solomon" omitted from 

Pilate's song, the identification of "Sing" as Pilate's 

mother, the discovery that the sack she had carried and 

kept for so many years contained her father's bones. Thus 

the name blank which had been mistakenly filled in "Dead" 

on a registration form by a white man--and so had remained 

a dead blank, a careless inscription that was actually an 

erasure, which Pilate's mother said "'would wipe out the 

past'" (54)--is finally filled with a narrative formed 

around a song. 

Morrison's general efforts to "remove the 

print-quality of language" in order "to put back the oral 

quality" and "make the reader see the colors and hear the 

sounds" (Tate 126;120) are specifically played out in 55. 

While this leads to emphasis on experience it does not 

comprise a return to simple mimesis and representation of 
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reality, though it has been suggested that this quality 

characterizes current black women's fiction (see Spillers 

259). Slippage of meaning takes place but not within a 

system that defines itself exclusively in terms of 

"writing"; written narrative escapes its own form through 

the conscious use of writing, through subversion of 

literary elements and intended meaning by (written) 

characters within the text. The accidental meaning 

generated by "preliterate" characters' seeming mistakes in 

reading the significance of either written or oral texts 

comprise a visionary writing that would seem by its 

arbitrary and personal nature to prevent the coherent 

linkage of its component pieces. But rather than producing 

a chaotic text, the narrative line curves back towards 

itself, finds an origin, and so completes a circle, 

creating closure. Milkman's return to the site of the 

family name--and the name is inextricable from its 

site--effects more than just his discovery or even 

appropriation of the name; it effects his empowerment. But 

whether the name can contain the significance of the family 

history, whether the power of that meaning is, rather, 

located in the physical place, or whether Milkman himself 

generates meaning and power as a product of his journey, 

are irrelevant questions. These all exist in a reciprocal 

relation that liberates the Dead clan from a derivative 
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written existence. 

As a first-born son in the family line, Milkman--or 

Macon Dead III--did not have his name selected from the 

Bible, as did all the other family members born since 

Pilate. Free from any association with that particular 

text, he can recover the names belonging to the oral 

tradition which the biblical names had supplanted since the 

family had become "Dead." Further, he transforms the name 

"Dead" itself. Previously a sign signifying merely a lack 

of significance, it is incorporated into the body of his 

own experience at the narrative's end. The leap into "the 

killing arms of his brother," following the offer "You want 

my life? ••• Here," is his realization of the legend 

woven into his ancestral name; the "surrender to the air" 

that makes possible his dream of flight is enacted within 

the space that is the face of death. The names "Solomon," 

"Shalimar," and even "Dead" all at once become his own. 

In this triumph of identity wherein mistaken 

interpretations generate meaning as well as advance the 

narrative, where do the reader's associations with the 

biblical "Song of Songs" attributed to Solomon fit? The 

return to origins, like the return from the written to the 

sensory, involves a crafted sort of innocence. Either the 

accidental generation of a plot which leads the Deads 

innocently to their origins has a meaningful pattern which 
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suggests the presence of an author, or else we more 

innocently assume that the play of meaning occurring within 

a closed system--in this case the family and its 

community--leads naturally to its source. In locating the 

origin of the family name within the text, the illusion of 

the author less text suggested by making the characters 

creators of their own narrative is reinforced: their origin 

does not lie outside the text. When we knowingly cross its 

boundaries to consult the biblical "Song," we find a 

Solomon there within its borders: the bride addresses her 

"song of all songs to Solomon" in one variation, suggesting 

he may be the bridegroom who answers her--a possibility 

borne out by certain subsequent verses; in another 

variation of the same line, she refers to "The song of all 

songs which is Solomon's." Perhaps this latter 

interpretation led to the "traditional ascription of 

authorship to King Solomon," or perhaps the ascription of 

authorship "may have come about because of several 

appearances of his name in the text" (Sandme1717). The 

overdetermination of the figure Solomon is furthered by the 

confusion of "Solomon" with a place name, "Shalmah," at one 

point in the text, and an obscure reference to the bride as 

"Shulammite maiden!" a name which "seems related to the 

Hebrew for Solomon" (Sandme1722). Encountering a 

conception of the author that seems to emerge from the 
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text, and these reminders of the "Shalimar" of SS, along 

with a merging of the character/author with a site, we may 

see in the verses just a reinforcement of the novel's 

integrity. Reading according to the text from which we 

have emerged, we may, having followed it as "map," 

according to Morrison's figure, become "participa[nts] in 

the tale." Thus the written path leads to the creation of 

the "pre literate reader" who exists within the text's 

domain. 

In this novel the father's name takes on meaning 

through a narrative process associated with a male figure, 

and a containment associated with a female figure. 

Employing an essentialist perspective that accords with 

Blake's statement "Time is a Man Space is a Woman," 

Morrison constructs her own Black cosmology: "Our cosmology 

may be a little different as each group's is, so what I 

want to figure out is how ours is different" (Tate 129). 

Thus change and progress, qualities which, "under the guise 

of civilization to improve things" also "destroy all sorts 

of things," are important to men (Tate 123). To this might 

be contrasted another quality, a "freedom of will," a 

"self-flagellent resistance to certain kinds of control," 

and opposition "to accepted notions of progress • best 

typified in certain black males" (Tate 125). Then her 

interpretation of the tar-baby image as something that 
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"came to mean the black woman who can hold things together" 

for her provides a maternal metaphor for the workings of 

her texts. Disturbed by the childhood story of the 

tar-baby figure a white man uses to catch a rabbit, she 

began to explore the image: 

'Tar baby' is also a name, like nigger, that 

white people call black children, black girls, as 

I recall. Tar seemed to me to be an odd thing to 

be in a western story, and I found that there is 

a tar lady in African mythology. I started 

thinking about tar. At one time, a tar pit was a 

holy place, at least an important place, because 

tar was used to build things. It came naturally 

out of the earth. It held together things like 

Moses's little boat and the pyramids. (LeClair 

27) 

Here the method of "fretting" the image is figured in the 

image itself: appropriation becomes incorporation, a 

literal bringing into the body of various elements to make 

something new. 

If she articulates the cosmology of the Black people 

within the bounds of her fiction, the nature of her own 

cosmos--the fictional text--is reflected there, too. Song 

of Solomon, even while it repudiates a certain type of 
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"authorized" writing, tells the story of a writing that is 

not parricidal. 6 But the integration of writing with the 

image told here, of narrative movement that reaches a 

destination that is also an origin, and so achieves closure 

within the field of the text, however, is not repeated in 

Beloved. 

6parricidal, that is, as any philosophy of writing 
following Freud would have it. 
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III 

Toni Morrison has referred to her most recent novel, 

Beloved, as a "ghost story.n7 The question I pose here 

concerns the literary significance of the story's 

ghostliness. Morrison, by no means what might be termed a 

"postmodern" writer, tends to employ sensory imagery in an 

attempt to evoke'a certain realistic quality, to "embody" 

the text, partially in order that it might speak directly 

to her audience. Hence she seems to fit the description 

Hortense Spillers has given of black women writers, whose 

"fictional work maintains, as a general rule, not only an 

allegiance to 'power to the people,' but also 'talking' to 

'the people' in the now-familiar accents of representation 

and mimesis" (Spillers 259). Song of Solomon tells the 

story of traces which do lead back to an origin, and 

7Judith Thurman, "A House Divided," The New Yorker 
(November 2, 1987), p. 175. I am indebted to a recent 
article by Deborah Horvitz for calling my attention to 
this quote. Horvitz's article itself also deserves mention 
here, as one of the few already-published critical articles 
on Beloved, and one which presents a different treatment of 
issues addressed here. According to her reading, Beloved 
embodies the collective history of black women, and the 
book implies an "individual and collective responsibility • 
• • to remember" this history. Also, "As the embodiment of 
Sethe's memories, the ghost Beloved enabled her to 
remember and tell the story of her past, and in so doing 
shows that between women words used to make and share a 
story have the power to heal." See "Nameless Ghosts: 
Possession and Dispossession in Beloved, Studies in 
American Fiction, 17 (1989), 157-167. 
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redeems the text's written status through the portrayal of 

a union between forms of "writing" that appear in the text 

(including the orally transmitted songs and legends which 

are codes in need of deciphering) and physically lived 

experience. But in Beloved physical presence or "reality" 

is contaminated by the death that is writing. If in one 

sense the idea of fiction as living presence animates the 

body of the text, the specter of writing as absence also 

resides within that body. 

In fact, this mother-daughter story serves as metaphor 

for Morrison's process of authorial engendering. Morrison 

has spoken of finding her displaced self, which she refers 

to as "that dead gir1,"in the characters she creates, and 

has specifically referred to Beloved as "'the dead girl'" 

who acts as twin self or mirror for the women in the work 

(Naylor and Morrison 576, 585). The text Beloved, then, 

becomes its author's own resurrected daughter, and the 

character "Beloved" mirrors not only the other female 

characters in the story, but also the text itself. She is 

simultaneously an apparently real body, a memorial image, 

and an inscription marking loss and death. Morris'on has 

noted the importance of "the ruse of memory" in her 

creative process, and in this story memory creatively 

mediates between physically present "reality" and a sensory 

and spiritual absence represented by writing. Here 
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memory--known in Greek myth as mother of the muses--serves 

as metaphoric womb where inscribed events come to life. 8 

Yet the life re-generated by such a process is contaminated 

by characteristics belonging to the images and inscriptions 

that are part of its being. 

Consider, for instance, that the name of the novel 

and of the ghostly daughter whose story it tells is also 

the name inscribed on the headstone: "Beloved." But do 

those marks recall the baby whose body the headstone marks? 

Or is the engraved headstone merely the ironic double of 

the also engraved corpse, rather than a memorial to the 

living child? The first engraving, the cut of the handsaw, 

brought both corpse and memory into being, and occasioned 

the erection and inscription of the headstone. But the 

headstone is also a memorial to another event which made 

its existence possible: the physical violation Sethe 

endured to pay for both stone and inscription. As with the 

brand Sethe's mother bore, by which she once told Sethe she 

could be identified, and the tree of scars on Sethe's back, 

the cut left on the dead baby's throat is the sign of a 

past violation. Such writing on the body in every case 

brings about some type of death of self. The mark is the 

memorial to the event in time which brought both mark and 

8For a brief discussion of this idea, see Praz, pp. 
57-58. 
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death about. If the text is embodied and mirrors reality, 

the the story that mirrors the text also portrays the body 

as texualized. 

The physical marks of those violations occasioned by 

enslavement graphically illustrate the insidious aspect of 

authorship: the authority that makes its own objects and 

own world through writing, and leaves no room for a rival 

subjectivity. Such marks serve as painful reminders of 

events that in various ways brought about a death of self; 

one's body is like a stone that knows its own epitaph. Yet 

the continued awareness of those marks also belongs to life 

in time; this particular form of writing which records 

(self)loss comprises a type of death-in-life that is 

natural and perhaps inescapable. Reading the continuous 

narrative of one's own life means confronting those gaps 

and ruptures which mark some absence and making a 

transition over them. 

But Sethe is confronted with the need to protect her 

children from suffering a particularly extreme form of 

self-loss--loss of one's own body through enslavement. 

This means taking them out of time so that nothing can 

happen to them, finding some removed place that will serve 

as sanctuary. She says of her attempt to murder her 

children, and her murder of Beloved: "I stopped 

[schoolteacher] • I took and put my babies where 
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they'd be safe" (164). So, paradoxically, she commits the 

act of violence, and this time becomes the inscriber rather 

than the inscribed. 

In such a space where she places Beloved time is 

stopped, the continuity of narrative collapses in this 

realm where nothing happens, and there is no sovereign 

authority needed to order temporal unfolding. Nor are 

there bodies; the image rules there. Appearances assert 

their sensory quality, assuming an illusion of presence and 

taking on a spectral power. But Sethe's transgressive act 

also is placed in this indeterminate sphere of the image 

along with Beloved. It is transformed in the story to an 

ekphrastic moment--a "concentration of action in a single 

moment of energy." Ekphrasis--a literary topos generated 

by "the pregnant moment in painting • in which poetry 

is said to imitate the visual arts by stopping time, or 

more precisely by referring to an action through a still 

moment that implies it" (steiner 41)--can be seen operating 

in the dynamics of haunting: the frozen moment intrudes 

upon the normal temporal flow of events, and seeks to 

contain that flow by placing itself at its center, 

distorting the course of life. 

So the baby remains where she has been murdered and 

asserts her presence. Neighbors shun the haunted house and 

the family is removed from life in the community, left 
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alone in the possession of a memory that has taken on a 

power of its own: a memory loud enough to awaken Denver 

from her deafness (103), able to leave tiny handprints in a 

cake (3), to invisibly inhabit the form of a dress (35), to 

plan (37), finally to take bodily form. Sethe and her 

mother-in-law, Baby Suggs, refuse to leave the scene of the 

crime; it is home. Baby Suggs retires from life, quits 

preaching "the Word" and "go[es] to bed to think about the 

colors of things" (177), abandoning language for image. 

The boys ~uffer to be held to the spot only until they are 

old enough to escape from the house and consequently, the 

story. 

At issue here is the relation between the baby's 

memory--whether that means the baby's memory of herself, 

others' memories of her, some independently existing form 

of memory, or a combination of these possibilities--and the 

identity of the entity called Beloved. To a great extent 

the memories of those who love her create the figure of 

Beloved. Not memories of that murdered baby, but memories 

of some personally significant scene related to the 

killing. But when such intense moments are transformed 

from actions to mentally preserved scenes, they generate 

new pictures--pictures which veil the too-vivid original 

scene, but also extend its power, containing and even 

engulfing their imaginers. A complex and uncontrolled 
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language of images is generated from the matrix of memory, 

distinct from those manifest marks of absence left by past 

events within the "real" world, and from the spoken words 

which knit "reality" together within the structure of a 

community. Lived memory removes one from reality not only 

because it removes one from the "real" present, but because 

it knows no past and is not part of the temporal order of 

reality. 

In the silence of the hysterical deafness she 

experiences when her mother's act is revealed to her, 

Denver learns to "read faces" and "figure out what people 

were thinking." Hence since she "didn't need to hear," she 

reveals in her inner monologue, "That's how come me and 

Beloved could play together. Not talking" (p. 206). 

Literally shut off from the community through the cessation 

of communication (she reasons it's no use returning to 

school if she couldn't hear the teacher) she is free to 

CUltivate her imagination, and grow more intimate with the 

playmate whose companionship is safe because it is 

spectral. The veil that shrouds the scene of her sister's 

murder also serves to curtain in a private, untainted 

world. Beloved dwells on both sides of that imagined 

boundary; the boundary itself, not entirely repressing but 

rather revising, overwriting her death, helps bring her 
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into being. 9 

Sethe superimposes another image from memory on the 

murder scene--one which affirms rather than denies 

Beloved's being, and bears clearer witness to her love for 

her daughter than does the obscured memory: 

"For a baby she throws a powerful spell," 

said Denver. 

"No more powerful than the way I loved 

her," Sethe answered and there it was again. The 

welcoming cool of unchiseled headstones; the one 

she selected to lean against on tiptoe, her knees 

wide open as any grave. Pink as a fingernail it 

was, and sprinkled with glittering chips. Ten 

minutes, he said. You got ten minutes I'll do 

it for free. 

9These memories which veil the more violent and 
seemingly more significant memories function differently 
from Freud's "screen memories," in which "indifferent" and 
seemingly "trivial" memories are emotionally charged with 
significance that has been displaced from repressed 
memories. See "Screen Memories" in Collected Papers, Vol. 
V, ed. James Strachey (London: The Hogarth Press, 1953), 
pp. 47-69. In my treatment there is no "indifferent" 
material; rather, the later memory is essentially 
connected to the veiled memory, and attempts to somehow 
answer it, to resolve or redeem it. The original, violent 
memory cannot be comprehended, and thus existing in a kind 
of chaos, cannot speak or be spoken about. Only through 
subsequent remembered scenes can some sense be made of it, 
but this form of ordering must necessarily repress some of 
the elements of the chaotic scene. 
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Ten minutes for seven letters. with 

another ten could she have gotten "Dearly" too? 

She had not thought to ask him and it bothered 

her still that it might have been possible--that 

for twenty minutes, a half hour, say, she could 

have had the whole thing, every word she heard 

the preacher say at the funeral (and all there 

was to say, surely) engraved on her baby's 

headstone: Dearly Beloved. But what she got, 

settled for, was the one word that mattered. She 

thought it would be enough, rutting among the 

headstones with the engraver, his young son 

looking one, the anger in his face so old; the 

appetite in it quite new. That should certainly 

be enough. Enough to answer one more preacher, 

one more abolitionist and a town full of disgust. 

Counting on the stillness of her own SOUl, 

she had forgotten the other one; the soul of her 

baby girl. Who would have thought that a little 

old baby could harbor so much rage? Rutting 

among the stones under the eyes of the engraver's 

son was not enough. Not only did she have to 

live out her years in a house palsied by the 

baby's fury at having its throat cut, but those 

ten minutes she spent pressed up against 
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dawn-colored stone studded with star chips, her 

knees wide open as the grave, were longer than 

life, more alive, more pulsating than the baby 

blood that soaked her fingers like oil. (4-5) 

This veil, the memory of atonement, images a story of 

inscription which acts as metaphor for the act of veiling. 

The engraved "Beloved" partially obscures the other 

engraving--the cut throat. Memory is the palimpsest, the 

metaphoric space on which writing takes place as scene--not 

a parchment but a stage. Here sensory context crowds the 

verbal sign, translating "Beloved" into an image. Its 

significance derives from the context of its engraving: the 

tableau vivant of Sethe leaning against her daughter's 

headstone, "rutting among the stones under the eyes of the 

engraver's son •••• " The scene is more deeply etched in 

memory for having been witnessed. "[U]nder the eyes of the 

engraver's son" she endures a double violation: turned 

first into despised/desired object, then into the image of 

that object. Supported by the stone that will mark the 

place of her daughter's body, that will additionally 

provide Beloved an identity by providing her a name, Sethe 

also shields that stone. If she can insert herself between 

engraver and stone, absorb any violence behind the 

engraver's cut, substituting stone for daughter, self for 
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stone, she will have paid. Allowing her self to be twice 

appropriated, she will have paid for taking her daughter's 

life. Paradoxically, she prevented her daughter from being 

appropriated--taken into slavery--by denying her a self. 

The child dies unnamed, unmarked by conventional language, 

marked instead by the cut of a handsaw. The narrative's 

images fragment, transform, and overlap. The mother's body 

is given, substituted for the daughter's, in a 

self-effacing act meant to expiate in some way the 

effacement of the daughter's incipient self. Mother and 

daughter are merged in this image of self-obliteration. 

A dream-language is figured in these imaginary 

slippages, and a simultaneous wish-fulfillment and 

nightmare could be read in the story of atonement told by 

the scene. But the other side of that expiation and 

effacement is the lust for life also revealed in the 

passage. The horror for Sethe here lies in her placement 

between the "not only" of living out her years "in a house 

palsied by the baby's fury at having its throat cut" and 

the added memory that "those ten minutes she spent pressed 

up against dawn-colored stone studded with star chips, her 

knees wide open as the grave, were longer than life, more 

alive, more pulsating than the baby blood that soaked her 

fingers like oiL" If the baby rages through time over 

being violently expelled from life and time, Sethe is also 
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forced to recall that she remains vividly alive throughout 

her own violation; between the two options and the two 

responses, the suggestion emerges that life, even with 

whatever potential indignities and hardships, would have 

been preferable for the baby girl. 

Besides functioning to kill Sethe symbolically and 

thus provide a counterpart to the memory of the cut throat, 

and, conversely, to distinguish itself from that memory, 

the scene takes one more interpretive turn. Through the 

image of ~n act of engenderment that figuratively pays for, 

and so symbolically erases, the baby's murder, and also 

literally pays for a name--or at least the epithet that is 

substitute for a name--it engenders Beloved. Thus apparent 

repression, or veiling, is a visible act, a form of 

imaginary writing that is in its own way creative. 

"'That's all you let yourself remember,'" Sethe had 

told Baby Suggs when the latter marveled that all she could 

remember of her eight children was how the first-born 

"'loved the burned bottom of bread'" (p. 5). This comment, 

immediately following the passage chronicling Sethe's 

memory of "rutting among the headstones with the engraver" 

underlines the selectiveness of memory. Sethe is obviously 

imprisoned within the scene which she unconsciously has 

selected and which has taken on such tyrannical power, just 

as she is imprisoned within the haunted house. But the 
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reader, too, like Denver and Sethe, is caught in an 

imaginary text, often drawn into characters' private 

visions, and succumbs to the power of the image. And 

indeed, such a response would accord with Morrison's 

version of her own composing process: 

I fret the pieces and fragments of memory because 

too often we want the whole thing. When we wake 

from a dream we want to remember all of it, 

although the fragment we are remembering may be, 

and very probably is, the most important piece in 

the dream. • • • There may be play and 

arbitrariness in the way memory surfaces, but 

none in the way the composition is organized, 

especially when I hope to create play and 

arbitrariness in the way narrative events unfold. 

The form becomes the exact interpretation of the 

idea the story is meant to express. 

(Morrison,"Memory" 388) 

In the example she cites here, the childhood recollection 

of another child her own age saying "she prayed for blue 

eyes" is transmuted to "The visual image of a splintered 

mirror, or the corridor of split mirrors in blue eyes" 

which "is the form as well as the content of The Bluest 

Eye"; an actual memory becomes a poetic image in a manner 
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resembling that of dreams. The poetic image is privileged 

to the point where form emerges from it, ana linear 

narrative organization consequently loses power. 

Thus, in Beloved we are given select fragments (from 

different times and different characters' memories) that 

pieced together compose the body of the text. Like 

Beloved's own body: "It is difficult keeping her head on 

her neck, her legs attached to her hips when she is by 

herself. Among the things she could not remember was when 

she first knew that she could wake up any day and find 

herself in pieces. She had two dreams: exploding, and 

being swallowed" (133). Beloved's body appears as 

synecdoche for the text which can't hold together as story 

without someone to re-member it. 

Yet all we have of Beloved is an image, not a body. 

All Denver and Sethe have also is an image, an actualized 

apparition, even though its reality seems confirmed when 

it--that is, when Beloved--not only seduces Paul D. but 

becomes pregnant. Her desire combines with her apparent 

physical form to create an inner potential of which the 

pregancy serves as sign. She physically disappears at the 

end of the story, though, and fades even from memory: " •• 

• those that saw her that day on the porch quickly and 

deliberately forgot her. It took longer for those who had 

spoken to her, lived with her, fallen in love with her, to 
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forget, until they realized they couldn't remember or 

repeat a single thing she said, and began to believe that, 

other than what they themselves were thinking, she hadn't 

said anything at all. So, in the end, they forgot her too. 

Remembering seemed unwise" (274). Memory transforms 

anything she might have said into mere projection; thus she 

becomes a speechless image capable of fading. 

Beloved's metamorphosis from ghost to person and back 

to less than ghost involves what is essentially a memory 

taking on power by taking on the semblance of a name, of a 

body, and of speech, and subsequently losing all three of 

these. Even her name is only a seeming name. "Everybody 

knew what she was called, but nobody anywhere knew her 

name" (274). "Beloved" was just the answer she gave when 

Paul D. asked ""What might your name be?'" (52). Rather 

than a word chosen to provide her with an identity, to 

grant her membership in the community, "Beloved" is a 

fragment heard from a sermon in a ritual marking the 

child's exit from life in the community. The spoken word 

in fact referred to the audience at the funeral; Sethe 

hears it out of context and appropriates it for her child. 

In one respect "Beloved" as engraving is a material 

sign recording the girl's absence, but in spoken form the 

word makes her part of a living community even when it is 

used to mourn her death. A name possesses some of the 
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characteristics of the spoken word in its power to grant 

the illusion of life by providing a place in the world. 

One's name is what one is called by others. "Beloved" as 

sign thus exemplifies the death figured in written language 

and the capacity to create and order lived reality 

expressed in spoken language. Both of these particular 

languages, however, belong to the order of time. 

In the figure of Beloved an image of a subject, 

removed from time, seems to become a subject in time. The 

field of personal memory is not the sole source of this 

image, though even so Beloved would occupy a space outside 

the bounds of life, by definition a realm of death. But 

Beloved is also represented as literally coming from 

another place, which she describes in terms of confused, 

dream-like images. Her entry into the "real" world 

constitutes an intrusion, a transgression which leads to a 

partial erasure of "reality." Or, rather, reality is 

repressed through Beloved's manipulations and desires. 

Paul D. Loses his will, becoming like a dreamer who as a 

figure in a dream feels his subjectivity dissolving with 

his loss of control not only over his environment, but how 

sown physical actions. Sethe retreats from reality, 

concluding that "I was right all along: there is not world 

outside my door" (184). Now shut off entirely from life 

withni the community, she is contained within the world 
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Beloved has created for her. And Beloved, the dream-figure 

made nominally real, awakened, fears loss of sUbjectivity. 

Her dreams of "exploding, and being swallowed" enact 

representations of her return to the place from which she 

came--ca11 it either the realm of sleep or death. It is 

where, from the point of view of the living, she exists 

only as a form of representation--dream or memory. 

The safe haven Sethe thought she found for Beloved 

proves a nightmarish sUbstitute for the womb. It is the 

antithesis of womb--a collective tomb where the crowded 

dead try to finish the process of dying: "someone is 

thrashing but there is no room to do it in • • • we are all 

trying to leave our bodies behind" 

(p. 210). That is, they are trying to get out of the 

bounds which in life contained them and comprised the 

ground of their individuality, their separateness. 

Beloved's portrayals of her experiences before taking 

physical form describe on one hand the oppressive 

confinement of the tomb, and on the other longing for and 

partial attainment of union with Sethe. But description 

poses difficulties for her: "how can I say things that are 

pictures I am not separate from her there is no place 

where I stop her face is my own and I want to be there in 

the place where her face is and to be looking at it too 

"(210). The language of pictures is removed from that of 
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words and resists translation. Beloved is moving further 

away from the verbal as she becomes more permeable to the 

image. The picture and not the word is the signifier that 

brings the world into being at this juncture, and that for 

Beloved possesses presence. When she is in this state the 

image supplants both word and body, providing the 

reflection of the self--the face--which engenders 

self-consciousness and which also invites narcissistic 

(re) union. The power and seductiveness of the image, its 

ability to fill the world, is expressed in the image of the 

mother and takes on all the power associated with the 

mother. utopia here can be imaged or imagined, yet longing 

itself doesn't permit Beloved's relation to this image to 

remain still. Longing draws her "from the other side" into 

the world of the living where image becomes memory, does 

not possess such presence. Hence, the exclusivity of her 

relation with the image can't be maintained. The still 

moment loses power as time intrudes and makes of the image 

a memory (in a reversal of the process whereby Sethe moves 

closer to her memory). Language itself, the necessity of 

describing, inserts itself between self and image to create 

the effect of time and make of the image a past thing, 

while it defines Beloved as a subject by separating her 

from the image. To speak the image, she must define the 

world for herself, thus separating herself from the world, 
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completing the process begun with her naming and physical 

re-memberment, by which she was defined for the world. 

The novel suggests that past events have a type of 

independent existence, outside their preservation in 

personal memory. As Sethe tells Denver, 

If a house burns down, it's gone, but the 

place--the picture of it--stays, and not just in 

my rememory, but out there, in the world. What I 

remember is a picture floating around out there 

outside my head. I mean, even if I don't think 

it, even if I die, the picture of what I did, or 

knew, or saw is still out there. Right in the 

place where it happened. (36) 

These pictures are tied to a site, rather than a mind, and 

so possess a spatial existence outside time. But Sethe's 

account also warns of the threat these pictures pose: "The 

picture is still there and what's more, if you go 

there--you who never was there--if you go there and stand 

in the place where it was, it will happen again; it will be 

there for you, waiting for you. So Denver, you can't never 

go there" (36). Her charge to guard against the "rememory" 

of these pictures applies, in the end, not only to Denver, 

but to all the characters in the novel, to the novel's 
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readers, and to its author. 

with Beloved, the image, entering time, has taken on 

too much power. The story of Beloved must be forgotten, 

buried. The narrative comments on itself at its close with 

the line, "This is not a story to pass on" (275). At the 

same time it takes an elegaic tone in affirming Beloved's 

desire and right to be remembered: "Although she has a 

claim, she is not claimed. In the place where the long 

grass opens, the girl who waited to be loved and cry shame 

erupts into her separate parts. "(274). The pictures 

left by life's passing still need the living to remember 

them and to bring them into relation to time, not only 

through our envisioning but through naming, telling their 

story. But Beloved is a story which insists to the point 

of danger on being told. In a published conversation with 

Morrison, Gloria Naylor tells Morrison that a bound copy of 

her own book represents "a tombstone" for her as its 

author, and that her characters "wrote me a little epigraph 

which I recorded in the front of the book. They told me 

that I must always remember them, remember how they came to 

be, because they were the ones who were real to me and they 

were the ones I had to worry about" (Naylor and Morrison 

586). The sentiment applies as well to Morrison's novel, 

except that the voice of its title character, the character 

who most wants to be remembered, is silenced at the end. 
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The weight of the book's closed cover becomes like the 

weight of the headstone described within; our final act 

must be to read only the surface inscription, "Beloved," 

and not try to exhume what lies beneath. Fictive 

exhumation leads to imaginative resurrection, an attempt to 

bring forth the body by making the image live--an illusion 

that can be realized only by bringing the image into time. 

Narrative creates the illusion of this realization; but 

entering the fictional time of the story, we also enter the 

world of the image. And for us to try to live in this 

world is to seek a presence removed from time which can 

offer no escape or safe haven, but will ultimately distort 

life. So the book must be closed and serve as a memorial 

to forgetfulness. 

In the above-mentioned conversation with Gloria 

Naylor, Morrison talks about the sources for Beloved. One 

was an 1851 newspaper clipping about an escaped slave woman 

who had, like Sethe, attempted to kill her children to 

prevent them from living as she had lived, which included 

pictures that portrayed to Morrison "a very quiet, very 

serene-looking woman." That woman's decision remained Ita 

piece, a tail of something that was always around, and it 

didn't get clear for me until I was thinking of another 

story that I had read in a book • [of] a collection of 

pictures by Van der Zee, called The Harlem Book of the 
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Dead." It was the story attending a photograph of an 

eighteen year old girl lying in a coffin, which for 

Morrison was inexplicably connected to the other story. 

The girl had forgone medical attention to allow her lover 

who had shot her to escape. Morrison could say of this 

connection only that "in both instances 0 • • a woman loved 

something other than herself so much" (Naylor and Morrison 

584). 

These memorial pictures, animated by their texts, are 

brought together in the story of Beloved. But the fiction 

memory generates reaches the limits of telling here. 

Perhaps this time, when Morrison says "I think, at the 

moment, that I won't write anything after Beloved," the 

statement is particularly appropriate to the book (Naylor 

and Morrison 588). It conveys a respectful silence towards 

her characters, "these unburied, or at least 

unceremoniously buried, people made literate in art," of 

whom she says she has an "extraordinary" "fear of not 

properly, artistically, burying ••• " (Naylor and 

Morrison 585). 
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IV 

Besides those "actual," non-literary sources to which 

Morrison gives written acknowledgment, Beloved resurrects 

pieces of her previous works. The fierce and potentially 

destructive love of the mother for her children is first 

addressed in Sula, where Eva, financially unable to care 

for her children, disappears and returns with both legs 

amputated but a source of funds that lasts her lifetime, 

which according to community gossip comes from an insurance 

settlement over a self-inflicted railroad accident. Years 

later she murders one of the children for whom she made the 

sacrifice, a heroin addict whom she has watched slowly 

disintegrating. She explains, 

he wanted to crawl back in my womb. • Being 

helpless and thinking baby thoughts and dreaming 

baby dreams and messing up his pants again and 

smiling all the time. I had room enough in my 

heart, but not in my womb, not no more. I 

birthed him once. I couldn't do it again. (71) 

The complementary acts--one sacrifice concerned with the 

protection of the child, the other concerned with 

protection of the self--are kept separate here, in a 

simultaneous acknowledgment of the bond and the separ~~ion 
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between mother and child. In Beloved these ideas are 

merged: infanticide becomes a form of suicide while both 

mother and daughter are threatened by a state of unreality 

similar to the one in which Eva finds her son. 

Beloved also recalls that passage at the end of ~ 

Bluest Eye, "There is no gift for the beloved. The lover 

alone possesses his gift of love. The loved one is shorn, 

neutralized, frozen in the glare of the lover's inward eye" 

(159-60). Applied in the more recent text to a 

mother-daughter love, the beloved who has been shorn of 

life and frozen in time returns to become the lover, and 

similarly threaten the new beloved. When Sethe "is 

anywhere around, Beloved only has eyes for Sethe" (121); in 

Beloved's dreamy eye, "She smiles at me and it is my own 

face smiling" (214). In this incarnation as mother and 

daughter, lover and beloved become mirror images of the 

same self. The relationship Morrison as author established 

with the characters in her first work, then, is repeated 

between characters in her last work. writing The Bluest 

Eye was a process of self-reclamation for her, a search for 

"the dead girl" she had once been, who had given her some 

identity in the world. She discovered that "all of those 

people," her characters, "were me," not in a strictly 

autobiographical sense, but "because of that process of 

reclamation" (Naylor 576). When she came to write Beloved, 
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she was engaged with the question of "what it is that 

really compels a good woman to displace the self, her 

self," and so she "projected" that displaced self, ""the 

dead girl, '" "out into the earth" (Naylor 585). That is to 

say, into the book. Along with her there she places the 

mother and "twin self" of the dead girl, Morrison's own 

figurative counterpart. 

Between texts a sort of familial relationship is 

established in the repetition of these family bonds and 

self-reflections. And Morrison's own relation as author 

becomes that of both twin self and mother to the text, 

while along with the insertion of this relation into the 

text is inscribed a maternal concern not only for 

characters or between characters, but for the text. 

Beloved addresses the question of how to protect the text, 

to keep it within safe bounds without relegating it to a 

realm of pure aesthetics or of dream, to prevent it from 

being made into a foreign image by unfriendly eyes. 

In an unspoken memory Sethe silently tries to explain 

her actions to Beloved by recounting how she had overheard 

schoolteacher instruct one of his pupils, who was "doing" 

Sethe, to list "'her human characteristics on the left; her 

animal ones on the right'" (193). Since Sethe is both a 

part of Morrison's own text and a figure representing the 

mother-self who generates the text that becomes "Beloved," 
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the importance she places on this reduction of her identity 

through a process of reading and writing reveals the 

novel's own occupation with texual concerns. Ironically, 

it is Sethe's fear of Beloved's being violated that leads 

to Beloved's being made into a written image--her written 

image both in the sense that she imaginatively produces her 

self-reflection, and also in the sense that it can be seen 

and read by others within and outside the story. The scene 

with the engraver strategically placed at the beginning of 

the narrative is, as mentioned earlier, a scene of writing 

which displaces the "actual"--that is, the immediate memory 

of the act which moves the story, Beloved's murder. The 

figure of the writer here, it must be noted, is a white 

male, the author as father figure who appears along with 

his voyeur son, a less than innocent reader. The 

crawling-already baby girl whose father was Halle no longer 

exists, and if Beloved has a father it must be the engraver 

who provides her with a name, a symbolic father who marks 

her existence as a texual entity. Though his role may be 

portrayed here as superficial, and his portrait 

unflattering, yet still the author-as-father is 

represented. This story of motherhood cannot seem to 

escape the issue of patriarchal authority in writing. 

This residual authority also enters with that other 

tale of a mother and daughter which this text so clearly 
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recalls: if The Scarlet Letter is haunted by a fictional 

literary father in the figure of Surveyor Pue, then Beloved 

repeats the haunting by a literary father in earnest 

through the recurrence of images from ~ in the text. But 

Beloved does not mark Morrison's first return to that 

source. Song of Solomon resembles SL in its use of an 

ancestral text that needs to be re-presented. But while 

superficially, Hawthorne's text expresses anxiety about 

adherence to the skeletal facts of the "original" text 

(which is assumed to adhere to the real case), and 

identifies the romantic elements he adds in a way that bows 

to the claims of reality even as it attempts to authorize 

the romantic elements, Morrison's text doesn't bear such 

anxious relation to the truth of the song that is its 

fictional "father" text, nor does it attempt to reproduce 

the structure of that text. Rather, its accidental 

reconstruction from fragments comprises a new story. 

This structural similarity by itself does not form 

enough of a basis on which to claim influence, of course. 

The account of Pilate's self-evaluation and subsequent 

self-fashioning, in which "her mind traveled crooked 

streets and aimless goat paths" (149) echoes, but with more 

optimism, the passage where "Hester Prynne • • • wandered 

without a clew in the dark labyrinth of mind" (160). 

Hester, in fact, provides a literary prototype for the 
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female pariah figure who derives her identity from the 

community and serves a purpose within the community, and 

who is so central to Morrison's work. 10 

More significantly, ss at its opening returns to an 

image from the beginning of ~: the rose outside the prison 

door, on the "threshold" of Hawthorne's narrative, which is 

offered to the reader as a symbol of "some sweet moral 

blossom that may be found along the track" (56). 

Morrison's rose petals--red velvet ones, products of 

craftsmanship, not nature--scatter in the snow outside 

another institution--a hospital. with the rearrangement 

and diffusion of the image comes another way of signifying. 

The authority of a valorized nature is absent, and so the 

traditional symbolic associations of the rose no longer 

10She notes that "There are several levels of the 
pariah figure workingin my writing. The black community is 
a pariah community. Black people are pariahs. The 
civilization of black people that lives apart from but in 
juxtaposition from other civilizations is a pariah 
relationship. In fact, the concept of the black in this 
country is almost always one of the pariah. But a 
community contains pariahs within it that are very useful 
for the conscience of that community" (Tate 129). For 
Morrison there is a sort of Symbiotic relationship between 
the pariah and his or her community. Responding to an 
article arguing that Medallion was not a nurturing 
community for Sula, she says, "There was no other place in 
the world she could have lived withou being harmed • • • • 
They call her bad names and try to protect themselves from 
her evil; that's all. But htey put her to very good use, 
which is a way of manipulating her" (Tate 130). Her 
interest in the pariah figure can be traced at least as far 
back as her thesis, "Virginia Woolf's and William 
Faulkner's Treatment of the Alienated." 
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hold. The petals engage the community in the shared task 

of gathering the scattered fragments for the girls who "had 

spent hour after hour tracing, cutting and sticking the 

costly velvet" (5). Here the role given solely to the 

reader in SL is handed to the characters, while at the same 

time the reader is faced with a similar task--piecing 

together the fragments of the unfolding narrative--but not 

given any gentle authorial injunction to find a moral. In 

fact, Hawthorne's rose and embroidered letter are fused and 

multiplied in this image of the velvet petals. Texuality 

metamorphizes into simple texture, the moral significance 

of the red is erased, and the petals assert only their 

sensory qualities. Any further significance they have is 

through their placement in a metonymic chain. Morrison's 

image is not so weighted with metaphoric value as 

Hawthorne's, which acts as a seducer to the interpreting 

consciousness, holding forth mystery by representing a 

world from which one is removed, and slyly hinting at 

discoverable meaning. Even Pilate's earring, in one sense 

a metaphoric womb/tomb of significance which attains 

meaning by emblematizing the death of the letter, achieves 

its suggestion of multiplicity of meaning by association 

with various acts in the text. We are conscious of the 

image's involvement in a chaotic process that emphasizes 

displacement because we are within the text, dreaming it, 
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so to speak, and not looking at it from a position of 

authority from where we interpret. 

Morrison succeeds in asserting the differences between 

SS and SL by a simultaneous appropriation and reversal of 

elements that de-fuses (diffuses) the specter of authority 

handed to the reader by a ghostly author who repeats, in 

that gesture, the gesture of his spectral predecessor. 

Both SS and Beloved accept without question the romance 

elements they employ, such as Milkman's dream sequences or 

Beloved's ,very existence. But Beloved bears a much closer 

relation to SL than Morrison's other text, and cannot so 

easily escape its influence. Sethe enacts what Hester in 

her seemingly most unstable moments merely imagines: "At 

times, a fearful doubt strove to possess her soul, whether 

it were not better to send Pearl at once to heaven " 

(160). This entry into the imaginary territory of the 

other tale is precipitated by a state of despair similar to 

Hester's over being at odds with the law. Both women 

violently refuse (though Hester only vocally) to relinquish 

their children to the hands of authority, and also like 

Hester, Sethe experiences alienation from the community as 

a result of her child, the crime of giving birth and that 

of infanticide oddly serving as mirror images here. Hence 

when midway through the novel the narrative reveals the 

incident it had hitherto veiled, we find ourselves at the 
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opening scene of SL, where Hester emerges from prison 

clutching Pearl, with "a haughty smile, and a glance that 

would not be abashed" for the gossiping crowd gathered to 

watch (60). But the scene is reversed: the throng of black 

faces is silent as Sethe walks past with her yet living 

daughter, with "head a bit too high" and "back a little too 

straight" as she climbs into the cart that will take her to 

the entry of the jail (152).11 

11This rather literal presentation of an imagined 
return to another text (on the reader's part, but in this 
case precipitated by the text's and author's own return) 
becomes in a certain sense actually plausible if enough 
power is given to a remembered image. A.R. Luria's 
fascinating clinical study of the Mind of a Mnemonist 
(trans. Lynn Solotaroff, London: Jonathan Cape, Ltd., 
1969) describes how "S."'S mnemonic capacities were tied to 
his retention of vivid images. But "Inasmuch as S.'s 
images were particularly vivid and stable, and recurred 
thousands of times, they soon became the dominant element 
in his awareness, uncontrollably coming to the surface 
whenever he touched upon something that was linked to them 
even in the most general way •••• Given such a tendency, 
cognitive functions can hardly proceed normally. The very 
thought which occasions an image is soon replaced by 
another--to which the image itself has led; a point is 
thus reached at which images begin to guide one's thinking, 
rather than thought itself being the dominant element" 
(114, 116). Poor S. found reading a difficult task: lilt's 
particularly hard if there are some details in a passage I 
happen to have read elsewhere. I find then that I start 
in one place and end up in another--everything gets 
muddled. • • • I see the place, a one-story house. You 
enter and there's the foyer, downstairs a large reception 
room with a window near the doorway, to the right a table, 
and in the center of the room a big Russian stove • • • 
But I've seen this before. The fat Ivan Nikiforovich lives 
in this very house, and the thin Ivan Ivanovich is here 
too--in the garden out front, with the filthy Gapka running 
about beside him. And so I've ended up with different 
people from the characters in the novel" (113-114). 
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Throughout Beloved, characters slip back into memories 

which suddenly replace their present moments, as when Sethe 

notes how much she loved her murdered daughter "and there 

it was again. The welcoming cool of unchiseled headstones 

" (4), or when "Easily [Denver] stepped into the told 

story that lay before her eyes on the path she followed 

away from the window" (29). These vivid returns, which to 

a great extent determine the structure of the novel, 

themselves recall Hester's moments upon the scaffold when 

"the whole scene" before her "seemed to vanish from her 

eyes," replaced by scenes from "memory's picture gallery" 

(64-65). The text itself, in re-presenting elements of the 

other text, plays out a different relation to its written 

predecessor than that of the embattled one with a 

patriarchal author suggested by the scene with the 

engraver. The other story becomes a site dissociated from 

any author, a source of images reproduced in the body of 

the dream that is the text. 

The relation between Beloved and SL is more 

specifically portrayed in the interlude with the 

incongruous whitegirl, Amy, who wanders into and out of the 

text. The character and her history reconfigure fragments 

of SL. Her name marks her with the letter "A" in both 
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visual and auditory form, but the "A" has now become an 

accepted part of the character's identity (A--me) rather 

than an epithet appended to one's identity by the 

community. A fusion of Hester and Pearl, Amy is "good with 

sick things," a daughter uncertain of her paternity. 

possessing the letter without color or texture, she is 

driven towards Boston--her dead mother's former home and 

the vicinity of the site of what might be called the 

"original" story--by her desire for the red velvet which 

she's never seen. The fantasized velvet is inseparable 

from its distant place of procurement, that place 

inseparably associated with her mother: "velvet is like the 

world was just born. Clean and new and so smooth" (33). 

Amy's journey is clearly unrealistic, and introduces 

the danger of looking back into a fantasy realm. She seeks 

a utopia where mother is represented and fulfillment of 

desire is attained, and she hasn't even the means to get to 

the real Boston, or any notion of its distance. Read as a 

figurative journey to the site of the earlier story, return 

is rendered doubly impossible. If desire for the mother is 

overdetermined in this book, however, the version presented 

in Amy's story at least varies from Beloved's. Regressive 

desire for her own dead mother or for the fictional womb of 

SL is unconscious, unintentionally inscribed in Amy's goal, 

and in fact animates her movement forward. 
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Amy is a figure for narrative itself, compelled to 

move towards her destination, her vision of the red velvet: 

"She raised her eyes to the sky and then, as though she had 

wasted enough time away from Boston, she moved off saying, 

'I gotta go'" (33). Staying to help Sethe constitutes a 

digression within her own enacted narrative, but her 

physical progress curtailed, she seems compelled to erupt 

into a stream of words with the presence of an audience, 

that is as innocent and unselfconscious as the journey to 

Boston it temporarily replaces: "Talked so much it wasn't 

clear how she could breathe at the same time. Sethe 

didn't know if it was the voice, or Boston or velvet, but 

while the whitegirl talked, the baby slept. Not one butt 

or kick, so she guessed her luck had turned" (32-33). 

Amy's oral performance soothes like the cradle song she 

later sings which her mother taught her, and must have sung 

to her when she was an infant. Unlike the lyrics which 

proclaim a gentle end to the day and announce the coming of 

"Lady Button Eyes," a motherly spirit who seduces a child 

to sleep in what seems like a death masquerade, Amy's 

story, frenetically told, throws off the past even as it 

repeats it, and moves towards an imagined future. The tale 

itself, like her journey, comprises an attempt to fashion a 

self for herself--a self fashioned by being made 

fashionable, which incorporates yet departs from her past 
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with Mr. Buddy, and ends in a vision of herself draped in 

red velvet: "Be so pretty on me" (33). Obviously, this 

vision radically departs from the function of the scarlet 

cloth in Hawthorne's text, though Hester's badge does shape 

her character. 

Narrative here reveals how its internally inscribed 

progress (sometimes inscribed under the guise of 

regression) can encourage in its audience a forgetfullness 

through displacement of the past and present. Amy's story, 

as well as her ministrations, enables Sethe to get through 

her ordeal. But we must also take note of the strains, or 

rather the images, of the lullaby that accompanies Amy's 

narrative. The lyrics represent the scene of a lullaby and 

its intended effects on its audience; the lullaby is thus 

marked by a self-reflexiveness. The child we presume is 

listening (and thus awake) finds herself represented in the 

lyrics as "weary," on the threshold of sleep, and is 

promised sleep by the image of a spirit who "smooths the 

eyelids down / Over those two eyes of brown" (81). But 

while the images suggest a sleep that is oblivion, the 

narrative form of the lullaby stops at the threshold of 

oblivion, and turns away. The song draws the listening 

child into its fictional borders by representing her; yet 

in representing her as being on the edge of sleep, it 

fictionally produces the very scene it proposes to create 
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in reality, and masquerades as fictional re-production of 

that created scene. This self-reflection contains the 

child in an image of sleep that is an endless regress over 

the threshold of yet another dream of sleep. The "clock's 

dull monotone" that "Telleth of the day that's done" 

suggests a more final end. But representation defers that 

end, and in associating the gentle ministrations of a Lady 

fairy with it, confers a motherly reassurance regarding the 

dissolution of self that accompanies sleep. 

The progress of Amy's narrative and the scene that 

arrests one in the state of dream portray two possible 

effects of fiction. At the juncture where Amy sings the 

lullaby to Sethe, after tending to her flayed back, these 

alternatives are brought into relief: 

Amy sat qui.etly after her song, then 

repeated the last line before she stood, left the 

lean-to and walked off a little ways to lean 

against a young ash. When she came back the sun 

was in the valley below and they were way above 

it in blue Kentucky light. 

"You ain't dead yet, Lu? Lu?" 

"Not yet." 

"Make you a bet. You make it through the 

night, you make it all the way." (82) 
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The idyllic evening setting mirrors the enchanting aspects 

of the lullaby, though some more sinister aspects to 

enchantment can be read in the fairies' "haunted green" 

which "Lady Button Eyes" leaves to travel "through the muck 

and mist and gloam / To our quiet cozy home." The veiled 

threat of the lyrics is realized here in the acknowledgment 

that sleep may mean death. But though Amy occupies the 

place of the mother in singing the song, she is not the 

counterpart of "Lady Button Eyes" or of Sethe. Instead of 

luring (or unceremoniously dispatching) the figure of the 

child to a place of arrest, Amy issues Sethe a challenge to 

awaken. She administers painful massage to Sethe's swollen 

feet and legs, assuring her "Anything dead coming back to 

life hurts" (35). The following morning, "when [Sethe] 

felt toes prodding her hip it took a while to come out of a 

sleep she thought was death" (82). Amy prods Sethe to 

carryon with her narrative, and acts not just as midwife 

in the literal sense but midwife to the story as well. She 

exits this imaginary territory to pursue her own story, and 

thus the interlude occupies a space at the intersection of 

two narratives. 

The site of the intertexual relation is represented 

here as a birthplace, and the image of the other text, its 

own narrative movement, the enabling factor in the forward 

motion of the new one. This crossing weaves an arrest that 
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is restful; it creates a fictional space that rather than 

trapping the figure of character/author/reader in a fixed 

moment of self-reflection, opens a field of possibilities. 

The text becomes a site of pictures that exist 

independently of their written incarnation, like the 

pictures of things that happened that exist independently 

of the subject to whom they occurred: as Sethe notes, "even 

if I die, the picture of what I did, or knew, or saw is 

still out there. Right in the place where it happened" 

(36). with the imaginative erasure of the subject comes an 

erasure of the author. In this realm definitions blur and 

texts become permeable to each other; here also regression 

can become both arrest and progress, and the other text can 

function as both site and narrative. All of these 

characteristics describe a language of the novel similar to 

the language of dreams. As Freud says, "Sleep signifies an 

end to the authority of the self" and "Dreams • • • think 

predominantly in visual images" (83, 82). 

In this way, The Scarlet Letter participates in the 

attempt at self-articulation which Morrison's own body of 

related texts inscribes. Though the relation of this other 

text to the texual field of Beloved is harmonious, 

Beloved's own permeable field allows desire, and therefore 

narrative as well as violence, to enter. There is danger 

here where the construction of the self is diffused 
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throughout the text and subject to dissolution, where the 

identity of one feminine self can so easily become another. 

Yet in this process of engenderment it is the incorporation 

of violence into the texual body that comprises identity, 

the marks of violence on the body of the text. These marks 

appear at times as writing, such as with schoolteacher's 

notes or the headstone's engraving. But more generally, 

they are translated to a visual realm, as with the tree of 

scars left on Sethe's back, which transforms writing to an 

image on the body. The ultimate violation within this 

visual realm is to be transformed by a look into the look, 

to be "shorn, neutralized, frozen in the glare of [an] 

inward eye" whether it is the lover's eye or any other's. 

In a world composed of mutable images, such a gaze fixes 

the image and imposes identity from without. 

This way of seeing defines just one form of identity, 

however. The relation between seeing and a particular form 

of reproduction does not allow one to reproduce what one 

sees, or vice-versa. Morrison notes being "startled by the 

ability--even the desire--to 'use' acquaintances or friends 

or enemies as fictional characters. There is no yeast for 

[her] in a real~life person, or else there is so much it is 

not useful--it is done-bread, already baked" (Memory 386). 

Re-production of what one has seen must always be partly 

invisible for it to become production and appear as 
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original. No longer seeing--that is, then, 

forgetting--becomes part of the conditions of production. 

uniting oneself with the seen enables one unconsciously to 

re-generate it, and avoid the mere copying that can result 

from the conscious separation between the self and the 

seen. To become what has been seen is the project of the 

text: Amy, as synecdoche for this project, no longer wears 

the "A" but is the "A" in her written incarnation. The 

novel replaces being seen with a form of being that is an 

unfolding scene which can only be written or watched 

through participation. Beloved portrays this type of 

production in terms of a maternal metaphor that not only 

repeats itself within the text's images, but incorporates 

into the maternal bounds of the text elements which 

comprise a matriarchal line. At the same time, this 

maternalism generates its own narrative by seeking to 

escape authority, and so is defined by means of that very 

authority by which it is also marked. 

Thus also escaping the written tradition that lies 

behind her, Morrison follows it. Beloveq takes place 

within what Hawthorne christened "a neutral territory, 

somewhere between the real world and fairy-land, where the 

Actual and the Imaginary may meet," and fits, with some 

adaptations for her particular endeavor, within critical 

definitions of that territory and of American literary 
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myth-making. So, for instance, Richard Poirier emphasizes 

how the stylistic shaping of space and time in writing 

displaces the "actual" world and creates an environment of 

which "style is its only authority" (17)--a gesture which 

places authority within the imaginary domain of the text 

and notes how an original self is thus shaped within and 

through the style of the text. (For Morrison, of course, 

we would need to qualify the notion of authority existing 

within the text even as we acknowledge its displacement of 

outside authority.) Most recently, and more significantly 

for this argument, Edgar Dryden has finely traced the way 

in which 

the American tradition in fiction • • • disturbs 

and blurs the distinction between creative and 

interpretive acts and raises the question of its' 

own relation to history and tradition. By 

figuring themselves as readers, the writers • • • 

seek to maintain their priority and authority by 

absorbing and interpreting fragments that have 

been broken off from a prior and more complete 

utterance. They sense that for readers the 

question of chronological priority is a matter of 

perspective since the text in hand always echoes, 

repeats, and displaces others. Hence all texts 
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seem linked together in a conceptual space • • • 

where each can claim equal originality. (213) 

The a-chronological conceptual space of the Romance 

provides an environment where Black writers can re-write 

the traditional versions of history, a point Campbell makes 

which I noted earlier. But if Black novelists must 

creatively contend with everything ranging from the 

enactment of history upon the body of their race to the 

history of the novel, their efforts must somehow also touch 

upon the critical fictions the novel has generated. This 

is particularly true if the writer is also a woman. 

Nina Baym has rightly pointed out how theories of 

American literature tend to present a myth of exclusively 

male artistic creation, following a Bloomian line of 

thought which, she says, is founded on a "facile 

translation of the verb ~to author' into the verb ~to 

father'" (138). However, this critical fiction needn't be 

"read as a factual system" like Barthes' "myth" which sets 

up an illusory causal relation between signifier and 

signified (131).12 Treated as mutable metaphor, it can 

12Roland Barthes, "Myth Today," in Mythologies, 131-
In Barthes' myth, a second-order system of meaning 
appropriates a first, and presents itself as truth. 
Barthes also gives his version of the deconstruction of 
this illusion: "Here is another language which resists 
myth as much as it can: our poetic language. Contemporary 
poetry is a regressive semiological system. Whereas myth 
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always be given one more turn. Thus Morrison's work can 

fictionally appropriate as well as disrupt the narrative 

line of this authorial metaphor which serves so well to 

illustrate the drama of male identity for male writers. 

The concern with identity and its relations to history, 

origins and writing which can be seen as characterizing the 

canon of works placed within the American Romance tradition 

are not essentially masculine, as the easy adoption of 

Beloved and Song of Solomon into that tradition attests. 

Though it is necessary for the texts to deal with a history 

of an oppressive social authority that is interwoven with 

the authority of writing, Beloved begins to articulate some 

of "the complexities and pitfalls of maternal experience" 

and thus begins to fill the space where "Freud offers only 

aims at an ultra-signification, at the amplification of a 
first system, poetry, on the contrary, attempts to regain 
an infra- signification, a pre-semiological state of 
language; in short, it tries to transform the sign back 
into meaning: its ideal, ultimately, would be to reach not 
the meaning of words, but the meaning of things themselves. 
• • • Hence the essentialist ambitions of poetry • • • • 
This is why our modern poetry always asserts itself as a 
murder of language (133-34). He goes on to describe how in 
writing Degree Zero he discussed "The subversion of 
writing" as "the radical act by which a number of writers 
have attempted to reject Literature as a mythical system." 
Often, it is the so-called "realistic" literature that is 
most mythical, and "our "'literature of the unreal' has at 
least the merit of being only slightly so." I would of 
course argue that Morrison's work presents one version of 
the project to subvert writing and "reject Literature as a 
mythical system." 
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a massive nothing ••• " (Kristeva 179). Weaving this 

theme into the form of the work itself, Morrison also 

contributes to the displacement of a sovereign male 

authorial metaphor. Viewed from outside of the conceptual 

space where fragments from prior works can be broken off 

and incorporated, while their sources are forgotten, 

Beloved, this best of Morrison's works, makes an "original" 

contribution to the very tradition it denies, is enriched 

by the tradition it denies, and enriched by that very 

denial. 

POSTSCRIPT 

A figure wanders through the last several of 

Morrison's novels: that of the postman who doesn't appear. 

The presence of this absence is suggested in SS as soon as 

the second paragraph, in a digression concerning how the 

post office did not recognize the name local residents had 

given their street, "Not Doctor Street," a variation on the 

earlier "Doctor Street" which they had named it, and which 

the post office had also not recognized, so that letters 

addressed there were returned to the sender or "passed • • 

. on to the Dead Letter Office" (3-4). In Tar Baby, the 

figure appears in connection with Valerian, a wealthy, 
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elderly white man named after a little known and 

insignificant Roman emperor. (He is at one point mistaken 

for having been'named after a candy, though he is quick to 

point out the name's correct genealogy: "The candy was 

named after me. I was named after an emperor" [126].) He 

is obsessed with waiting for a message which he would then 

deliver to the world (45). But "the postman passed him by" 

and he thinks "Perhaps • • • he had never received the 

message he'd been waiting for" because "his innocence made 

him unworthy of it." Kings feel the need to slay 

messengers because a worthy messenger "is corrupted by the 

message he brings" (209). This figurative (still absent) 

postman finally is delivered a figurative death in Beloved 

in a discussion between Paul D. and stamp Paid of Sethe's 

attempted attack with an ice pick upon Edward Bodwin: 

"Every time a whiteman come to the door 

she got to kill somebody?" 

"For all she know, the man could be coming 

for the rent." 

"Good thing they don't deliver mail out 

that way." 

"Wouldn't nobody get no letter." 

"Except the postman." 

"Be a mighty hard message." 
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"And his last." (265) 

Moving from this authorized figure's sabotage of a 

message sent from one's own people, to a representation of 

the desire for authority that the desire to be both 

receiver and bearer of the official message represents, the 

narrative thread settles on the assertion of a texual 

innocence through the rejection of both official message 

and messenger. This last scene suggests a reversal of the 

scene where "Hawthorne" imagines Surveyor Pue hands him 

"the scarlet symbol, and the little roll of explanatory 

script" and "exhorted me, on the sacred consideration of my 

filial duty and reverence towards him--who might reasonably 

regard himself as my official ancestor--to bring his mouldy 

and moth-eaten lucubrations before the public" to which he 

dutifully responds ""r will! '" (42-43). Morrison's text in 

refusing to accept the figure wearing the mask of postman 

refuses to remember the figure of the author who is her 

literary predecessor, refuses participation in a 

geneological line in which a succession of texts evidence 

their successive authors, refuses to engender authority by 

refusing to reflect the author. But in still imagining 

this disguised figure of the author, it contains the 

patriarchal authority it cannot escape, safely keeps it 

within the bounds of the text, represented as an absence, a 
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mere ghost, haunting the margins. 
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